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Beirut

T

he Syrian regime and its
allies are stepping up their
indiscriminate round-theclock bombardment of rebel-held eastern Aleppo to
crush opposition forces, exploiting
the political uncertainty in Washington as the outgoing administration stands back while Presidentelect Donald Trump prepares to
take over in January.
US intelligence officials expect
Russia, Syrian President Bashar
Assad’s main ally, to expand its
punishing air offensive and missile
strikes from a naval task force in
the Mediterranean on the battered
northern city over the next two
months.
At the same time, Iran has been
building up its army of Shia militias from Lebanon, Iraq, Afghanistan and Pakistan. These are the
regime’s cutting edge on the ground
in what could be the defining battle
of the five-and-a-half-year-old war.
Hadi al-Ameri, leader of the Badr
Organisation, one of the main Iranian-backed Shia militias in Iraq, said
Damascus has invited the Popular
Mobilisation Forces to fight in Syria
once the battle against the Islamic
State (ISIS) in Iraq is won.
The escalation in the Aleppo offensive, which has been months
in the planning, coincides with
Russian attempts to dominate the
fragile peace effort and cut out the
United States from the process before Trump enters the White House.
The Kremlin, with Iran’s agreement, is seeking to organise a meeting in Damascus with opposition
representatives that it hopes will
supersede floundering United Nations-mandated efforts centred on
Geneva.
The signs are that the long-run-

An injured street vendor stands near his stall in a rebel-held besieged area of Aleppo, Syria, on November 23rd.
												 (Reuters)
ning battle for Aleppo, once Syria’s
largest city and its economic heart,
is now in its final phase.
That began on November 15th
with a pulverising air and artillery
bombardment by pro-Assad forces
on the eastern sector, held by rebels
since mid-2012.
“The Syrian army and its allies are
in a sustained offensive to recap-

The signs are that
the long-running
battle for Aleppo
is now in its final
phase.

ture…eastern Aleppo,” said Robert
Ford, the last US ambassador in Syria and now a vocal critic of the US
failure to intervene during the war’s
early stages.
“Unless the balance of the
ground forces drastically shifts, the
Assad regime will eventually retake
from the opposition all of eastern
Aleppo and the outlying districts of
Damascus,” he said. “This may take
months, but the balance is certainly
in the Syrian government’s favour.”
The intensity of the Russian
bombardment can be gauged from
reports by Mediterranean shipping sources that, for the first time,
Russian-flagged tankers have been
smuggling jet fuel to Syria, violating European Union sanctions on

such activity.
This began in October, indicating
the Russians had planned to intensify the bombardment of eastern
Aleppo well in advance.
An estimated 250,000 civilians
are trapped in eastern Aleppo, with
food and fuel supplies steadily
dwindling.
The regime’s ground forces seem
to be gaining after days of ferocious
bombardment in which 143 civilians
have been killed, according to the
UK-based Syrian Observatory for
Human Rights.
Ed Blanche is Analysis editor
of The Arab Weekly.
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Trump picks hardliners and relatives to shape foreign policy
Thomas Seibert

Washington

U

S President-elect Donald Trump is relying on
hardliners and members of his family to
shape his foreign and
security policy, with possible wideranging consequences for a wartorn Middle East.
After naming former general
Michael Flynn as his national security adviser, Trump has hinted
that another former general, James
Mattis, could become secretary of
Defense if confirmed by the US Senate. Republican Congressman Mike
Pompeo is in the running to be the
next director of the Central Intelligence Agency, while Kris Kobach,
secretary of State in Kansas, is reportedly setting his sights on the
Department of Homeland Security.
Both those positions require Senate
confirmation.
Flynn is controversial because
of comments describing Islam as
“cancer” and fear of Muslims as

“rational”. Mattis reportedly said in
a speech in 2005 that it was “hell of
a lot of fun” to shoot Afghans who
“slap women around for five years
because they didn’t wear a veil”.
Addressing Congress three years
ago, Pompeo said Muslim community leaders were partly to blame

for terrorist attacks if they did not
condemn acts of violence perpetrated in the name of Islam. Kobach
is reportedly calling for the reintroduction of a registry for US immigrants and visitors from countries
with terrorist activities; the scheme
was shelved in 2011 amid criticism

that it targeted Muslims.
Off-setting this parade of hardliners, Mitt Romney, a former Republican presidential nominee, is seen
as a strong candidate for the post
of secretary of State, while South
Carolina Governor Nikki Haley, the
daughter of Indian immigrants,
is being nominated to become
Trump’s ambassador of the United
Nations. Both Romney and Haley
are former critics of Trump and
considered moderates.

Trump hinted that
members of his
family could have
a say in his Middle
East policy.

US President-elect Doanld Trump with retired US Marine
General James Mattis (C) and Vice-President-elect Mike Pence
in Bedminster, New Jersey, on November 19th.

(AFP)

Trump has also hinted that members of his family could have a say
in his Middle East policy. He named
his son-in-law Jared Kushner, an
observant Jew, as a possible mediator between Israel and the Palestinians. Trump’s eldest son, Donald

Trump Jr, held talks about a possible American-Russian cooperation
in Syria with pro-Russian activists
in Paris in October.
The host of the talks, the FrenchSyrian activist Randa Kassis, told
the Wall Street Journal that Donald Trump Jr was pragmatic and
flexible. In a Facebook post on November 11th, Kassis said she was
hopeful that the outcome of the US
election would lead to an American-Russian “accord on the issue of
the Syrian crisis”.
She suggested that Donald Trump
Jr was acting as a messenger for his
father. “I succeeded to pass [to]
Trump, through the talks with his
son, the idea of how we can cooperate together to reach the agreement
between Russia and the United
States on Syria,” she wrote. Trump
has repeatedly said he wants to cooperate with Russia to improve the
fight against the Islamic State (ISIS)
in Syria.
Thomas Seibert is an Arab Weekly
contributor in Washington.
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Battle to the death in Aleppo can end only one way
Ed Blanche

Beirut

I

n Russia’s most concentrated
bombardment since it intervened in Syria’s war in September 2015, rebel-held eastern Aleppo is being reduced to
rubble, driving its heavily outnumbered defenders underground in
a fight likely to determine the outcome of the savage and bewildering
war.
The Damascus regime ground offensive, spearheaded by Hezbollah
and other recently reinforced Iranian-backed Shia militias, now appears to be trying to split in two the
sector of the city held by the rebels.
This is exposing the rebels to attacks on new fronts, in which they
face being systematically overrun.
The Russians, supported by Iranian-backed Shia militias, are pulling
out all the stops to obliterate eastern Aleppo to crush the diehard rebels besieged there.

A regime victory in
eastern Aleppo
would be a major
triumph for Assad
and his foreign
backers.
In what appears to be the biggest
battle of the war, the regime and
the Russian and Iranian generals
who now determine Syrian President Bashar Assad’s military strategy have resorted to a brutal tried
and tested tactic: Besieging their
enemies and pounding them into
submission.
East Aleppo is undoubtedly the
most ferocious of these operations. But UN officials say that more
than 1.25 million Syrians across
the country are trapped in similar
“starve and surrender” offensives.
An estimated 275,000 people, exhausted and weak from severe food
shortages, are trapped in east Aleppo. The UN says 100,000 of them
are children.

The current escalation began on
November 15th, when a recently
strengthened Russian naval task
force in the eastern Mediterranean
unleashed its most concentrated attacks on eastern Aleppo, with volleys of Kalibr cruise missiles and
air strikes by Sukhoi Su-33 fighters
operating off Russia’s only aircraft
carrier, the Admiral Kuztensov.
These were the Russians’ firstever combat strikes by their infant
naval air wing. They were backed
up on November 17th by Tupolev
Tu-95s of Russia’s strategic bomber
force, which flew an 11,000km mission from northern Russia to launch
cruise missiles on the besieged city.
Heavily outnumbered and outgunned by Iranian and Hezbollah
forces, the rebels have long had the
odds stacked against them. Short
of food and ammunition, they face
constant Russian air and missile
strikes and regime shelling that
have reduced large sections of their
sector to rubble.
All hospitals in the sector have
been systematically targeted, destroyed or put out of action. The
rebels have no surface-to-air missiles to combat the air raids, so, like
the Islamic State (ISIS), they have
adopted tunnel warfare.
For months, the rebels have been
digging a network of tunnels that
include medical centres and have
burrowed under regime positions
and blown them up.
Conquering the last of the rebels, who have held eastern Aleppo
since mid-2012, would dramatically
change the situation on the ground
as Moscow presses for a meeting
in Damascus in the coming weeks
with the opposition’s political leaders.
The Russians intend this to replace the moribund UN peace process centred on Geneva, cutting
out the Security Council and the
Americans at a stroke. Russia, Iran
and Turkey, Syria’s northern neighbour, are expanding their military
intervention, emboldened by the
political uncertainty in Washington
while they wait and see what US
policy will be under President-elect
Donald Trump.

A fighter from the Syrian pro-government forces mans a rifle inside a damaged house in the recently
recaptured village of Joubah during an offensive towards the area of Al-Bab in Aleppo province, on
November 25th. 										 (AFP)
A regime victory in eastern Aleppo would be a major triumph for
Assad and his foreign backers, Russia and Iran.
Russia is in Syria to restore Moscow’s influence in the Middle East
as part of President Vladimir Putin’s quest to revive the country’s
global power status. Iran has invested heavily in Syria, financially
and ideologically, to keep Assad in
power as part of its strategic, and
accelerating, drive to expand its influence across the region.
Iran’s
constantly
expanding
proxy forces, modelled on Hezbollah, have been a major factor in
ensuring Assad’s survival, but for
Tehran these battle-hardened Shia
militias from Iraq, Afghanistan
and Pakistan represent its growing
power projection capabilities in the
Gulf, the Levant and eastwards into

Afghanistan and Pakistan.
The situation in Aleppo has been
nothing less than the shaping of a
Shia jihad against Sunnis in Syria,
largely masked by the brutal rise
of ISIS, that is intended to alter by
force the geopolitical landscape of
the region in the years ahead.
The intensification of Russian,
Iranian and regime military operations threatens to collide with Turkey’s invasion of northern Syria in
August.
This was ostensibly aimed at preventing the emergence of a Kurdish
state on Turkey’s southern border,
but it also underlined the growing ambitions of President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan to restore the power Turkey lost in the break-up of
its Ottoman Empire after the first
world war.
With Turkey and its rebel allies,

with US connivance, pushing south
against ISIS and the Kurds in Operation Euphrates Shield launched
in August, northern Aleppo province has become “one of the most
crucial theatres of the Syrian civil
war”, the US-based global security
consultancy Stratfor observed.
“The rebel advance is not only
hurting the Islamic State and hamstringing the Kurds, but it is also
impeding US efforts to seize Raqqa
and loyalists’ attempts to retake
Aleppo city.
“Perhaps
most
important
though,
Operation
Euphrates
Shield carries the risk of starting a
brawl with Turkey and the United
States on one side and Russia and
Iran on the other — a fight whose
consequences would reach well
beyond Syria’s borders,” Stratfor
concluded.

Trump to face multiple challenges in Syria
Sabahat Khan

Dubai

T

he Islamic State (ISIS),
the Syrian civil war and
rising tensions between
the West and Russia are
amongst the most pressing global security challenges US
President-elect Donald Trump will
need to begin managing on assuming office.
With Trump’s declared priority of
defeating ISIS, the Syria quagmire
takes centre stage and will require
his administration to work out a
formula to accommodate Russian
and Turkish agendas, which their
respective leaderships are pursuing
obdurately.

The US lost out to
Russia and allowed
Iran and Hezbollah
to claim what smells
like victory in Syria.
However, with unprecedented
NATO-Russia tensions following
Russian moves in Ukraine and Syria
and a failed coup attempt in Turkey
that Ankara says was orchestrated
by US-based Fethullah Gulen, USRussia and US-Turkey relations
are important challenges awaiting
Trump.
Trump will need to find a way
of exploiting the emerging geopolitical landscape to remove the ISIS
threat and de-escalating the intensity and risks of the Syrian conflict

in part by restoring confidence with
Moscow and Ankara. Some expect
a hard line from the new White
House against its strategic competitors. However, Trump’s publicly declared admiration for Russian President Vladimir Putin and Turkish
President Recep Tayyip Erdogan’s
no-nonsense approaches provide a
useful platform for the Trump administration to manage overseas
hotspots, in particular Syria.
For regional partners of the
United States, President Barack
Obama’s administration struggled
to enforce its leadership in Syria in
the way that is consummate with its
superpower status, leaving Russia
and Iran to effectively take control.
With weak American leadership in
the Syria crisis, Turkey was forced
to first dangerously confront Russia and then to re-court Russia after
which it has effectively realigned
its Syria policy around Moscow’s
red lines.
Without Turkey, however, US
involvement in Syria lacks muchneeded depth but Ankara now owes
more politically to Moscow for its
role in Syria. Without being able to
effectively influence developments
in Syria, as was the case when Ankara was compliantly following the
US lead, intolerable security challenges were taking form for Turkey
right on its border.
The Obama administration stuck
with an approach of pursuing a series of overlapping efforts in Syria —
surveillance and air strikes against
ISIS, training and operational support for separatist Kurdish militias
and unsuccessfully attempting to
put into motion a peace plan — rath-

An image grab taken from a video footage made available by the
Russian Defence Ministry on November 15th shows a jet taking
off from the Admiral Kuznetsov aircraft carrier in the eastern
Mediterranean off the Syrian coast.
(AFP)
er than pursuing a clear end goal
with purpose and a meaningful application of military power.
The United States lost out to Russia and allowed Iran and Hezbollah
to claim what smells like victory
in Syria. In the process it alienated
Turkish counterparts and dealt a
further blow to the confidence of its
Arab Gulf partners that the United
States can be an effective and reliable regional security guarantor.
So the Syrian crisis is a quagmire
that Trump inherits without a clearcut prevailing policy and with many
vital regional relationships under
strain.
Despite his Republican membership, Trump does not represent the
party’s neo-conservative stream,
the tea party movement or even
its anti-interventionist libertarians.

He does not religiously subscribe
to any ideological worldview. As a
results-oriented leader Trump is
much less inclined to frame his policies around conservative or liberal
values than outcomes that can be
achieved with swiftness.
Trump, if he had his way, would
probably gladly settle for a trade
over Syria where he could claim
credit for defeating ISIS quickly
and decisively and partnering with
Russia. Partnering with Russia in
Syria could offer Trump a window
to reframe US-Russia relations more
broadly too — an objective that also
appears to be on his foreign policy
agenda.
If the Kremlin was willing to reciprocate Trump’s proposed partnerships against ISIS with a peace
plan that it forces the Assad regime

to work with, the Trump administration could score a massive victory.
Turkey will be able to work with
the Trump administration in Syria
because the few feasible options
available to the next White House
all not only work for Turkey but
actually need the strategic depth
only it can provide. In contrast to
18 months ago, Turkey’s position
against ISIS and Kurdish separatists
and its wider role in Syria are more
secure and firm footed following
successful reconciliation with Moscow.
Trump has exhibited Machiavellian traits throughout his election
campaign and he is comfortable
with making about-turns on policy
positions, so while the mainstream
media are anticipating positive personal relationships between Trump
and his Russian and Turkish counterparts, these expectations are still
premature.
Syria, however, represents a peculiar crisis. It is now clear the moderate Syrian rebels cannot win and
Assad is not finished but he cannot
survive in the long term. However,
there is unanimous agreement to
finish ISIS. All of the respective red
lines for the United States, Russia
and Turkey in Syria considered, ISIS
provides the only common agenda
around which the Trump administration can build its new Syria
policy.
Sabahat Khan is based in Dubai
and maintains a cross-disciplinary
focus in international security,
defence policy and strategic
issues.
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ISIS suicide attack kills dozens of pilgrims in Iraq
The Arab Weekly staff

A

suicide bombing killed
about 100 Shia pilgrims,
most of them Iranians,
in the village of Shomali,
near Hilla city, about
100km south-east of Baghdad.
The huge truck bomb blast ripped
through a petrol station where
packed buses returning from the Arbaeen commemoration in Karbala
were parked, officials said.
The Islamic State (ISIS), which is
fighting to defend its Mosul stronghold in northern Iraq, claimed responsibility for the attack.
The Joint Operations Command
in Baghdad issued a statement
saying the truck was packed with
ammonium nitrate, a chemical
compound used in many explosive
devices.

Iraqi forces have cut
off the main supply
line running from
Mosul to the western
border with Syria.
Iraq had deployed about 25,000
members of the security forces in
and around Karbala, home to the
mausoleum of Imam Hussein, to
protect the pilgrims from a feared
ISIS attack.
Earlier this week, Iraqi Prime
Minister Haider al-Abadi visited
Karbala, where he lavishly praised
the country’s security forces for
protecting the pilgrims.
ISIS, which is losing ground in
Mosul, has carried out a series of
high-profile diversionary attacks

since Iraqi forces launched a huge
offensive to retake the city on October 17th.
Elite forces are now battling ISIS
in the neighbourhood of al-Khadra,
in eastern Mosul, seeking to regain
momentum in their five-week-old
offensive.
The US-led coalition also bombed
bridges over the Tigris river that
splits Mosul in two, reducing ISIS’s
ability to resupply the eastern front.
“It is extraordinarily tough fighting, just brutal, but there is an inevitability to it. The Iraqis are going
to beat them,” coalition spokesman
Colonel John Dorrian told Agence
France-Presse.
ISIS fighters moving in an intricate network of tunnels have used
drones, snipers, booby traps and a
seemingly endless supply of suicide
car bombers in an attempt to stop
Iraqi forces.
The Iraqi military estimates there
are 5,000 to 6,000 ISIS militants
in Mosul facing a 100,000-strong
coalition of Iraqi government units,
Kurdish peshmerga and Iranianbacked Shia militias known as Popular Mobilisation Forces (PMF).
The authorities have not released
casualty figures since the start of
the offensive.
In the past few days, Iraqi forces
have cut off the main supply line
running from Mosul to the western
border with Syria, where ISIS still
controls the city of Raqqa.
The PMF have focused their operations on Tal Afar, a large town
still held by ISIS west of Mosul. Iraqi
Kurdish and the PMF agreed to coordinate movements after cutting
off Mosul from the rest of the territory held by ISIS.
“The joining of these forces great-

ly reduces the freedom of movement of ISIL insurgents in and out
of Mosul,” said Dorrian, using an
alternative acronym for ISIS.
Thousands of civilians fled Tal
Afar as the PMF closed in on the
town, which is mostly populated by
ethnic Turkmen. Those fleeing Tal
Afar are Sunnis, who are a majority
in Nineveh province in and around
Mosul. Tal Afar also had a Shia community, which fled in 2014 when
ISIS swept through the region.

About 76,000
people had been
displaced since military
operations to recapture
Mosul began.
The International Organisation
for Migration said on November
24th that about 76,000 people had
been displaced since military operations began on October 17th.
A few of them have returned to
their homes in retaken areas, but
Iraqi forces have slapped a curfew
on neighbourhoods of eastern Mosul under their control.
Those who stay behind in the
city — often too scared or unable to
leave — are facing both danger and
deprivation. Power lines are cut,
gas for heating is running low and
drinking water is nearly gone.
The only supplies people receive
are the occasional bags of bread and
packs of bottled water the troops
from Iraq’s Counter-Terrorism Service (CTS) can bring them.
But with temperatures at night
dropping below zero Celsius, the

thought of making the perilous
journey out of Mosul to one of the
sprawling camps for displaced people can be daunting.
For humanitarian agencies, trying to reach people inside the recaptured areas of Mosul is becoming increasingly urgent.
The United Nations says it has

been able to deliver food to about
37,000 people, but they are on the
very eastern fringe of the city. Aid
agencies have urged Iraqi forces to
ensure access or open up safe corridors.
The Arab Weekly staff and news
agencies.

Wary Sunni Arabs search for a place in a shifting Iraq

John Davison

Near Bashiqa

W

hen Kurdish forces
began rounding up
his relatives and
friends, 23-year-old
Iraqi Omar Abdallah
fled with his pregnant wife and four
brothers to Mosul. At the time, life
under Islamic State (ISIS) seemed
preferable for the Sunni Arab to indefinite detention.
That was shortly after ISIS captured large areas of northern Iraq in
the summer of 2014.
Now, Abdallah, his wife, Maha,
and their two infant children have
fled again. They huddle in the desert a short distance north-east of
Mosul, where government forces,
Kurdish fighters and Shia militias
are fighting to drive out ISIS.
The family is waiting with hundreds of others near the town of
Bashiqa to cross a trench dug by
Kurdish peshmerga forces.
“We timed our escape well,” Abdallah said, explaining how the
family moved from central Mosul to
a relative’s home on the outskirts.
“When Iraqi forces recaptured
the area, we left. Now we just want
to go home,” he said.

Iraq’s government has
tried to ease fears of
sectarian bloodshed.
Many Sunni Arabs
fleeing Mosul fear
persecution for being
perceived to support
ISIS.
But their hometown of Sheikhan
is in an area controlled by the autonomous Kurdistan Regional Government since 2003. It lies on the
other side of the trench and a long
earthen wall that the Kurds erected
recently to mark their expanded
territory — and could become a permanent new boundary.
Abdallah and his family are

A Sunni man who returned to his home stands next to a member of the peshmerga forces on the outskirts of Bartila east of Mosul during
an anti-ISIS operation in Mosul, Iraq, last October.
(Reuters)
among thousands of Sunni Arabs
struggling to find their place in an
Iraq whose boundaries are shifting
along ethnic lines, even before the
anticipated defeat of ISIS.
With Iraq torn by sectarian strife,
many Sunni Arabs fleeing Mosul
now fear persecution for being perceived to support ISIS.
Having experienced ISIS rule for
two years, Abdallah denies sympathising with the group that he calls
by its Arabic acronym, Daesh. “Living in Mosul, I kept my head down,
grew my beard long and worked as
a fruit seller. I tried to avoid any
contact with members of Daesh,”
he said.
Nevertheless, Kurdish suspicions
mean the family has found its way
home blocked, at least for now.
“The peshmerga have searched
people here in case there are Daesh
fighters hiding among us. We all arrived this morning. They haven’t
told us when we’ll be allowed to
cross,” he said.
Abdallah said one of his brothers had spent 13 months detained

without charge by Kurdish authorities on suspicion of supporting
ISIS.
“After Daesh, the peshmerga began a crackdown,” he said, holding
his 6-month-old son Ali in the back
of their pickup truck. The vehicle
was piled with blankets, clothes
and what belongings they managed to salvage.
“It’s possible I’ll be arrested
now, especially having lived under
Daesh, but that’s a risk I’m willing to take to get home,” he said.
“My parents have never seen their
grandchildren. They call every day
asking after Ali and Aboudi.”
Dozens of families, mostly Sunni
Arabs, sat patiently in their cars or
on tarpaulins in the dust waiting to
cross into Kurdish-held territory.
Aid worker David Eubank, who
has helped to ferry hundreds of
displaced people to camps every
night for several days, said they
would probably be allowed to cross
after dark and taken to camps or for
further security and background
checks.

Meanwhile peshmerga fighters
provided some medical treatment
to children, and distributed boxes
of food sent by an international aid
group.
Abdallah is relieved to have escaped harsh ISIS rule but remains
apprehensive. “In Europe, if a migrant from Syria or Iraq blows himself up in a terrorist attack there
is a backlash against all migrants.
Here, with the Kurds and Arab
Daesh sympathisers, it’s the same,”
he said.
ISIS has carried out numerous
atrocities, including against Kurds,
Shias and Sunnis.
Abdallah said a neighbour and a
friend had been expelled by Kurdish authorities on allegations of
being ISIS supporters. “I also know
people — Arabs — whose homes or
villages have been destroyed,” he
added.
Kurdish fighters were recently
accused by a human rights group
of unlawfully destroying Arab
homes in areas they captured from
ISIS between 2014 and May 2016, a

charge Kurdish authorities deny.
Abdallah said such reports had in
some cases driven Sunni Arabs into
the arms of ISIS, which claims to be
their protector.
With Kurdish leaders vowing
to hold onto areas the peshmerga
have seized from ISIS and Shia militias also making gains, he worries
about the future of Mosul.“We’re
scared that the Shia militias will
come into the city, kill men and
rape women,” he said, echoing
Sunni fears of revenge attacks. Shia
militias were accused this year of
torturing Sunni civilians in areas
they helped to recapture.
Iraq’s government has tried to
ease fears of sectarian bloodshed,
saying the army and the police will
be the only forces allowed to enter
Mosul.
With no sign they would be
crossing before nightfall, the families began to wrap up in coats and
hats as the temperature dropped
and the sun set over Mosul.
Reuters
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Arab League leads effort to reconcile Cairo, Riyadh
Ahmed Megahid

Cairo

T

he Arab League is leading
the latest efforts to put
relations between Egypt
and Saudi Arabia back on
track after the two Arab allies drifted apart over Syria.
Arab League Secretary-General
Ahmed Abul Gheit visited Riyadh
on November 15th and met Saudi
monarch Salman bin Abdelaziz Al
Saud to discuss how tensions could
be eased.
“The league is responsible for
uniting member states and resolving differences among them,” said
the league’s assistant secretarygeneral, Ahmed bin Helli. “Saudi
Arabia is a pillar of joint Arab work
and so is Egypt.”
The league’s reconciliatory drive
follows an effort by the United Arab
Emirates to improve ties between
Cairo and Riyadh. During a visit to
Cairo on November 10th, Abu Dhabi Crown Prince Mohammed bin
Zayed Al Nahyan discussed Saudi
relations with Egyptian President
Abdel Fattah al-Sisi.
While Prince Mohammed met Sisi
in Cairo, a senior UAE delegation
flew to Riyadh to talk to the Saudis.
Riyadh says it is angry at Cairo
because of its insistence that Syrian President Bashar Assad stay in
power for a transitional period.

Saudi Arabia is a
pillar of joint Arab
work and so is
Egypt.

”

Arab League Assistant
Secretary-General Ahmed
bin Helli
“We can’t tolerate Assad’s presence in power because it will mean
the killing of thousands of innocent
Syrian civilians,” said Abdulaziz
bin Nayef al-Ereir, a member of the
consultative committee of the Gulf
Cooperation Council and a former
member of the Consultative Assem-

bly. “Saudi Arabia wants to resolve
the Syrian conflict peacefully, but
Assad’s presence prevents this,” he
said.
Differences between Cairo and
Riyadh escalated in October when
Saudi oil giant Aramco stopped
supplying Egypt with 700,000 tons
of oil agreed to in April.
The Saudi oil cut came only a few
days after Egypt voted in favour of
a Russian draft resolution in UN Security Council on ongoing battles in
the north-western Syrian province
of Aleppo.

Arab League
Secretary-General
Ahmed Abul Gheit
visited Riyadh on
November 15th.
The oil cut has put huge strains
on Egypt’s budget because unlike
the easy-term oil deal it has with
Saudi Arabia, Egypt will most likely
have to pay in advance for its oil imports from other countries.
Cairo is now downplaying the
oil issue, calling for looking at the
larger picture of Egyptian-Saudi relations.
“A difference of views between
the two states over one issue
doesn’t mean that they are at loggerheads,” said Ahmed Abu Zeid,
spokesman for the Egyptian Foreign Ministry. “Egyptian and Saudi
views are almost identical on all
other issues.”
Saudi Arabia has offered Egypt
billions of dollars in cash and oil
aid over the past three years, which
kept the populous state afloat as it
dealt with turmoil induced by the
overthrow of Islamist president
Muhammad Morsi.
Some analysts say the acrimony
stems from a clash between Cairo
and Riyadh over their roles in the
Arab world.
“Sisi wants to lay out a new basis for the relationship with Saudi
Arabia, one which defines the exact
position of both Saudi Arabia and
Egypt as far as leadership of the
Arab world is concerned,” said Hassan Nafaa, a political science professor from Cairo University.

A January 2016 file picture shows Saudi Foreign Minister Adel al-Jubeir (L) and Egypt’s Foreign
Minister Sameh Shoukry walking before an Arab foreign minister’s meeting at the Arab League
in Cairo.
Sisi knows that time is on his
side, not on the Saudis’ side, and
that he will not restore harmony
with Riyadh before he makes sure
that radical groups now fighting Assad’s forces are not taking control
of Syria, said an Egyptian Foreign
Ministry source who spoke on condition of anonymity.
“The lesson Sisi learned is that he

cannot pursue an independent foreign policy, one which sometimes
contradicts that of Saudi Arabia,
while he is on good terms with Riyadh,” the source said. “This is why
he will wait until the Syrian conflict
is resolved before he mends fences
with the Saudis.”
Apart from advances made by
Assad in Aleppo and other Syrian

(Reuters)

provinces, the same source added
that Sisi expects Donald Trump’s
victory in the US presidential election to turn things upside down in
Syria with the US president-elect
promising to cooperate with Russia
to end the conflict.
Ahmed Megahid is an Egyptian
reporter based in Cairo.

Rulings in Islamist cases raise questions in Cairo
Ahmed Gamal

Cairo

E

gypt’s Cassation Court has
upheld an appeal filed by
ousted Islamist president
Muhammad Morsi, the
deputy supreme guide of
the Muslim Brotherhood, Khairat
al-Shatir, and 22 others against life
sentences they were given for spying for the Palestinian movement
Hamas. The court ordered a retrial
of all defendants.
The ruling came only a week
after another court overturned a
death sentence against Morsi and
a number of Brotherhood members
on charges of breaking out of jail
during the 2011 popular uprising.

This [changing]
atmosphere will
open the door for
some
compromises.

”

Tarek Fahmi, a researcher
with the National Centre for
Middle East Studies, a Cairo
think-tank.
Some
observers
questioned
whether these rulings were part of
a government effort to mend fences with the Brotherhood.
Others downplayed the importance of the court decisions, saying the overturning of two death
sentences against Morsi was due to

legal loopholes. They said this does
not amount to a change in government policy towards the Brotherhood.
“The court rulings handed down
against Morsi and other Brotherhood leaders were based on investigations by security agencies,” said
Mustafa Kamel al-Sayed, a political
science professor at Cairo University. “Nonetheless, these investigations were insufficient to establish
correct evidence.”
Either way, there does seem to be
a movement towards some accommodation between the Egyptian
government and the Brotherhood
on both sides.
On November 19th, the deputy
Muslim Brotherhood leader, Ibrahim Mounir, called for reconciliation in Egypt, recognising, observers say, that its international
support was narrowing with the
US presidential election victory of
Donald Trump.
Some
Brotherhood-backing
states, such as Turkey and Qatar,
they say, also realise that maintaining this backing will cost them on
the international scene.
Adding to the evolving situation,
the Egyptian government recently
released a group of political prisoners, with a second group expected
to be released in the near future.
“This [changing] atmosphere will
open the door for some compromises, which reflects the government’s desire to reach calm with
its opponents,” said Tarek Fahmi,
a researcher with the National Centre for Middle East Studies, a Cairo
think-tank.

A May 2016 file picture shows lawyers representing members of the Muslim Brotherhood arguing
during a trial at a court on the outskirts of Cairo.
(Reuters)
The government, Fahmi said, has
realised its unending crackdown
on the Brotherhood will not be productive in the long term.
Debates on the latest court rulings were not confined to the relation between the government and
the Brotherhood. They also includ-

ed Hamas, especially after Egypt’s
administrative court appealed a
previous ruling, labelling the Palestinian movement as a terrorist
organisation.
Egypt has also made efforts in
the last few weeks to improve conditions in the Gaza Strip by reopen-

ing the Rafah crossing on its border. Egypt also received the leaders
of some Palestinian factions to discuss a solution to Palestinian internal problems.
Ahmed Gamal is an Egyptian
writer.
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Morocco PM fails
to resolve political
stalemate weeks
after polls
Saad Guerraoui

Casablanca

M

orocco’s Prime Minister Abdelilah Benkirane probably did
not expect negotiations with other parties to form a majority government
to be so difficult seven weeks after
being tasked by King Mohammed
VI to do so after his Islamist party
won the most seats in October 7th
parliamentary elections.
It took the leader of the Party of
Justice and Development (PJD) 34
days to form a government when
his party won the most seats in the
November 2011 elections. But this
time, he said “political manoeuvring behind his back [has made]
the formation of the new majority
government a mission impossible”.

Benkirane has
alleged that a
“putsch” against
democracy has been
taking place.
Only two political parties have
agreed in principle to join his government: The Istiqlal Party (PI),
which holds 46 seats in the new
parliament, and the Party of Progress and Socialism (PPS), which
has 12 seats. But the PJD, with 125
seats, still cannot win a majority in
the 395-member parliament, pushing Benkirane to seek more coalition partners.
The Socialist Union of Popular

Forces (USFP), which declared at
the beginning of the negotiations
its willingness to join Benkirane’s
government, is still reluctant to
use its 20 seats to end the political
vacuum.

Only two political
parties have agreed
in principle to join
his government.
The USFP administrative commission agreed that the party
should continue consultations
with Benkirane regarding its participation in the next government
on the basis of shared interests “far
from any artificial or cyclical bipolarisation”.
The USFP did not mention the
possibility of an alliance with its traditional ally the Istiqlal Party, which
took part with the USFP in five successive governments between 1998
and 2011, dealing a blow to Benkirane’s hope of having the PPS,
USFP and PI in his government.
The National Rally of Independents (RNI), which has 37 seats,
might be holding the key that Benkirane needs to unlock the political
impasse, although the two parties,
which were allies in the previous
government, have recently exchanged harsh rhetoric.
Benkirane said two weeks ago
that he would not yield to the
“blackmail” by any party and that
he would not make any concessions likely to prejudice the democratic choice after refusing RNI
conditions to join his coalition.
After weeks of political chess,

The Moroccan prime minister and secretary-general of the Islamist Justice and Development Party
(PJD), Abdelilah Benkirane, speaks during a conference in Sale, on October 22nd.
(AFP)
the PJD is under increasing pressure to reach a compromise with
other parties.
The Moroccan Constitution does
not stipulate holding new elections if the designated head of government fails to gain a majority.

Benkirane has alleged a “putsch”
against democracy was taking
place. A continued stalemate
might prompt the intervention of
the king, who has warned that “the
future cabinet should not be the result of calculations aimed at fulfill-

ing political parties’ wishes, based
on electoral arithmetic, as if there
were spoils to be shared out”.
Saad Guerraoui is a frequent
contributor to The Arab Weekly on
Maghreb issues.

Bouteflika sees mosque as symbol of legacy
Lamine Ghanmi

Tunis

A

lgeria
will
inaugurate Djamaa El Djazair
mosque, the largest
in Africa, in Algiers in
December to anchor
the legacy of President Abdelaziz
Bouteflika as a living symbol of the
nationalist movement that freed
Algeria and revived its religious
and cultural identity after 130 years
of French colonial rule.
“Our forefathers built al-Azhar
mosque in Cairo. We are building
for Algeria its religious landmark
and its Islamic reference to protect
the nation, its African environment
and the world with enlightenment
and moderate religious observation
and guidance,” said Mohamed Aissa, the Religious Affairs minister.
Aissa inspected the sprawling facility on November 17th along with
the Housing and City Minister Abdelmajid Taboune and Algiers Governor Abdelkader Zoukh.

The mosque is
expected to cost an
estimated $1.5 billion
and spread over 20
hectares.
Their inspection of the mosque
to discuss the final touches came
after Bouteflika visited the building site on October 30th for more
than three hours, prompting local
analysts to speculate that the Algerian leader wanted to show he was
doing well despite his fragile health

after suffering at least two strokes
since 2013.
Some of the analysts said his visit
to the construction site was meant
as a message for potential rivals
that Bouteflika could possibly extend his 20-year stay in power in
2019 when his current five-year
mandate ends.

Algeria will
inaugurate Djamaa El
Djazair mosque,
the largest in Africa,
in Algiers in
December.
“We will bring the best Islamic
experts in the world to train the future imams of al-Djazair mosque,”
said Aissa.
Bouteflika broke ground for the
mosque on October 31st, 2011. It is
expected to cost an estimated $1.5
billion and spread over 20 hectares.
The central prayer area will be able
to accommodate 120,000 worshippers, its minaret will be 265 metres
tall, and there will be a library eventually containing 1 million books.
While secularist intellectuals
have deplored the mosque as a
symbol of a progressive Algeria sliding from its humanist secularism
and the revolutionary principles,
Bouteflika’s supporters defend the
costly project as a necessity to bolster Algeria against fanatical brands
of Islamism.
Critics have cited estimates that
the financing of the mosque would
be better spent in building its equivalent of 100,000 housing units, 10
big hospitals and 20 opera houses
at a time when the government is

A June 2015 file picture shows Chinese labourers working in Algiers at the construction site of the
third largest mosque in the area and the largest in Africa. 					
trimming social spending because
of lower oil revenues.
The government’s supporters say
the mosque will play the role of an
Islamic fortress to boost the country’s defence against extremism,
which if it left unchecked could
cost more.
They gave the example of Algeria’s experience with extremism.
An Islamist insurgency starting in
the 1990s left more than 200,000

dead and cost an estimated $80 billion in damages and missed development opportunities.
German architects KSP Engel und
Zimmermann designed the mosque
and the China State Construction
Engineering Corporation has deployed about 16,000 workers to
build it.
Algerians have been wondering
about the number of worshippers
who would brave the legendary traf-

(AFP)

fic to reach the mosque in the Mohammadia neighbourhood.
To protect it from non-human
damages, the mosque planners recruited tremor experts from Japan
and the United States to help build
a facility capable of withstanding
an earthquake of 9 on the Richter
scale, officials said.
Lamine Ghanmi is an Arab Weekly
correspondent in Tunis.
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Risks of social media
abuse in MENA region

W

idespread “fake news” is one of the biggest
stories to come out of the US presidential
election. In the Middle East and North Africa
(MENA) region, the problem of inaccurate
content in social media designed to incite is
much more chronic and is potentially more
dangerous.
MENA is overwhelmingly young, increasingly tech-savvy and
markedly prone to surfing the internet, watching videos, making
calls on WhatsApp, sharing images via Snapchat, posting photographs on Instagram and engaging with other people and the
world on social media.
According to industry announcements as well as the first report
ever compiled on social media in the Arab world, the picture in
2015 was as follows: With 80 million users, Facebook continues to
be the most popular social network in MENA. Egypt’s 27 million
users make it MENA’s largest Facebook population, followed by
Saudi Arabia (12 million) and Iraq (11 million). WhatsApp, the
popular messaging service, is the leading social media platform
in Lebanon, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates,
where it is used to discuss topics as diverse as religion and
recipes, as well as conduct e-commerce. MENA is the fastest
growing consumer of videos on Facebook — it watches twice as
many as the global average. Saudi Arabia and the UAE dominate
MENA’s Twitter usage with 53% and 51% of social media users
respectively claiming a Twitter handle.
The region’s people have never been so interconnected. Add to
that social media’s potential for stimulating cross-cultural
understanding with people from beyond the region. Apparently,
Snapchat, the self-deleting image-sharing mobile app, started a
whole new conversation among non-Muslims by featuring Mecca
on its “Live Stories” feed during Ramadan. Many in the West were
ecstatic about the rare insight into a city that only Muslims can
visit.
But if social media has the potential to be a force for good, it can
also scramble the truth, actively encourage dark forces of hate
and bigotry and influence public opinion in an ugly way.
The risk is very real in the Middle East and North Africa where a
whopping 87% of social media users are on Facebook; 84% of
them access the network via mobile devices. A massive 89% of
MENA Facebook users log on to the site daily.
In a region plagued by civil strife and violence, social media can
only amplify the ills of divided societies and the shortcomings of
their educational systems. All too often, they become a rumour
mill and a venue for sectarian and ideological sniping instead of
genuine dialogue. Conspiracy theories and unsubstantiated
accusations abound. The conjunction of smart phones and social
media is changing the political and social debate in many Arab
countries.
In a new welcome development, officials who accept bribes can
no longer remain faceless. But in many other cases, witnesses
and even victims of terrorist attacks unwittingly give extremist
groups more publicity with the spread of every shocking image.
The onus is on us all to be aware of the perils of social media
abuse. Communication education should be part of the school
syllabus in MENA countries. That would be a useful start.
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If history
has been
unkind to
the Kurds,
geography
has been
even more
unkind.

T

hey are supposed to
be on the same side,
fighting a common
enemy. Still, given
that the end game for
each side is a very
different map of what post-civilwar Syria should look like, there
are frequent clashes between
Kurdish forces fighting the
regime of President Bashar Assad
and other rebel forces.
Earlier this month, Syrian rebels
fighting to capture Islamic Stateheld al-Bab said they clashed with
Kurdish forces also attempting
to seize the city. The fighting
occurred in the village of Sheikh
Nasser, which was only recently
taken from ISIS by the Turkishbacked rebels.
Yet Ankara views the Kurdish forces, part of the US-backed
Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF),
a coalition of Kurdish and Arab
fighters, as an enemy and looks
at any territorial gain by Kurdish
forces with suspicion, afraid that
it would contribute to the hope of
eventually creating an independent Kurdish state.
History has not been kind to the
Kurds as, time and time again,
they found themselves shortchanged by Western politicians
who promised them that they
would help establish a Kurdish
homeland only to renege at the
last minute.
And if history has been unkind
to the Kurds, geography has been
even more unkind, placing the
Kurdish area and people between
Syria, Iran, Iraq and Turkey. Talk
about bad neighbourhoods.
The Iraqis gassed them, wiping
out entire villages. Saddam Hussein’s henchman, his first cousin
Ali Hassan al-Majid, notoriously
known as “Chemical Ali” for his
use of chemical weapons against
the Kurds, deployed chemical
agents regardless of the women,
children and elderly present
The Iranians hanged and executed by firing squad hundreds of
Kurds. Kurdish militants in Syria
were arrested and jailed without
trial. And in Turkey, the Kurdish
parties are considered terrorist
organisations.
Since the US invasion of Iraq in
2003, Iraqi Kurdistan, officially
known as the Kurdish Autonomous Region, has fared far better
that the rest of the country from a
security and an economic perspective.
The region has enjoyed relative
calm and has prospered greatly,
with a number of international
hotels setting up branches in the

capital, Erbil. Baghdad, while it
has no great love for the Kurds,
nevertheless will fight tooth and
nail to maintain the region well
inside the frail and fractured
republic of Iraq given that the
majority of Iraq’s oil comes from
wells in Iraqi Kurdistan. Losing
the oil revenues from the Kurdistan region would be disastrous for
Baghdad.
Protected by the US Air Force,
which turned the entire Iraqi
Kurdish region into a no-fly zone
for the Iraqi military after the 1991
Gulf War, today Iraqi Kurdistan is
as close to being an independent
state as it is likely to get, at least in
the near future.
As the former representative of
the Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG) told this reporter
when the Kurds inaugurated the
KRG’s representative office in
Washington just a few blocks from
the White House: “This is as close
to an embassy we will get without
seriously upsetting Baghdad.”
The Kurds seem to go out of
their way to appease the West,
particularly the United States.
This is something of an anomaly
in a part of the world where animosity to America seems to be the
order of the day.
Since the outset of the Syrian
civil war the Kurds have sided
with the anti-regime forces. The
peshmerga, the Kurdish fighters,
have assisted US forces since the
first Gulf War.
They have proven to be an effective force in fighting the Islamic
State (ISIS). Although they are in
large part Sunni Muslim, they opposed their fellow co-religionists
in ISIS. Upon liberating a town
from ISIS, Kurdish fighters scrambled atop an old church to restore
the heavy stone crucifix that ISIS
had taken down.
So far the Kurdish interaction
with Western powers throughout
the current Middle East conflict
has been quite positive.
But will this honeymoon stand
the test of time and Middle East
geopolitics?
What is likely to happen if and
when Ankara decides to launch an
all-out assault on the Kurds? What
will be the US position given the
close relationship between Washington and Erbil and the fact that
Turkey is part of NATO?
Will a battle-tested and largely
successful Kurdish military force
represent a new military reality to
be dealt with in the region?
Claude Salhani is a regular
columnist for The Arab Weekly.
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Can Tunisia’s investment conference deliver?

Elissa Miller

The
government
intends to
mobilise $60
billion in
investments
over the next
five years and
create
400,000 jobs.

T

his week, Tunisia will
hold its long-awaited
Tunisia 2020 investment conference,
which aims to build
support for the
country’s economic, social and
sustainable development. The
conference’s main event will be
the government’s presentation of
its 2016-2020 development plan.
Tunisia 2020 aims to persuade
investors that the country is
stable, open for business and can
offer competitive investment
opportunities.
In order to generate financing for
its five-year plan, the government
intends to mobilise $60 billion
in investments over the next five
years and create 400,000 jobs.
It will have to restore investor
confidence in Tunisia’s economic
stability and security. This will be
no easy task.
This is not the first time Tunisia
has sought to bring in significant
investment in such a way. In
September 2014, the interim
government of prime minister
Mehdi Jomaa held an investment
conference jointly organised
with the French government
entitled Invest in Tunisia:
Startup Democracy. The rhetoric
surrounding Tunisia 2020 echoes
that of the 2014 conference,
which presented the country as
embarking on a path to economic
recovery through a new vision.
Indeed, the five-year plan that
will be announced at Tunisia
2020 is presented as “a true social
initiative” that “defines a new

vision of social and economic
development”.
Tunisia 2020 is markedly
more ambitious than the 2014
conference. It will present 140
public, private and joint publicprivate projects to investors in 20
different sectors and will bring
together participants from 70
countries. The 2014 conference
presented 22 projects to investors
and international stakeholders
from more than 30 countries. The
conference will be an important
test of the new government of
Prime Minister Youssef Chahed’s
ability to bring much-needed
foreign investment into the
country.
To be sure, Tunisia has made
important progress on the
economic reform front in the
past year, which may lend some
confidence to international
investors. In September, the
parliament approved a longdelayed investment law. Earlier
this year, Tunisia moved to adopt
sweeping banking reforms and
passed legislation protecting
the Central Bank from political
interference. Tunisia also reached
a four-year, $2.9 billion loan
agreement with the International
Monetary Fund. Earlier this
month, the IMF praised the
government’s progress in adopting
critical economic reforms. The
European Commission recently
proposed doubling the European
Union’s annual aid to Tunisia.
However, the country faces
significant economic and social
challenges that have the potential

to spoil the inflow of foreign
investment that is expected from
Tunisia 2020. The tourism industry
was hit hard by two major terrorist
attacks in 2015 and is still far from
recovery. Spillover from growing
instability in neighbouring Libya
remains a serious concern for
Tunisia’s security. And while
Germany, France and Spain have
lifted travel restrictions to Tunisia,
the United Kingdom has yet to lift
its travel ban. Tourism income fell
8% in the first nine months of this
year compared to a year earlier.
The precipitous decline in
tourism figures has contributed
to the country’s stagnant growth.
The growth rate in 2015 was just
0.8% and this year’s growth rate
is projected at 1.8%. Tunisia’s
five-year development plan aims to
achieve an annual growth rate of
4% by 2020; however it is unclear
whether the country will be able to
meet this goal.
Social unrest threatens to
derail the Chahed government’s
planned reforms aimed at cutting
spending, spurring growth and
creating jobs. His cabinet, which
assumed authority in August,
was presented as fresh-faced and
inclusive and capable of pushing
through tough economic reforms.
However, the government’s
austerity measures have come up
against opposition from powerful
interests. Thousands of lawyers
went on strike twice this month
to protest new taxes that are
included in the 2017 budget, and
the powerful General Tunisian
Labour Union has threatened

to strike over the government’s
plans to freeze public wage
increases. Another powerful
lobby, the Union of Industry, Trade
and Handicrafts, has rejected
a proposed exceptional tax
contribution on businesses that
the government plans to use to
generate funds. Tunisia’s teachers’
union is also reportedly planning
a major protest over the austerity
measures.
International investors will not
be blind to the economic, security
and social challenges that Tunisia
faces. Should the government
succeed in bringing in muchneeded investment, it will have
to prove it can deliver on major
planned infrastructure projects,
particularly those in the country’s
long-marginalised interior
regions. Neither Tunisia 2020 nor
the five-year development plan
will act as a magic bullet that will
pull the country out of the current
difficult situation.
While the government
should aim to take advantage
of the conference to jump-start
increased investment in the
country, the real challenge will
be keeping to the promises that
will be made in the five-year
economic development plan. Only
time will tell whether the plan
will deliver and put the country
on a sustainable path towards
economic recovery.
Elissa Miller is an assistant
director at the Atlantic Council’s
Rafik Hariri Center for the Middle
East.

Looking beyond the far right’s rise in the West

Sharif Nashashibi

Tectonic
plates are
shifting in
American
and
European
politics.

T

here is justifiable
fear, domestically
and internationally,
over Donald Trump’s
presidency. However,
had he been defeated
this time, something even more
virulent and extreme would
have likely been fomented in
time for the next US presidential
election, feeding further on the
sense of alienation and anger,
particularly among the white
working class that helped bring
him to power.
That sense was not born during
this last election campaign.
Its political manifestation
can be traced back to the Tea
Party movement, established
in 2009 on the far right of the
Republican spectrum. Amidst
widespread jubilation at the time
over President Barack Obama’s
election, the alt-right movement’s
growth was largely overlooked
and underestimated until
Trump’s victory.
With the incoming president
and the way his administration
is shaping up, the alt-right has
attained the highest political
office in the United States and
the most powerful office in the
world. That is truly frightening,
but Trump’s presidency provides
an opportunity for it to fail,
rather than to grow and radicalise
further in another four years in
opposition.
The movement can no longer
play victim. It is one thing to
make grand promises during
an election campaign, but quite
another to implement them,
particularly because Trump has
no prior political experience. The
alt-right may be celebrating, but
his victory might represent the
beginning of its eventual demise.
Just weeks since the election,
Trump’s transition team is
reportedly already in disarray,
and there have been U-turns
on policies that were key parts
of his campaign. They include
amending rather than repealing
Obamacare (despite previously
saying it “can’t be reformed,
salvaged or fixed. It’s that bad”),
conceding that the “great wall” he
pledged to build along the border

Marine Le Pen, French National Front (FN) political party leader, speaks at an FN political rally in
Frejus, France, last September.
(Reuters)
with Mexico could be “part fence”
and dropping his repeated threat
to jail Hillary Clinton (“lock her
up” became a favourite chant
among his supporters).
There are also the difficulties
and costs of implementing a
host of major and controversial
policies on trade, immigration,
taxes, spending and security,
details of which remain vague.
It is normal for candidates
to soften and alter positions
once elected. However, Trump
whipped up such fervour and
anger among his supporters
that changing course on major
policies could alienate his
support base, adding to the
very disillusionment with the
establishment that got him
elected.
Such anti-establishment
sentiment — mixed with the kind
of xenophobia, Islamophobia,

racism and nationalism that were
out in the open during the US
election campaign — is also on
the rise in Europe, contributing
to electoral gains and victories
by parties at extreme ends of
the political spectrum. Buoyed
by Trump’s victory, far-right
National Front leader Marine Le
Pen could be among the two main
contenders to be president of
France in elections in the spring.
Given the rising popularity
of such parties, perhaps what
Europe needs too is for them to
achieve electoral success, if only
to show that after years of grand
promises and alarmist claims in
comfortable opposition, they too
will struggle with the realities
and complexities of national
governance.
Parallels can be drawn with the
Middle East post-“Arab spring”,
where long-repressed Islamist

parties achieved electoral success
in countries such as Tunisia,
Egypt and Morocco on the back of
resentment and frustration with
the old order.
To various extents, and
under different circumstances
in each country, those voted
into power showed that they
did not have all the solutions
to people’s grievances that
they had promised, leading
to disillusionment with such
parties.
Tectonic plates are shifting
in American and European
politics, but the more wildly
the pendulum swings, the more
grandiose statements will jar with
realpolitik, and in democracies,
what is voted in can just as easily
be voted out.
Sharif Nashashibi is a journalist
and analyst on Arab affairs.
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US approves arms
sales to Gulf —
with strings
James Bruce

Beirut

U

S
President
Barack
Obama’s administration
recently approved major arms sales to the Gulf
Arab monarchies worth
billions of dollars, but some of these
deals are now coming with political
strings attached because of US concerns about alleged human rights
abuses by these long-time allies.
In October, the outgoing Obama
administration underlined the extent of these concerns by warning
Saudi Arabia, a strategic ally in the
turbulent Gulf since the 1940s, that
future military aid will depend on
Riyadh halting its war in neighbouring Yemen.
Washington has already blocked
sales of cluster munitions to Saudi
Arabia as the White House initiates
a major review of weapons sales to
the desert kingdom.
“We’re telling the Saudis that
supporting their territorial integrity,
their sovereignty, that’s one thing,”
a senior US official told the Washington Post. “But their campaign
inside Yemen is something else,
particularly if they’re not prepared
to accept the unconditional, immediate cessation of hostilities that
we’ve called for.”

Obama promised
GCC leaders in May
2015 that he would
be “fast-tracking
arms transfers”.
On September 21st, the US Senate rejected a rare attempt to block
a potential arms sale to Saudi Arabia over Riyadh’s involvement in
the Yemen war, particularly the
constant attacks by its US-built warplanes dropping US-made bombs
on civilian targets.
Even though the Saudis have
come under harsh criticism in Congress, Senators voted 71-27 against

a bipartisan resolution to stop
the sale of 153 M2 Abrams tanks —
some of them to replace tanks lost
in Yemen — 20 armoured recovery
vehicles and other weaponry worth
$1.15 billion.
The foot-dragging on arms sales
to the Gulf is alarming the US defence industry, which depends
largely on exports to keep production lines going.
In October, Vice-Admiral Joseph
Rixey, head of the Defense Security
Cooperation Agency, disclosed that
US foreign military sales tumbled
by about $10 billion in 2016 from the
record $46.6 billion in 2015.
The slippage is partly the result
of low oil prices and cuts in defence
budgets. But Rixey stressed that a
critical element was the delays imposed by the US administration on
major arms sales to the six member states of the Gulf Cooperation
Council (GCC).
The biggest of these were a $4 billion sale of 36 Boeing F-15 fighter
jets to tiny Qatar, one of the world’s
major gas exporters, with an option for an additional 36; 28 Boeing
F/A-18E Super Hornet jets to Kuwait
with an option for 12 more worth $3
billion, and Bahrain’s requirement
for 19 new Lockheed Martin F-16
fighters with upgrades for its two
squadrons of older F-16C/Ds worth
$3.8 billion.
On November 18th, the US State
Department approved the Qatar and
Kuwait deals. But Congress must
have the last word and the arms
sales may yet run into obstacles.
Obama promised GCC leaders in
May 2015 that he would be “fasttracking arms transfers”. But these
sales have been pending for more
than two years, reflecting growing
US unease with the policies of the
Gulf states, among the most prolific
arms buyers on the planet, and the
shrinking US reliance on Gulf energy supplies.
There has been increasingly harsh
criticism of the Gulf monarchies in
Congress, along with deep concern
within the outgoing administration,
over possible human rights abuses.
This is most acute over the Yemen

A 2014 file picture shows US soldiers stationed at Ft. Hood in Texas taking part in an exercise
with M1A2 Abrams tanks alongside NATO troops, at the Joint Multinational Training Command in
Grafenwoehr .
(Reuters)
war in which Saudi Arabia and the
United Arab Emirates, the GCC’s key
military powers, are using US-supplied weapons, including cluster
bombs, against Houthi rebels and
obliterating civilian targets.
In late September, the Obama
administration told Congress it
would not give final approval on the
Bahrain deal until the Saudi-allied
island kingdom ceased its heavyhanded crackdown on political dissent that began in 2011 during the
“Arab spring”.
It is worth noting that Kuwait,
liberated from Iraqi leader Saddam
Hussein’s deadly embrace in the
1990-91 Gulf War by a US-led coalition, has become a key forward logistics base in the Gulf for US weapons and troops while Saudi Arabia
refuses to allow US forces on its soil.
Bahrain hosts the US Navy’s Fifth
Fleet and Qatar has the largest US air
base in the Middle East at its sprawling al-Udeid facility in the desert
outside the capital, Doha. Unlike
the Bahrain deal, the planned sales
to Qatar and Kuwait carry no conditions.
The reluctance to meet Gulf requests for major arms deliveries,
which are sought largely to counter
Iran’s expansionist policies, reflects
the deep unease among the Gulf
monarchies that their standing in
Washington is diminishing alarmingly.
This is unlikely to change un-

der the incoming administration
of President-elect Donald Trump,
whose hostility towards Islam, and
Saudi Arabia in particular, was a
defining element of his stormy election campaign.
But that said, he is also expected
to move sharply away from Obama’s
focus on human rights and this
could herald a change in the policy concerning relations with Gulf
monarchies.

The foot-dragging on
arms sales to the Gulf
is alarming the US
defence industry.
Trump favours a more robust
US military and to do that he will
need to maintain production lines
for major weapons systems, such
as combat aircraft, missiles and armour — production lines defence
contractors say have been jeopardised by the slowdown on big-ticket
arms sales to the Gulf.
Lockheed Martin says the F-16
production line will have to be
shut down if the sale to Bahrain is
blocked. That would endanger potential F-16 sales worldwide and remove an invaluable tool for promoting US foreign policy.
The US global security consultancy Stratfor observed in an October
17th analysis: “Washington’s awkward position between… long-time

regional rivals (Saudi Arabia and
Iran) has made its role in the Yemen
conflict tricky to maintain…
“As a result, the United States has
started to scale back its support for
Saudi Arabia. Even so, the latest disbursement of military aid to Saudi
forces was accompanied by the
most vocal congressional criticism
yet of the war’s humanitarian costs
and of Washington’s relationship
with Riyadh.”
The delays in meeting the Gulf
states’ military purchases is causing growing alarm within the US
defence industry and to a greater
extent the British defence industry,
which survives largely on selling
advanced weaponry to the Gulf.
They fear US foot-dragging will
push Saudi Arabia and its partners
to enhance defence links with Europe, Russia or even China. Changing key arms suppliers is a risky
undertaking at the best of times,
but the conflicts ravaging the Middle East make such a step infinitely
more dangerous.
The US industry’s fears sharpened on April 5th, when Kuwait,
dismayed by the US slowdown on
the Boeing F/A-18s it wanted, signed
up with the Eurofighter Consortium
for 28 advanced Typhoon strike jets
worth $8.7 billion.
James Bruce has written extensively on Middle Eastern security issues
for decades. He lives in Beirut.

Trump’s election may have killed prospects for amending JASTA
Mark Habeeb

Washington

D

onald Trump’s election
as US president may
have ended any chance
that the Justice Against
Sponsors of Terrorism
Act (JASTA) will be amended in the
foreseeable future. JASTA allows
individual US citizens to sue Saudi
Arabia or any other state for damages resulting from a terrorist attack.
Although the bill does not mention
Saudi Arabia by name, it is widely
known that JASTA was supported by
families who lost loved ones in the
9-11 terrorist attacks and intend to
sue the kingdom. Fourteen of the 19
9/11 attackers were Saudis.
The bill passed both houses of
Congress with ease despite opposition from President Barack Obama’s
administration, which warned of
the possible dire consequences of
essentially negating the concept of
sovereign immunity. Obama vetoed
JASTA but his veto was quickly overridden by Congress on September
28th.
But less than 24 hours later, 28 US
senators — all of whom had voted to
override Obama’s veto — wrote a letter to JASTA’s two Senate sponsors,
Democrat Charles Schumer of New
York and Republican John Cornyn of
Texas, that essentially said: “Oops!
We didn’t mean to do that.” The let-

ter expressed concern that the bill
may have “unintended consequences” (unintended perhaps, but by
no means unforeseen — the Obama
administration had publicly warned
against JASTA for months).
This letter, combined with a slew
of anti-JASTA opinion pieces and
analyses by think-tank scholars, led
many to believe that after the US
elections Obama and congressional
leaders would figure out a way to
amend JASTA to remove its “unintended consequences”. The most
likely amendment: An executive
branch waiver that would allow the
president to shield from JASTA any
country deemed to be cooperating
with the United States in the war
against terrorism.

The expectation at the time was
that Democratic candidate Hillary
Clinton would win the presidential
election and as soon as the politically volatile campaign season was
over would signal her support for an
amendment, allowing her to enter
office in January without having to
worry about the complications of
JASTA.
But plans sometimes go awry:
The surprise election of Trump has
effectively killed prospects that
JASTA will be amended any time
soon.
Trump is an ardent supporter of
the legislation. During the heated
presidential campaign, Trump
called Obama’s veto of JASTA
“shameful” and “one of the low

A May 2016 file picture shows Senator John Cornyn (R-TX) and
Senator Chuck Schumer (D-NY) exiting a news conference
concerning the Justice Against Sponsors of Terrorism Act (JASTA)
on Capitol Hill in Washington.
(AFP)

points of his presidency”. Terry
Strada, a spokeswoman for the
US families who sought to sue the
Saudi government, praised Trump
as “a vocal champion” who “would
not tolerate [Saudi] attempts to
use their oil money to… weaken
JASTA”.
Strada was referring to the powerhouse lobbying firms the Saudi
government had hired during the
run-up to the congressional vote to
try to stop or modify the legislation.
The lobbying campaign was led by
former Senate majority leader Trent
Lott, a Republican. Prior to the
election, he and other anti-JASTA
forces, including several major US
corporations, held discussions with
the Obama administration about
how best to amend the legislation.
Trump already has changed his
position — sometimes by 180 degrees — on a range of issues. But
JASTA is unlikely to be one of them.
For one, Trump is a New Yorker and
lived through the horror of 9/11. He
is much less concerned about diplomatic norms and probably has no
substantive grasp of the international legal issue of sovereign immunity.
And significantly, he has criticised
the Saudis for not compensating the
United States sufficiently for US defence of the kingdom and has suggested that oil purchases from Saudi
Arabia be banned. The goal of preserving a strong US-Saudi relationship does not seem to be high on his
agenda.

Schumer has repeatedly pledged
that he would not countenance
any changes to JASTA, even during
the lame-duck session of Congress
while Obama remains president. As
the newly chosen Democratic leader in the Senate, Schumer is even
less likely to cooperate with Trump
on watering down JASTA.

It is far more likely
that the next act in
the JASTA drama will
take place in a US
courtroom.
As Trump’s administration comes
into place, it is possible that some of
his appointees will take a more negative view towards JASTA. During
congressional consideration of the
bill, many former Republican policymakers and former military officials expressed strong opposition to
it, and some of these people could
end up in Trump’s government. But
it is uncertain how strongly they
will make their case or how seriously they will be taken.
It is far more likely that the next
act in the JASTA drama will take
place in a US courtroom.
Mark Habeeb is East-West Editor
of the Arab Weekly and Adjunct
Professor of Global Politics and
Security at Georgetown University
in Washington.
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Houthi missiles hold key to war and peace in Yemen
Noah Browning

Dubai

A

United Nations’ peace
plan for Yemen seeks
to deprive the country’s
armed Houthi movement of its missile arsenal that Yemeni security sources
say includes scores and maybe
even hundreds of Soviet-era ballistic missiles pointed at its foes in
Saudi Arabia.
But whether the Iran-allied
group will abandon the missiles
hidden in mountainous ravines
that have given it regional clout despite 20 months of punishing war is
an open question.
The group possesses Scud missiles, shorter-range Tochka and anti-ship missiles and unguided Grad
and Katyusha rockets, the security
sources said. It has even manufactured smaller home-made rockets
with names such as “Volcano” and
“Steadfast”.
Retaining them could fortify
the Houthis in a permanently
armed enclave like fellow Iranallied groups Hamas and Hezbollah, deepening the regional power
struggle between Saudi Arabia
and Iran and unnerving key shipping lanes such as the Gulf of Aden
through which most of the world’s
oil is transported.
Western and regional powers
have long worried that complex
internal rivalries and an active alQaeda branch could push Yemen
towards chaos — fears that largely
materialised last year.
A Saudi-led military coalition has
staged thousands of air strikes on
the Houthis since the group toppled the internationally recognised
government of President Abd Rabbo Mansour Hadi and fanned out
across the country in March 2015.

Houthis may feel
ceding Yemen’s most
powerful weapons to
neutral officers
could leave them
vulnerable to attack.
While Iran has strongly denied
aiding the Houthis, Saudi concerns
that the Houthis are the proxies of
their regional arch-rival sparked
their intervention.
The conflict has now killed about
10,000 people while hunger and
disease stalk the country, which
even before the war was awash
with guns and plagued by poverty.
The Houthis may feel ceding
Yemen’s most powerful weapons
to neutral officers and becoming a
political party as envisioned by the
UN plan could leave them vulnerable to attack.
“When the Houthis seized
Sana’a, they assumed total control
of state institutions, key posts in
the army and all the missiles,” a
senior Yemeni security official said,
speaking on condition of anonymity.
“Relinquishing the security apparatus will be the most important step towards what the country needs most — putting the state
back together,” the official added.
A 48-hour ceasefire aimed at
paving the way for peace talks and
a unity government expired November 21st, the latest in a series of
failed truces that leaves the fate of
the UN plan in doubt.
Saudi-led bombings have repeatedly struck underground missile
silos, sending mushroom clouds
exploding over Sana’a.
Early in the war, the coalition
said it had destroyed 80% of the
country’s stockpile of 300 ballistic
missiles.
Yet the Houthis have managed
to launch dozens of them at progovernment forces inside Yemen
and at Saudi Arabia throughout the
war, including just outside the holy
city of Mecca, 600km north of the
country.

Tribesmen loyal to Houthi rebels hold their weapons during a gathering in Sana’a, Yemen, on November 24th.
While Scuds are notoriously inaccurate and most appear to have
been shot down by Saudi Patriot
missiles acquired from the United
States, the projectiles have unnerved Gulf Arab states.
Seized by the Houthis from army
stores after their takeover, Yemen’s
missiles were amassed over the
course of decades in legal acquisitions from the Soviet Union and
North Korea.
The Houthis have upgraded
some missiles to maximise their
range, and their technical savvy in
local manufacture of smaller rockets and several deadly launches
may suggest foreign help, military
analysts say.
A Tochka ballistic missile attack
last September killed more than 60
Emirati, Saudi and Bahraini troops
outside the central city of Marib
and another killed the Saudi intelligence chief for Yemen and a senior
Emirati officer in the south-west.
An anti-Houthi tribal commander said his scouts spotted what they

said were members of the Iranianbacked Lebanese armed group
Hezbollah aiding the Marib strike.
“My men reported spotting the
missile launcher accompanied by
several cars carrying Hezbollah
advisers.
We
referred
the
information to the coalition but we
got no response,” the commander
said, speaking on condition of
anonymity.
The spokesman for the Saudiled coalition, Brigadier-General
Ahmed Asseri, said it lacked evidence of a Hezbollah link to those
attacks but believed the Houthis
receive its members’ help.
“We have information that there
are Lebanese working with the
(Houthi) militias belonging to Hezbollah… We know they are there;
we know they help them renew
and maintain the missiles,” Asseri
said.
Yemeni, Western and Iranian officials said Iran has stepped up
transfers of missiles and other
weapons to the group in recent

months.
Brigadier-General Sharaf Luqman, a spokesman for Yemen’s
pro-Houthi military, denied in a
statement this month that its forces had ever received Iranian aid.
Iran and Hezbollah have also
strongly denied aiding them.
Houthi missiles have also rattled
shipping passing through the Bab
el Mandeb strait on the Red Sea.
The group fired a conventional
ship missile at an Emirati military
craft on October 1st and a ballistic
missile a week later at pro-government forces on tiny Mayun Island
sitting astride the 25.6km-wide
waterway’s narrowest point.
The United States bombed radar stations along the Houthicontrolled coast after it said a US
warship in the strait was unsuccessfully attacked by several landto-sea missiles, an accusation the
Houthis denied.
“It’s an extremely worrying sign,
and the technology used from
small speed boats to the missiles

US peace proposal in limbo as
fighting continues in Yemen
The Arab Weekly staff

London

T

he 48-hour ceasefire,
which ended midday on
November 21st, was not
extended by the Saudiled coalition currently
at war with the Houthi rebels and
forces loyal to Yemeni former
president Ali Abdullah Saleh.
According to coalition spokesman Major-General Ahmed Asiri,
the Iran-allied rebels were responsible for 180 breaches during
the first day of the truce alone,
which included the firing of a missile into southern Saudi Arabia.
Asiri stressed to Al Jazeera news
channel that the coalition forces
did not breach the ceasefire, but
that any attempts by the militia to
change the military situation on
the ground would be met with a
response, which was a precondition of the latest ceasefire.

“We told them that if they move
their troops on the ground, if they
try to gain position, there will be a
response. This is what we are doing,” Asiri said.
“There are people on the
ground we have to protect. We
have the Yemeni National Army;
we have the population in the
area.”
According to a statement
from the Saudi government, the
Houthi rebels and their allies violated the 48-hour truce more than
260 times, 205 of which occurred
inside Yemeni territory while 55
came in the form of attacks on the
Saudi cities of Jazan and Najran.
The decision by the coalition not to renew the truce has
dimmed hopes regarding the latest peace plan, sponsored by US
Secretary of State John Kerry and
endorsed by the United Nations,
which was hoping warring factions would form a transitional
national unity government before
the end of the year.

However, the US Ambassador
to Yemen Matthew Tueller has
stated that the Kerry peace plan
was “not carved in stone” and
could be amended. In an interview with the pan-Arab daily
Asharq Al-Awsat, the ambassador
said the plan was “not a peace
agreement” and was intended to
bring rival factions back to the negotiating table.
The Kerry plan appeared to
have been endorsed by not only
the Houthis, but also Saudi Arabia and the UAE. However the
internationally recognised government rejected the proposal
initially saying they were not consulted by the United States.
More than 7,000 people have
been killed and 2.8 million displaced since the war in Yemen
began in March 2015. A Saudi-led
Arab coalition, supported by the
United States and Britain, began
an air campaign against the rebels after they overran Sana’a and
seized most of the country.

		

(AP)

shows imitation, at the very least,
of naval patterns Iran has used in
the Gulf,” said one diplomat, who
declined to be identified.
But expanding of the conflict
seaward may seek to convince
Saudi Arabia and its ally the United
States that the Houthis refuse to
cede their still-dominant political
position inside Yemen despite the
drawn-out and bloody conflict.
“It appears to be their way of saying, ‘look over here, we’re capable
of internationalising this conflict
— take our position seriously’,” another diplomat said.

The conflict has now
killed about 10,000
people while hunger
and disease stalk the
country.
A peace plan hammered out by
the United Nations has exiled Hadi
effectively resigning in exchange
for the Houthis quitting main cities and handing over arms to neutral army units.
While Hadi fiercely opposes the
scheme, diplomats and Yemeni
officials say his coalition backers
have tired of the stalemated conflict and could accept his exit if
it removed the Houthi military
threat to their borders.
The Houthis have accepted the
UN deal, which would allow its
seasoned fighters to retain their
light weapons, something that
could allow them to retain power
in national politics.
“The Houthis have sought out
guarantees that they won’t face a
sudden attack from within Yemen
and that they will retain a major
political role,” a Yemeni diplomatic source said.
A Houthi official suggested its
refusal to demobilise was a patriotic resistance to foreign plots and
guaranteed order.
“It is important to note here
the conspiracy against the missile forces in Yemen,” Hamid Rizq
wrote on the group’s news website al-Masira last month. “(There
has been) an American conspiracy
to dismantle the Yemeni army
through so-called ‘restructuring’…
to pave the way for the spread of
chaos.”
Reuters
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Lebanese musical chairs: Hariri and the quest for cabinet
Makram Rabah
Beirut

A

month into the election
of Lebanon’s new president, the current Prime
Minister-designate Saad
Hariri has thus far failed
to form a new government.
Hariri’s task was initially projected as somewhat smooth given that
almost all the political factions and
parliamentary blocs had named him
to form the first government. However, given all the obstacles that
have come up, Hariri seems to be
facing a task that might prove to be
more than he bargained for.
The challenge is not merely how
to divide the ministries, but rather
how to adapt to the new proposed
structural changes, new President
Michel Aoun and his Christian allies, mainly the Lebanese Forces,
are trying to pass. Speaker of the
House Nabih Berri and Druze leader Walid Jumblatt would like to do
that, perhaps at any cost.
Aoun’s election, made possible
only after Hariri agreed to support
him, was portrayed by the Christian bloc — the Lebanese Forces and
the Free Patriotic Movement (FPM)
— as the return of “a strong president”. This rhetoric shows Aoun’s
continued disdain for the 1989 Taif
Accord which ended the Lebanese
civil war, put an end to his mutiny
and ultimately led to constitutional
amendments that forced the president to abdicate some of his powers
to the cabinet.
Gebran Bassil, the current head of
the FPM and Aoun’s son-in-law, has
declared its future mission will be
to correct the injustices Christians
have suffered in the past, implicitly
denoting the Taif Accord and the
period that followed.
This and other similar statements
are mainly directed towards Berri
and Jumblatt, who, alongside the
late prime minister Rafik Hariri,
were the pillars of the post-Taif political structure.
Saad Hariri has never challenged
Aoun’s statements but instead issued some of his own affirming that

(LtoR) Lebanon’s Prime Minister-designate Saad Hariri, parliamentary Speaker Nabih Berri, President Michel Aoun and former prime
minister Tammam Salam attend a military parade to celebrate the 73rd anniversary of Lebanon’s independence in downtown Beirut, on
November 22nd.
(Reuters)
Taif was something the new president and his team fully endorsed.
By electing Aoun as president,
Hariri believes, this would mean a
return to the old set-up where he as
the leading Sunni politician would
be running Lebanon’s economic resurgence. Aoun, however, will not
allow anyone to share the spotlight
and seeks to rule as a strong president under the previous 1943 constitutional formula, which means
the prime minister would have to
play second fiddle.
In one memorable instance, at a
public function during the presidential term of Sleiman Franjieh
(1970-76), as was the custom, the
seats of the speaker of the parliament, prime minister and the presi-

dent were set out next to one another, but the president’s chair was
slightly advanced.

Allowing any of the
Lebanese groups to
feel like second-class
citizens cannot bode
well.
On this occasion, Saeb Salam,
prime minister at the time, made
a point of picking up his chair and
moving it to be level with Franjieh’s in a blatant disregard for protocol and a clear cry for parity. At a
subsequent function, when Salam
attempted to repeat the same ma-

noeuvre, he was unpleasantly surprised to find out that his chair was
nailed to the ground upon Franjieh’s orders, thus settling this issue
once and for all and reaffirming the
primacy of the Maronite presidency
over the other constitutional positions.
Much of the refusal of the antiAoun bloc to relinquish any of
their portfolios in the cabinets is
therefore better understood when
viewed through this lens. Consequently, Berri and Jumblatt are in
fact objecting to Aoun’s craving for
more power, something that does
not seem likely to subside.
The real challenge for Hariri and
his government is not to convince
Berri to settle for the portfolio of

public health instead of the much
coveted Ministry of Public Works,
but to convince all parties involved
to adopt a clear map for the road
ahead.
Allowing any of the Lebanese
groups to feel like second-class citizens cannot bode well. A strong and
capable president therefore should
instead make all feel that, when the
music stops, no Lebanese will be left
without a chair, perhaps only then a
strong state will truly emerge.
Makram Rabah is a doctoral candidate at Georgetown University’s
history department. He is the author of A Campus at War: Student
Politics at the American University
of Beirut, 1967-1975.

Which foreign policy for Lebanon in a volatile environment?

View poi nt

Nassif Hitti

T

he election of Michel
Aoun as Lebanon’s
president came after
almost two-and-a-half
years of dangerous
and threatening
paralysis. It was considered by
some as a Lebanese-brokered
understanding independent of
external patrons. It was, in reality,
allowed — though passively — by
the external patrons who gave a
green light to that end to their
respective allies.
This occurred in response to
international pressure and the
looming threat of a costly situation for everybody if the stalemate had continued — a situation
that could have led to the collapse
of the state and to the disintegration of society.
The looming economic crisis
was a major instigator to break
out of the stalemate that threatened the country and everybody’s
interest. The election came as a
truce amid regional tensions and
wars and reflected a wait-and-see
attitude because Lebanon was
inching closer to becoming a
failed state with all that that
encompasses.
This fear and the international
pressure overcame the escalating
Saudi-Iranian cold war and the
intensifying war by proxies

The election of Michel Aoun
came after almost two-and-ahalf years of dangerous and
threatening paralysis.

among the two regional powers.
Aoun promised an independent
foreign policy to steer Lebanon
away from the highly polarised
and rapidly escalating bipolar
confrontation stretching from
Yemen to Lebanon.
What is needed in terms of
foreign policy is to avoid becoming hostage to the regional war
that could have a devastating
effect on the country.
First, Aoun should take the
initiative to install a small
working group with people
representing the two contending
factions as well as neutral
personalities to work out proposals for confidence-building
measures to contain and neutralise the potential fallout of the
cold war confrontation on
Lebanon.
This includes — first and
foremost — the necessity to stop
the political and media sniping by
the conflicting factions — on the
respective regional friend of the
“other” — meaning Iran and Saudi
Arabia. This will be an important
test for the factions to demonstrate their credibility of wanting
to shield Lebanon from the
devastating effect of the cold war.
This will help in de-escalation
and clash avoidance at home and
from the concerned powers.
Second, to entrust the working
group to develop proposals for a
diplomatic discourse to encourage, support and engage in any
international efforts to launch a
Saudi-Iranian dialogue. Such a
dialogue is a sine qua non condi-

tion to achieve an understanding
between the two regional powers
on ongoing conflicts and save
Lebanon from turning into a
theatre of confrontation; an
extension of the Syrian one.
Third, it is of utmost importance to engage in a larger
inclusive national dialogue to
elaborate the basic tenets of a
much-needed national consensus
to liberate foreign policy from
remaining hostage to regional
politics.
Small countries need a proactive foreign policy to make them
present with dynamism and with
weight in regional and international forums. Such an active
presence on different issues and
the engagement at trying to settle
differences and conflicts particularly at the regional level provide
the country with a security net at
both regional and international
levels because of its engaged and
constructive role. It will be a main
source of soft power for the
concerned country.
Lebanon has a keen interest in
engaging within any collective
initiative aiming at establishing a
regional order based on the
respect of the normal code of
conduct (respect of sovereignty
and of other regimes, non-interference in others’ affairs, the
management of differences by
peaceful means) in the relations
among countries that allow for
restoring stability in the region.
Fourth, Lebanon has a keen
interest to engage in any collective effort to establish a confer-

What is
needed
in terms
of foreign
policy is
to avoid
becoming
hostage to
the regional
war that
could have a
devastating
effect on the
country.

ence on security and cooperation
in the Middle East that includes
the Arab countries and neighbouring Islamic countries, mainly
Turkey and Iran.
Such a conference, like the
Helsinki process turning into the
Conference on Security and
Cooperation in Europe (CSCE),
does not substitute for existing
regional organisations. Indeed, it
facilitates the functioning of such
organisations. It will act as a
forum to pre-empt and prevent
crises, to manage and settle them
once possible or to contain a crisis
so as not to have any spillover
effect.
Fifth, the proactive role as a
third party, particularly initiating
mediations to settle differences or
contain them and to be active
internationally in working for the
settlement of the Arab-Israeli
conflict, is a must. Lebanon pays a
heavy price if the tense stalemate
persists and the Palestinian
people remain deprived of their
basic national rights of statehood.
Engaging in such a proactive
foreign policy provides the
country with much needed wider
support that consolidates its
security as well as its stability and
allows for its prosperity.
History provides many examples of such roles in the world. It
is not an easy road but Lebanon
needs to take it.
Nassif Hitti was head of the Arab
League Mission in Paris, Rome
and the Vatican. He is based in
Beirut.
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Is the Palestinian movement Fatah losing its soul?
Mamoon Alabbasi

London

T

he Palestinian movement
Fatah is scheduled to hold
its first party congress in
seven years in Ramallah
on November 29th amid
controversy over what some argue
is a limited list of delegates.
A new central leadership committee will be elected during the
gathering, which is expected to
pave the way towards agreeing on a
successor to Palestinian Authority
(PA) President Mahmoud Abbas.
Abbas, 81, has been in ill health,
and media reports suggest the
new central committee will name
a deputy for him at the end of the
congress, which is expected to last
two to three days. Abbas is also the
head of Fatah and the Palestine
Liberation Organisation (PLO) as
well as the commander of the security forces.
The leak of the list of the gathering’s participants to the media has
sparked outrage among veteran
Fatah members who were not invited.
“Thousands of veteran Fatah
members who represent the soul
of the movement were excluded
from taking part in the congress
that shapes its future,” said Fadel
Ashour, a Fatah member based in
the Gaza Strip who was invited to
the congress.
The number of delegates is said
to be about 1,350. According to
Ashour, about 3,500 took part in
the last meeting in 2009.
“Fatah represents a wide section
of Palestinian society. You cannot
have a small number of people determining its direction,” Ashour
said. “Those who are excluded
will feel hurt and angry and may
not support the new leadership, as
they did not take part in the process of electing it.”
The two most prominent names
touted as Abbas’s successors are
veteran politician Nasser al-Qudwa, and the head of the Palestine
Football Association, Jibril Rajoub.
Fatah members who are suspected of supporting former senior security official Mohammed Dahlan
to succeed Abbas have reportedly

Palestinian Authority President Mahmoud Abbas delivers a speech during a rally marking the 12th anniversary of Palestinian leader
Yasser Arafat’s death, in the West Bank city of Ramallah, on November 10th.							
(Reuters)
been excluded.
“Such a congress is supposed to
be held after reuniting Fatah, not
take place while excluding Dahlan
and his supporters. This move runs
counter to the unity of Fatah; it
only deepens its wounds,” said Sufian Abu Zaida, a former Palestinian minister and a Fatah member
now based, like Dahlan, in the UAE.
“Those who were involved in
the struggle for Palestine, which
includes [their] spending years in
Israeli prisons, were excluded from
attending. Many elected members
of the Fatah Revolutionary Council
were not invited,” said Abu Zaida.
“How can the security apparatus
take charge of what is essentially a
political movement?”
Some observers fear that the
congress will hijack Fatah from its
base by cementing the movement’s
control in the hands of the PA.
“The seventh Fatah conference
is a key example for how the trappings of democracy can be used

in authoritarian contexts. This
conference is not about rebuilding Fatah as a national liberation
movement, but is about officially
transforming Fatah into a ‘ruling
party’, as in other parts of the Arab
world,” said Geneva-based Palestinian writer Alaa Tartir.

Critics say there is a
heavy overrepresentation of the
PA and members of
security forces as
delegates at the
congress.
“This comes as part and parcel
of the police state in the making
that is framed in a state-building
project. Fatah leadership is not interested in a meaningful reform
process as the status quo is convenient to them. Changing some
players is merely a cosmetic modi-

fication if the rules of the game are
fixed,” added Tartir, who is the programme director of Al-Shabaka, a
US-based non-profit organisation.
Critics say that not only is there
a heavy over-representation of the
PA and members of security forces
as delegates to the congress, but
that there has also been an underrepresentation of influential Fatah
members who live abroad, especially when considering that millions of Palestinians live in exile.
“The number of delegates representing the Palestinian diaspora in
different parts of the world, including the Arab region, is 128 out of
the attending 1,350, in other words
just 9%,” Mueen Taher, a former
member of the Fatah Revolutionary Council, wrote in an opinion
piece in the New Arab newspaper.
In addition to internal divisions
within Fatah, Abbas is also facing pressure from the rival Hamas
movement as well as the so-called
Arab quartet — Saudi Arabia, Egypt,

UAE and Jordan — which views his
leadership as divisive .
From the perspective of at least
some of the delegates, however,
the congress comes at the right
time to strengthen the movement’s
resolve.
“This is very important, a crucial congress for Fatah to reorganise the movement and renew the
legitimacy of the leadership,” Rajoub told Reuters. “The next period
should be how we reorganise the
whole political system.”
His fellow candidate for the leadership, Qudwa, is also optimistic.
“I hope to see an appropriate mix
between those who are now in the
leading bodies and the new generation, representatives of the new
guard,” he told Reuters. “There
will be some changes from the last
meeting.”
Mamoon Alabbasi is an Arab
Weekly contributing editor based
in London.

Israel’s bid to muffle Muslim call to prayer amplifies tensions
Joe Dyke

Jerusalem

A

t 4.30am Mufeed Shawana was rushing to alAqsa mosque as the first
Muslim call to prayer of
the day rang out across
the Old City of east Jerusalem.
But he stopped short when asked
how he felt about Israeli calls for
the sound echoing from the minarets to be dampened.
“It upsets me. The calls to prayer
have happened for 1,400 years,” he
said.
A bill backed by Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu to ban
mosques around Israel and annexed east Jerusalem from using
loudspeakers to amplify late night
and early morning azans, or calls
to prayers, has been approved by
a ministerial committee ahead of a
parliamentary debate and voting.
It has been temporarily blocked
but the government is still confident of pushing it through.
Shawana said nobody would
deny Jews their own religious rituals, which are “their right”.
“This is our right,” he added,
before disappearing inside the
mosque to pray.
The dispute around high-decibel
minarets is not unique to Israel,
which argues that other states, including in Europe and elsewhere,
have similar restrictions to those it

is looking to implement.
But it has touched a raw nerve
in Israel, where many in its minority Arab population — about 17.5%
of the whole and overwhelmingly
Muslim — believe Netanyahu’s
right-wing government is systematically persecuting them.
They also worry that their connection to al-Aqsa, the third holiest
site in Islam, is under threat
Large numbers of Israeli Jews
view the azans as noise pollution,
with the bill’s sponsor Motti Yogev,
of the far-right Jewish Home party,
arguing they disturb the peace of
hundreds of thousands of people.
He has also claimed that in some

cases they are used by religious
leaders to incite against Israel.
In its current draft, the law would
prevent the summons to worshippers between 11pm until 6am from
being relayed on loudspeakers.
Palestinians and Arab Israelis
have organised protests against the
ban, with an Arab Israeli MP performing the azan in Israel’s parliament to the fury of some of his Jewish colleagues.
Government watchdogs call the
bill a threat to religious freedom
and the Arab League has termed it
“a very dangerous provocation”.
Arab Israelis, who largely identify
as Palestinians, are the descendants

A Palestinian muezzin recites the Muslim call to prayer from
the al-Aqsa mosque compound in Jerusalem’s Old City, on
November 21st.						

(AFP)

of Palestinians who remained on
their land after the creation of the
state of Israel in 1948.
Beit Safafa in southern Jerusalem
is an Arab village flanked by Jewish
neighbourhoods, including the area
of Pat, a few hundred metres away.
In a passionate sermon at Beit
Safafa’s mosque, Najih Qiraat, a
religious leader from al-Aqsa visiting for the weekly Friday prayers,
railed against the Israeli plans.
“It is very clear the Israeli occupation with this law, or the attempt
at this law, wants to Judaise the
city. They don’t want to hear Arabic
prayers in the city, they don’t want
to see churches in the city,” he later
said.
“The prayers represent a racket
but the Israeli Jewish celebrations,
celebrations at night you hear until
dawn, they don’t represent a racket?” he asked.
For Israelis in Pat, turning the
volume down is only fair and they
accuse the Palestinians of being unreasonable.
“We are a Jewish neighbourhood
next to an Arab village — the noise
is terrible. I have a little kid who
cannot sleep,” said Ayelet Sadeh,
42.
Just like Qiraat and Shawana, she
saw calculated malice rather than
cultural misunderstanding behind
the actions of the other side.
She pointed to the Jewish holiday
of Yom Kippur, when life in Israel
grinds to a standstill for a day, as
an example — pointing out Muslim

prayers also continue on that day.
“Sometimes,” she said, “it feels
like they are doing (it out of) spite.”
Health Minister Yaakov Litzman
of the ultra-Orthodox party United
Torah Judaism blocked the bill as
he was worried it would silence the
weekly siren alerting Jews to the
start of the Sabbath or holy day.

Palestinians and
Arab Israelis have
organised protests
against the ban
An Israeli official said the authorities were confident they would
find a way to pass the bill “while
protecting religious freedom for all
and the right of all to be free from
excessive noise”.
There are more than 400
mosques in Israel and territories
under its control, including east
Jerusalem, according to Israeli government figures, and implementing
any law could be tough.
“Forbidden fruit is sweet,” Qiraat
said, suggesting Muslims would
organise loud prayer calls from
homes.
“If they ban the prayers, every
house will become a prayer house
— every house will pray, every person,” he said.
“Day and night, until the occupation understands they cannot interfere in religious issues.”
Agence France-Presse
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Lebanon’s Salafists poised for parliamentary polls?
Hashem Osseiran

Beirut

S

hunning the quietest tendencies of their predecessors, contemporary Salafi
movements in Lebanon
have emerged as visible and
vocal actors in the public sphere,
leading some to question whether
they might seek to broaden their
political clout by entering electoral
politics.
While they enjoy a substantial
popular base and powerful ties to
foreign countries, Lebanon’s Salafi
movements do not seem poised to
pursue political office, however.
Although relatively new in scope
and scale, the country’s Salafi
groups are historically rooted actors. The orthodox religious movement, which seeks to emulate the
Prophet Mohammad and his earliest followers, was founded in the
northern Lebanese city of Tripoli in
1946 by cleric Sheikh Salem al-Shahal. Since those humble beginnings,
Salafi movements gained notable
popularity over the years.

Salafi movements
have gained
popularity in parts of
southern Lebanon.
Statistical data concerning the
number of Salafis in Lebanon is not
available but Zoltan Pall, a research
fellow at the National University of
Singapore and a specialist on Lebanese Salafi movements, attempted
to quantify the groups in his 2013
book Lebanese Salafis between the
Gulf and Europe: Development,
Fractionalization and Transnational
Networks of Salafism in Lebanon.
His 2009 survey of Tripoli’s
mosques revealed that 40 out of
110 are governed by the state-endorsed authority of Dar al-Fatwa.
Salafis control 40 of the remaining
mosques and the other 30 are run
by various Islamic groups. This im-

plies that the movement possesses
significant religious sway over the
city.
Beyond this noteworthy presence in the north, Salafi movements
have gained popularity in parts
of southern Lebanon, namely the
Ain al-Hilweh refugee camp and
the village of Abra east of Sidon.
These groups are even marking an

Lebanon’s Salafi
movements do not
seem poised to
pursue political
office.
increased presence in the Beirut
neighbourhood of Tariq al-Jadideh,
Pall said in a Skype interview.
He said the movements have
“succeeded in situating themselves
in the centre of the religious field”
as evidenced by the increasing
number of people praying in Salafi
mosques and attending sermons
delivered by Salafi figures. Pall predicted that Salafis would play an important role in influencing Sunni religious identity and redefining what
it means to be a Sunni in Lebanon.
Beyond a rising support base,
Salafi movements have strong ties
with the Gulf countries, namely
Qatar and Kuwait, which have financed the groups through charity
networks such as Qatar’s Sheikh Eid
charity organisation and Kuwait’s
Society of the Revival of Islamic
Heritage. These financial flows, Pall
said, allowed these groups to carry
out small-scale initiatives, such as
building clinics, mosques and religious institutes in underdeveloped
north Lebanon districts, which contribute to their popularity among
residents.
Considering their historical roots,
increasing popularity and transnational financial ties, it would make
strategic sense for these groups to
strive for political participation,
especially considering the Sunni
street’s growing disenchantment
with its traditional political leadership. However, it does not seem as

A 2013 file picture shows Muslim Salafist Sheikh Salem al-Rafei (top) heading Friday prayers at the
Taqwa mosque in Lebanon’s northern city of Tripoli.
(Reuters)
though this path will be pursued.
“Salafi movements in Lebanon
are not yet ready to participate in
institutional politics,” Sheikh Salem
al-Rafei, the imam of the al-Taqwa
mosque in Tripoli and an influential Lebanese Salafi figure, said. He
noted that Salafi groups in Lebanon lack organisational structure
and are connected instead by loose
social networks that would not be
amenable to organised political
work.
Although he said it would be beneficial for Salafis to coalesce under
a unified political party, Rafei cautioned that “this move would undoubtedly create rifts among Salafi
ranks and could isolate the movement’s popular base”. This internal
opposition, he clarified, stems from

the fact that many Salafis ideologically refuse political organisation
and label it bid’ah — a harmful religious innovation.
Ideological differences aside,
there are political reasons in the way
of participation in government. Rafei, a well-known critic of Lebanon’s
Hezbollah, noted that the evolving
situation precludes serious political
involvement.
“We are feeling, day by day, that
Lebanon is falling under the grip
of the Iranian project,” he said.
“What would be the point of elections? What would be the point of
me being elected as a deputy or me
nominating three candidates when
in the end Hezbollah decides everything?” he asked.
Although it is unlikely that Salafis

will coalesce into an organised political force, this does not mean that
they will be absent from parliamentary elections scheduled for 2017.
Historically
speaking,
Salafi
leaders have seen some success in
elections. In Lebanon’s 1996 parliamentary polls, Sheikh Dai al-Islam al-Shahal, son of the founding
father of Salafism in Lebanon, received about 9,000 votes in Tripoli.
Considering the rift between the
Sunni street and the sect’s traditional political leaders, Rafei predicted that certain Salafi figures will
pursue standing in elections, especially because “the interest of the
Sunni sect is at stake”.
Hashem Osseiran is a reporter
based in Beirut.

Morocco carefully integrates Salafists
Mohamed Alaoui

Rabat

T

he blending of Moroccan
Salafists into some political parties is a result of an
“intellectual re-examination”. The early political
participation of Salafists and their
adjustment to partisan work began
when they joined the Party of Renaissance and Virtue (PRV), headed by Mohamed Khalidi. The PRV
dealt with the Salafist rationale and
strengthened the bonds with the
symbols of the jihadist-Salafism,
notably Hassan el-Kettani, Abdelwahab Rafiki (known as Abu Hafs)
and Mohammed al-Fizazi.
Here, we may inquire: Was it not
possible for Salafists to initiate a
political party that brings them together around the same authority
and programme so as to create an
organisational structure with the
aim of unifying ranks?
Abd al-Ilah al-Sati, a researcher in
political science and Islamic groups,
said: “The political authorities are
still testing the icons of Salafism to
determine the extent of their adjustment to the prevalent political
discourse and the mechanism of political activism within the constitutional bodies.”
“The political authorities in Morocco are not ready to run the risk
of allowing the creation of a unified
political body of Salafists, especially
that the outcome remains in doubt,”
Sati added.
The Justice and Development
Party (PJD) failed to lure Salafists
when local authorities rejected the
candidacy of Salafist Sheikh Ham-

mad Kabbaj in Marrakech. But the
effective organisational machine of
the Istiqlal Party was quick to integrate a number of Salafist leaders,
notably Rafiki, who was fielded as
a candidate for the electoral district
of northern Fez.
While in prison, Rafiki published
Ansifouna (Do Us Justice), a tract
in which he condemned the brutal
Casablanca attacks of May 2003 and
pronounced his opposition to takfir
and support for the Moroccan principles and sanctities, in reference to
the monarchy.
According to some researchers,
the intellectual re-examination by
a number of Salafists comes as an

effort to normalise with requirements of the political process, such
as democracy, elections and individual rights. Other researchers say
that Salafists are claiming re-examination to bypass the state and the
society.
“Until now, the performance of
the Salafist figures, who were freed
after a royal pardon, points to vigorous attempts to normalise with the
requirements of the official political
state,” said Sati.
“A number of Salafist figures
joined the ranks of some national
political parties. Others chose the
path of public statements in favour
of the state’s official discourse. Oth-

Hammad Kabbaj, a controversial cleric and Salafist member of the
Justice and Development Party (PJD), gives an interview in the
Moroccan city of Marrakech, last September.
(AFP)

ers opted for the promotion of the
official discourse, namely Mohammed Fizazi.”
Last February, Rafiki, Hassan alUsri, Hisham al-Temesmani and
founding member Hamza Kettani
left the PRV. Running as a candidate on the electoral list of the Istiqlal Party for the city of Tangier,
Temesmani was one of the most
prominent Salafist figures in Morocco and Spain, where he served
as president of the Islamic Centre of
Greater Toledo.
The Istiqlal Party has been traditionally represented in Tangier
since 1980s by businessmen from
the Rif region.
Rafiki said he chose Istiqlal “because it is an established political
party that has the finest scholars,
militants and leaders within its
ranks”. He stressed that there were
shared projects with Istiqlal, notably “the revival of the national
Salafist thought, the Moroccanisation of Salafism, in a way that dismisses all forms of extremism, radicalism and intolerance. The aim is
to produce an enlightened approach
in dealing with the religious text so
as to understand the current reality,
its requirements and constraints.”
Yet, could it be a desire to obtain
a seat in parliament that has driven
Rafiki to join Istiqlal? Rafiki said that
his decision was not only associated with the elections but also with
the “decision of former detained
Salafists to join Istiqlal, with the
aim of working towards confronting extremism and terrorism and
strengthening the Moroccan identity.”
In this context Sati said: “The announcement of these Salafist figures
of their intention to run in legisla-

tive elections comes as part of the
process of integration into political
life. This process started even before
the royal pardon through a number
of intellectual re-examinations.
“Some political parties have lured
Salafist figures to their ranks, with
simply one objective, that of the
electoral pragmatism. The political parties are actually looking for
favourites who are able to snatch a
seat in parliament.”

Salafist figures have
shown a readiness to
normalise with the
the Moroccan state,
mainly by
abandoning the
takfiri discourse.
Neither Salafist candidate was
elected and their lack of experience
in politics may have taken its toll in
the election. Nevertheless, the little
adventure within moderate political parties is a sign that prominent
Salafist figures are seeking to learn
from the failed Salafist political
course in some countries since the
“Arab spring”.
And, it appears that the Moroccan state is trying to eliminate every
extremist seed within the Salafist
movement, through the mechanisms of dialogue and integration in
political life. And so, Salafist figures,
without exception, have shown a
readiness to normalise with the official principles of the Moroccan
state, mainly by abandoning the
takfiri discourse.
Mohamed Alaoui is a Moroccan
writer.
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Obama’s strategy against ISIS looks successful but comes at a high price
Gregory Aftandilian

Washington

T

he offensive against Mosul that is designed to rid
Iraq of the Islamic State
(ISIS) and increasing
pressure on the jihadist
group in Syria would seem to vindicate US President Barack Obama’s
strategy of fighting with air power
and advisers.
The price, however, of this strategy has been a painfully long wait
for those suffering under ISIS rule
and an unwillingness to intervene
in other crises.
Obama entered office as a strong
opponent of the Iraq war who was
determined to reduce the US military footprint in the Middle East.
Although he was by no means a
pacifist, exemplified by his frequent use of drone strikes against
al-Qaeda operatives and his initial
surge of troops in Afghanistan, he
said that an ongoing US military
presence in the Middle East did
more harm than good.

The price of Obama’s
strategy has been a
painfully long wait
for those suffering
under ISIS rule.
Controversy still rages in US political circles over what Obama had
in mind in Iraq. Administration officials said he wanted to keep a
residual US military force in Iraq
but, because the Iraqis refused to
approve a status-of-forces agreement, he had no choice but to withdraw all US troops. His Republican
critics, however, insisted that he
was so eager to withdraw US troops
that he never tried hard enough
to obtain an acceptable status-offorces agreement.
The rapid ISIS advance from
eastern Syria into Iraq in the summer of 2014 that not only took large
portions of territory in northern

and western parts of the country
but threatened Baghdad compelled
Obama to change course, albeit
cautiously. He deployed several
thousand US military advisers to
help retrain the battered Iraqi Army
and undertook air strikes against
ISIS targets, the latter with help
from European and Arab partners.

The other fallout
from the success
against ISIS has been
a US reluctance to
engage in related
crises in the Middle
East.
This strategy to “degrade and ultimately defeat” ISIS seems to be a
success within the parameters of
what Obama aimed to accomplish.
The strategy is based on the United
States playing a supportive role
while Iraqi government forces, Syrian Kurdish forces and various tribal and militia forces take the fight
to ISIS on the ground and win back
territory. There is a good chance
that Iraq will be cleared of ISIS by
the end of Obama’s term and that
the ISIS caliphate’s capital, Raqqa ,
in eastern Syria will fall in 2017.
But this slow-and-measured
approach — designed to limit US
boots on the ground to only advisers and a few hundred special
forces — has meant that for at least
two-and-a-half years, people under
ISIS control have suffered terribly.
As is well-known, ISIS has executed thousands of people, including
Muslims not agreeing with its version of Islam, destroyed churches
and forced Christians to convert or
pay a special tax and killed or enslaved thousands of Yazidis.
The torment of Yazidi women
and girls who have been made into
sex slaves has been particularly
appalling. Their anguish, reported
in a recent opinion article in the
Washington Post, is such that one
of them recently got word to relief
workers to tell the United States

A US Air Force airman stands inside a bunker as an incoming mortar alarm is called at a coalition air
base in Qayara, some 50km south of Mosul, on October 28th.
(AP)
and its partners that “if you can’t
save us, please bomb us. We can’t
bear to live.”
The Arab states and the international community, not just the
Obama administration, also bear
responsibility for tolerating these
atrocities for so long. The reluctance of all to put a quick end to
ISIS’s rule has meant prolonging
the anguish of those under ISIS’s
occupation.
The other fallout from the
success against ISIS has been a US
reluctance to engage in related crises
in the Middle East, particularly the
Syrian war. Although the Obama
administration has given billions
of dollars to the United Nations for
the care of Syrian refugees, it has
been reluctant to attack the forces

of Syrian President Bashar Assad
even as they continue to commit
atrocities in Aleppo and other
cities.
This hands-off strategy is the
result of Obama’s desire not to get
bogged down in another Middle
East quagmire and his apparent
belief that another engagement
would complicate the anti-ISIS
mission by diverting US military
assets to fight against Assad. Russia’s military support for the Assad
regime has probably made Obama
even less likely to intervene militarily.
In Washington, a bipartisan
group of foreign policy experts
has been convening to try to sway
the new administration led by
Donald Trump to be more willing

than Obama to engage and intervene in the region. As one former
Obama official noted: “There is a
widespread perception that not being active enough or recognising
the limits of American power has
costs” and “so the normal swing is
to be more interventionist”.
No one wants a repeat of the Iraq
war of 2003 but there is a growing
consensus, at least among foreign
policy elites, that limited US engagement in the region has real
downsides — morally and strategically.
Gregory Aftandilian is a lecturer
in the Pardee School of Global
Studies at Boston University and
is a former US State Department
Middle East analyst.

Why ISIS and Baghdadi will survive losing Mosul, Raqqa

View poi nt

Sami
Moubayed

W

hen Abu Bakr
al-Baghdadi
stood in the
pulpit of a
mosque in the
northern Iraqi
city of Mosul to declare himself
caliph of the Islamic State (ISIS)
in June 2014, many wrote him off
as a short-lived charlatan produced by the carnage of the
Syrian battlefield.
Many Western experts on the
region predicted he would soon
fail, insisting that young Muslims
were more committed to democracy than theocracy.
But the caliph has surprised
them all, dodging missiles from
US, Russian, Iraqi and Syrian
forces since ISIS seized Mosul.
And despite hefty territorial
setbacks in recent months,
Baghdadi is likely to survive a lot
longer.
Instead of collapsing, ISIS has
held out in Syria and Iraq and
struck at Egypt, France and
Turkey. Although it lost Ramadi
in Iraq’s Anbar province, Palmyra
in the Syrian desert and is
currently battling to hold onto
Mosul, ISIS still controls major
strategic cities on the Euphrates
such as Raqqa, Albukamal and
Deir ez-Zor.
Affiliate branches have mushroomed in Sinai, Nigeria, Mali,
Gaza and Libya, all pledging

Baghdadi really thinks he is the
caliph of Islam and his
supporters genuinely believe
him.

allegiance to Baghdadi. These
Salafist groups may have different names, but their core ideology is ISIS-driven and all of them
are willing to kill and die for the
sake of the caliph.
The elimination of many of
ISIS’s top leaders has done
nothing to clip the claws of the
Islamic State, just as the 2006
death of Abu Musab al-Zarqawi in
a US air strike in Iraq had little
effect on the fortunes of al-Qaeda
in Iraq, ISIS’s predecessor.
In 2015, the infamous ISIS
executioner Jihadi John was also
killed in a US air strike, followed
by Abu Omar al-Shishani, the
Chechen who was one of ISIS’s
ablest military commanders and,
more recently, close Baghdadi
aide and ISIS spokesman Abu
Mohammad al-Adnani.
ISIS will survive because, first
and foremost, it is an ideology
that binds together a group of
men whose thoughts will live
long after their deaths.
This ideology, based on a
carefully distorted version of
Sunni Islam, travels far and wide
and settles in the minds and
hearts of people, regardless of
age, nationality or economic
background.
As a package, ISIS still looks
attractive to the brainwashed and
disturbed or those with a wobbly
Islamic education who are easily
deceived by misinterpreted texts
and charismatic preachers.
It has all the trappings of
statehood, starting with a
metropolitan capital, a national
anthem, an army, police force and
intelligence service, schools and

a treasury filled with oil money.
For lack of a better alternative,
joining its ranks seems logical to
many, especially those millions
of Muslims who dream of an
Islamic state — not necessarily
this Islamic State, but one that
will restore the caliphate.
The theological foundations for
the Islamic state and the caliphate are all there, clearly stated
in the Prophet’s hadith and
mentioned in the Quran.
Baghdadi really thinks he is the
caliph of Islam and his supporters
genuinely believe him. Nothing
makes people in places such as
Nigeria and Libya pledge support
to a faraway Levantine organisation, one that sends them neither
money, nor arms, nor advisers—
except for the fact that they
believe in Baghdadi’s vision and
want to be part of it.
Coming as it does amid the
colourless leadership in the Arab
world, Baghdadi’s charisma
stands out.
This belief has helped ISIS
survive the last two years and
explains why it still holds entire
cities – although it is questionable for how much longer it can
do that.
Despite its recent losses, ISIS
still controls at least nine oilfields
and earns $1 million a day from
black market oil sales at low
prices that attract even the Syrian
and Iraqi governments.
Donations from sympathisers
were almost non-existent before
2013-2014. Money was raised only
in Syria and Iraq through kidnapping, theft and other illegal
activities.

ISIS
ideology,
which is
based on a
carefully
distorted
version of
Sunni Islam,
travels far
and wide.

After capturing Mosul in June
2014, however, ISIS seized $420
million in cash from the city’s
Central Bank, topped off with $35
million-$45 million in ransom
money. According to the Guardian newspaper, ISIS is worth $2
billion.
ISIS lives on three pillars of
support: Money, governance and
religious legitimacy. If the money
dries up, it would lose its ability
to deliver in terms of government, but it would still have the
religious legitimacy, based on its
version of Islam.
More importantly, Baghdadi
has credentials his rivals do not.
Take his title, “the caliph”. His
rivals cannot claim it because
according to Sunni tradition, the
caliph has to hail from Quraysh,
the Prophet’s tribe, and according to the Shia, he has to be from
Ahl al-Bayt, the Prophet’s family.
Baghdadi claims both.
So the converted will support
him regardless of what happens
in Syria, even if a political
settlement is reached between
Damascus and Syria’s opposition.
The ambitions of Baghdadi and
his thugs go far beyond controlling Damascus. They are exactly
what their name implies, an
Islamic state, one that doesn’t
believe in democracy or political
settlements, recognises neither
the United States nor Russia and
has its eyes on a much greater
Muslim nation.
Sami Moubayed is a Syrian
historian and author of Under The
Black Flag (IB Tauris 2015)
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Iran confirms
more than 1,000
of its fighters
killed in Syria
Mamoon Alabbasi

London

I

ran has confirmed the deaths
of more than 1,000 of its fighters sent to Syria to support
President Bashar Assad.
“The number of martyrs
from our country defending the
shrines has now passed 1,000,”
the head of Iran’s Foundation of
Martyrs’ and Veterans’ Affairs, Mohammad Ali Shahidi Mahalati, was
quoted as saying by the semi-official Tasnim news agency.
By “shrines” Mahalati was referring to Shia religious sites in Syria,
most notably the Sayeda Zeinab
mosque near Damascus, revered
because the granddaughter of the
Prophet Mohammad is said to be
buried there.

The combatants are
not solely Iranian but
include Shia Afghans
and Pakistanis living
in Iran.
The combatants are not solely
Iranian but include Shia Afghans
and Pakistanis living in Iran. In
May, Iran passed a law that allows
granting citizenship to the families of foreigners killed fighting for
Tehran.
Observers noted that the figure
marked an increase from the 400
deaths cited by Mahalati in August. Half of those fighters were
Afghans, recruited for a division
known as Fatemiyoun.
Iran denies sending troops to

support Assad, saying it only sends
military advisers and volunteer
fighters. Tehran also provides the
Syrian regime with financial and
diplomatic support.
Critics say the death toll is likely
to be higher than announced by
Iranian officials.
“Even though the head of Iran’s
Foundation of Martyrs has disclosed the death toll of fighters deployed by Iran to Syria to have exceeded 1,000, unofficial estimates
have put the number far higher,
with up to 3,000 forces killed,” said
Mosa Zahed, a vocal critic of the
Iranian regime and the founding
director of Middle East Forum for
Development in London.
“Considering the fact that Tehran
recruits not only Iranian nationals but also Afghani, Pakistani and
Iraqi citizens, who it subsequently
assigns to military divisions that
are organised along the lines of
their nationalities, it is reasonable
to assume that the death toll is far
higher than stated,” he added.
Zahed said there was a rising
public sentiment against Iran’s military involvement in the region.
“Tehran portrays the Iranian
people to be increasingly sympathetic to Iran’s regional expansionism… [but] the truth is, the
voice of the ordinary Iranian people has been heard loud and clear
when thousands protested against
the authorities on the occasion of
Cyrus the Great’s birthday in October at his tomb in Pasargadae and
chanted: ‘Let go of Syria, think of
us’, ‘No to Gaza, No to Lebanon,
My life be sacrificed for Iran’,” Zahed said.
It remains difficult to gauge pub-

A May 2016 file picture shows civilians and armed forces members carrying the flag-draped coffins of
Islamic Revolutionary Guard General Mohsen Ghajarian and five soldiers who were killed in fighting
in Syria, during their funeral ceremony in Tehran.
(AP)
lic sentiment, argues Iranian journalist Kourosh Ziabari, who is now
studying in England.
“People in Iran do sometimes
debate the issue of sending fighters to or being involved militarily
in countries of the region, but it’s
not a topic that’s high on their list
of priorities,” said Ziabari. “People
are more concerned about how relations with the international community, especially following the
nuclear deal, could improve their
livelihoods and the economy. They
also often discuss the state of their
own rights and freedoms and the
wish to expand them.”
But Ziabari stressed that even in
the event of strong Iranian public
disapproval of the government’s
involvement in Syria, withdrawing
support for Assad is unlikely. “The
Iranian government will do what it
sees suitable without seeking the

approval of public opinion. It won’t
be holding a referendum for every
controversial decision it takes.”
The view from rebel-held areas
in Syria puts the bulk of the blame
for the country’s destruction and
civilian fatalities squarely at the
doors of Iran and Russia, for backing the Assad regime. From their
perspective, the March 2011 uprising, that started as peaceful before
morphing into a civil war would
have toppled Assad had it not been
for his support from Tehran and
Moscow.
“We think the real figure (of Iranian fatalities in Syria) is higher
than what they announced because we Syrians have been dealing
with them on the ground for many
years now, even before Iran started
admitting their presence on our
land,” said Emad Karkas, a Syrian
journalist from Idlib province.

“We saw their presence from the
outset of the revolution, before the
people took up arms against the regime. But now in some areas, there
are more of their fighters and others from Lebanon (Hezbollah), Iraq
and Afghanistan fighting for Assad
than there are Syrian troops and
militias,” said Karkas.

Iran passed a law
that grants
citizenship to the
families of killed
foreign fighters.
“The Syrian rebels don’t encounter many Syrians in battles any
more. The rebels often find themselves taking on foreigners fighting
for Assad or foreigners fighting for
the Islamic State.”

Khamenei’s latest headache: Iranians hail a sixth-century BC king
Gareth Smyth

London

F

ootage of Iranians chanting slogans against the
Islamic Republic at the
tomb of Cyrus the Great,
who ruled Persia in the
sixth century BC, have circulated
on social media and been called the
largest demonstrations since the
2009 unrest following Iran’s disputed presidential election.
Chants of “Iran is our country;
Cyrus is our father” morphed into
“We are Iranians; we don’t worship
Arabs” and “Freedom is our desire
and it won’t come through beards”.
However serious these events
at the tomb at Pasargadae, near
the southern city of Shiraz — and
the provincial prosecutor did announce arrests — Cyrus Day on October 28th, initiated a decade ago
and this year attracting many thousands, highlights the unusual challenge the Islamic Republic faces in
dealing with nationalism.
“Many governments use nationalism to mobilise their populations,
including China and Russia,” said
Robert Powell, regional manager
for the Middle East and Africa at the
Economist Intelligence Unit, “but
the Iranian government is reluctant
to do this, as nationalism can sit uneasily with the Islamic Republic’s
religious tenets.”
Many Iranians like to gaze back
fondly on Cyrus as a tolerant ruler
who freed the Jews from captivity
in Babylon and cherished ethnic
diversity in building a large empire,
but his legacy has proved trouble-

some for more modern Iranian rulers seeking to legitimise their rule.
The Safavid shahs, whose dynasty from 1501-1722 perhaps marks
the start of modern Iran, set out
to unite their subjects — Persians,
Turks, Kurds, Arabs and others —
through establishing Shia Islam as
the state religion. Shia clerics, some
from southern Lebanon, achieved
high status while recognising the
Safavid shahs as “God’s shadow on
Earth”. Religion and nationalism
sat together, if sometimes uneasily.
By the 20th century, the two Pahlavi shahs — Reza and Mohammad
Reza — saw the clergy as an obstacle
to development. Reza Shah banned
the hijab, encouraged archaeological excavations at pre-Islamic sites
and reduced clerical influence in
education and the courts.

Mohammad Reza strongly emphasised continuity with ancient
glories. His 1971 celebrations near
Cyrus’s tomb of the supposed
2,500th anniversary of the Persian
monarchy and attended by many
world leaders, became a notorious
festival of conspicuous consumption that alienated ordinary Iranians and helped start the revolutionary tide that toppled the shah
in 1979.
Initially, the Islamic revolutionaries expressed disdain for Iran’s
history before the arrival of Arab,
Islamic armies around 651. They
looked askance at rituals such as
Charshanbeh Suri, the last Wednesday of the year, when Iranians jump
over bonfires.
For Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, Islam should unite all regardless

The tomb of Cyrus the Great, a revered king of the Persian Empire,
is seen at Pasargadae outside Shiraz, south of Tehran
(Reuters)

of nation or ethnicity but Iran was
— and is — marked out as the only
Islamic country other than Iraq
with a majority Shia population
and the Islamic Republic learned to
live with practices merging Islam
with pre-Islamic, even Zoroastrian,
ways.
Millions of Iranians every year
mark Nowruz, the new year beginning at the spring equinox, by visiting the shrine in Mashhad of Imam
Reza, the eighth Shia imam.
Pre-Islamic customs are more
popular than ever — this year more
than 50 cities took part in a contest
to build the most original haft-seen
table, a practice by which Iranian
families assemble seven items, including herbs and a goldfish, that
begin with the Farsi letter “seen”
and which represent renewal or fertility. Pre-Islamic Zoroastrian motifs appear more often in pendants,
paintings and decorations.
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, president from 2005-13, tried to connect
with such sentiments, probably
sensing a potential popular base
independent of the clerics, the bureaucracy or institutions such as
the Basij. In 2010 he called Cyrus
“king of the world” when opening
an exhibition of the Cyrus Cylinder, on which the king supposedly
made the first declaration of human
rights.
Ahmadinejad’s chief of staff, Esfandiar Rahim Mashaei, took this
further in speaking of an “Iranian
school of thought” distinct from
an “Islamic school of thought”,
prompting some senior clerics to
detect a “deviant current” and
even to allege that Mashaei had bewitched the president.

Their nerves were understandable. “Iranian nationalist discourse
is latently anti-Islamic and if its importance increases, then political
Islam weakens,” said Walter Posch,
of the National Defence Academy in
Vienna.

Events at the tomb at
Pasargadae highlight
the unusual
challenge the Islamic
Republic faces in
dealing with
nationalism.
Posch raised another issue: “If
the regime changes itself into something nationalist, as Ahmadinejad partly tried, then Iran’s ethnic
question will become an existential
threat for national unity and not
only a nuisance.”
Kurds, Arabs, Baluchis and Azeris have sometimes seen Iranian
nationalism as a cloak for Persian
nationalism and the “separatist”
nationalism of ethnic minorities —
half of Iran’s 70 million population
— has grown.
Some of the recent clips from
Pasargadae posted on social media feature anti-Arab chants. In
another, a speaker refers to those
standing beside him as a Kurd, an
Arab and a Turk (perhaps Azeri),
presumably to stress the unity of all
Iranians. Even if his legacy is contested, 2,500 years after his death
Cyrus remains an important symbol.
Gareth Smyth was chief correspondent in Iran for the Financial
Times in 2003-07.
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Turkey asserts itself in Iraq and Syria
Harvey Morris

London

T

urkish President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan, seemingly invigorated by the failure of the July attempted
coup to unseat him, has
been asserting his country’s right
to insert itself directly into the conflicts tearing apart its neighbours.
Turkish planes have been engaged in air strikes against the Islamic State (ISIS) in both Iraq and
Syria, where Ankara’s local proxies
have been pushing forward since
they mounted a cross-border offensive in August to stop Kurdish
forces taking over territory abandoned by ISIS on Turkey’s southern
periphery.
Erdogan dispatched his troops to
northern Iraq, ostensibly as trainers, to the great consternation of the
Baghdad government.
On the diplomatic front, Erdogan has patched up relations with
Russia and even mended Turkey’s
strained ties with Israel.

After Turkey’s
belated direct
intervention in the
Iraqi and Syrian
conflicts, Erdogan is
unapologetic.
Alarmingly, from the perspective
of Turkey’s neighbours, he has referenced the 1920 National Pact that
asserted Turkish sovereignty over
territory as far as Kirkuk and Erbil
in the east, Aleppo in the south and
even Thessaloniki in present-day
Greece.
This latest expression of Erdogan’s latent neo-Ottomanism is
something of a rhetorical device,
designed to justify Turkey’s claim
to have a say in the eventual outcomes of the conflicts in Iraq and
Syria rather than as a threat to expand the country’s borders.

At the same time, Turkish demands for the ousting of Syrian
President Bashar Assad as a condition for a peace settlement there
have become less strident. That
is, in part, a reflection of the rapprochement with Moscow that followed President Vladimir Putin’s
swift support for Erdogan in the
wake of the July coup attempt.

Turkish Prime
Minister Binali
Yildirim
acknowledged that
Turkey might be
prepared to sit down
with Assad.
The official line is still that Assad
has to go. However, Turkish Prime
Minister Binali Yildirim acknowledged this summer that Turkey
might be prepared to sit down with
Assad during a transition period. In
the end, however, there was nothing to choose between Assad and
ISIS, and both would have to go, according to Yildirim.
It was an instructive intervention,
not just in terms of an apparent softening of the Turkish tone towards
Assad but also in its assumption
that Turkey would have a central
role in determining Syria’s future.
Yildirim did not, of course, neglect to include the Kurds as part of
Turkey’s trinity of evil alongside Assad and ISIS.
Ankara has done little to disguise
the fact that those it regards as
Kurdish terrorists, both in Syria and
at home, are the real target of its
new assertiveness. Turkey did little
to confront ISIS when it was in its
ascendancy but has now intervened
at a time when the jihadists are on
the retreat to make sure the Kurds
do not take over new territory.
Turkey stood back in 2014 when
the Syrian Kurds defending the border town of Kobane looked doomed
to succumbing to an ISIS siege and
was even accused of aiding the ji-

A K9 unit patrols along a wall on the border line between Turkey and Syria, near the south-eastern
village of Besarslan, in Hatay province, Turkey, on November 1st.
(Reuters)
hadists by allowing volunteers to
reach the battlefront across Turkey’s porous border.
Since the Syrian Kurdish People’s
Protection Units (YPG) followed up
their eventual victory at Kobane
with further advances that might
have allowed them to link up with
Kurdish territory in the west, Ankara has insisted on becoming involved.
That has created friction with the
United States, which has backed the
Kurds as the most effective force on
the ground against ISIS. The Americans moved to defuse the tensions
in November by overseeing a withdrawal of YPG forces east of the Euphrates, Turkey’s self-declared red
line.
As the YPG moved out of the Syri-

an border town of Manbij after ousting ISIS and training local forces to
defend the town, US special envoy
Brett McGurk said the development
was a “milestone” in the conflict. It
may represent a short-lived respite,
however.
The YPG has said it would now
move on to the city of Raqqa, the
de facto capital of ISIS’s self-proclaimed border-spanning Islamic
caliphate, in northern Syria, despite
Turkey’s insistence it should keep
out of that battle too.
Across the border in Iraq, there
has also been a measure of success
in talking down escalating tensions
between Ankara and Baghdad. Turkey has cast itself as the putative
defender of the Sunni community
and of Turkmen rights in an area of

historic national interest.
The two sides now appear to have
reached an accommodation in the
dispute over Erdogan’s dispatch of
troops to the Bashiqa camp outside
Mosul.
After Turkey’s belated direct intervention in the Iraqi and Syrian
conflicts, Erdogan is unapologetic.
“Turkey cannot intervene against
the threats right next to it?” he
asked fellow Islamic leaders in October. “We will never accept this.
We don’t need permission for this,
and we don’t plan on getting it.”
Harvey Morris has written several
books on the Middle East, including No Friends but the Mountains:
The Tragic History of the Kurds,
published in 1993.

Turkish crisis deepens with economic woes
Yavuz Baydar
Paris

T

he Peri Tower Hotel is
the latest to throw in the
towel.
“By the end of November, we will shut our
doors to tourists,” said Nazif Demir,
the manager of the hotel, which has
been a landmark in Cappadocia in
central Turkey since 1995.
“All we know is, 2017 will be even
harder than this year,” he said.
The closure is one of the many in
Turkey’s deeply troubled tourism
sector, shattered since mid-2015.
Tourism Ministry figures indicate
that the number of foreign visitors
to Turkey dropped 31.9% to 20.2
million in the first nine months
of the year compared to the same
period in 2015. September marked
the 14th consecutive monthly decline, with several terrorist attacks,
a failed coup attempt and bilateral
tensions with Russia seen as primary culprits for the overall drop in
tourism over the past few years.

Erdogan’s
denigrating rhetoric
towards European
leaders has made
matters worse.
“This a catastrophe,” said Mehmet Isler, the head of Turkish Hotel Owners Association, “and 2017
does look even worse.”
Istanbul, one of Turkey’s main
magnets for foreign visitors, is visibly shaken by big decreases in the
number of tourists. As of the end of

October, more than 600 shops, out
of a total of 3,600, in the Grand Bazaar had shut down. Another 1,500
are at risk of going out of business,
market insiders said.
The district of Pera looks desolate. Even international chains such
as McDonald’s and Starbucks chose
to shut branches. The same is true
in Nuruosmaniye, a traditional
old town market usually buzzing
with activity, and Baghdad Street,
a posh strip on the Asian side of
town. There are also reports of the
mass closures of shops in Istanbul’s
many modern shopping malls.
Antalya, usually a tourism hub,
has seen a 60% decrease in the
number of visitors in the past ten
months. Local sources said revenue
losses could be as high as $5 billion.
Because of the drop in tourists,
10% of the Turkish Airlines fleet has
been frozen, indicating big losses.
The Turkish lira has been losing
value at an increasing rate. It has
been subjected to de facto devaluation by 24% since March 2015, 11.4%
since April.
“It is on a razor’s edge,” wrote
Seyfettin Gursel, an expert on the
macro economy. “The Central Bank
is inefficient. We should postpone
our hopes for a low inflation indefinitely.”
The official jobless rate in Turkey
is 11.4%. The percentage of people
truly unemployed is likely much
higher.
All this does not bode well for a
country dragged into a profound
political crisis and social instability.
Turkish President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan’s relentless push for a regime change under the guise of
introducing a presidential system
that will equip him with enormous

Turkish special force police officers patrol at the scene
of a motor-bike bomb explosion, next to a police station,
on October 6th, in Istanbul.
executive powers lies beneath the
turmoil. Polarisation deepens as he
forces the pace.
The measures he endorsed under
emergency rule have had an intimidating effect on foreign investment
and financial markets. These include the arbitrary seizure of property and assets whose value could
amount to $10 billion that belong
to the Anatolian business circles

(AFP)

accused of being tied to the Gulen
movement, which the government
accuses of being behind the failed
July coup.
Erdogan’s denigrating rhetoric towards European leaders has made
matters worse. That 75% of foreign
investment to Turkey comes from
the European Union is enough to
explain the economic damage being done.

”Continued degradation of the
rule of law or, indeed, the possibility of civil strife entails a potential
disruption in the manufacturing activities of EU firms that have located major production sites in Turkey
thanks to the EU-Turkey Customs
Union,” wrote Marc Pierini, a former diplomat and expert on Turkey.
“‘The same goes for a host of
major EU operators in the fields of
retail trade, banking and insurance
and energy.”
Nothing, at the moment, seems
to stop the bleeding of the economy. “Within the last week, Central
Bank’s currency and gold reserves
decreased by $5.59 billion. In the
past 4 months foreign currency accounts went down by $17.3 billion,
wrote Ugur Gurses, a columnist
with the daily Hurriyet. “Now [Central Bank] reserves are down on $
117.5 billion, and this is the biggest
loss since 2009.”
The one political figure who
seems to understand the urgent
need to resolve the economic and
political crises is Deputy Prime
Minister Mehmet Simsek. In a recent closed-door meeting with
business people, he said: “Democracy matters a lot. A Turkey that is
detached from the European Union
will be perceived as a third world
country.”
In a domain where nobody dares
stand up to the president, it does
not seem likely that Erdogan will
pay attention. Such challenges in
Turkey are seen as sufficient reason
to get fired.
Yavuz Baydar is a Turkish
journalist and occasional
contributor to The Arab Weekly.
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Trump sends mixed signals about his Middle East policy
Thomas Seibert

Washington

U

S President-elect Donald Trump is sending
mixed signals about
the Middle East policy,
picking and still considering hardliners for key posts in his
administration, but leaving observers wondering whether changes to
US positions regarding Iran or Syria
could be more rhetorical than substantial.
One common thread connecting
Trump and his candidates for foreign policy and national security
posts is a rejection of the international agreement to limit Iran’s nuclear programme. However, it is far
from certain whether, when or in
what form the Trump administration will act on that issue. Trump
did not mention Iran or other Middle East issues in a video address
released on November 21st that
outlined policy priorities for his
first 100 days in office.

I would love to be
able to be the one
that made peace
with Israel and the
Palestinians.
Donald Trump

”

Foreign policy hawk Michael
Flynn, a former general who has
said Islam is like “cancer”, is on
track to become the new president’s national security adviser,
and James “Mad Dog” Mattis, a retired Marine general who once told
an audience it was “fun to shoot
some people”, is reportedly under
consideration to be the next secretary of Defense.
Mitt Romney, a former Republican presidential candidate and
long-time rival of Trump, is a leading candidate to become secretary
of State. His appointment would
signal an effort by Trump to include

representatives of a more moderate group of Republicans. The same
goes for South Carolina Governor
Nikki Haley, the daughter of Indian
immigrants, who is set to become
Trump’s ambassador to the United
Nations. In that role she would be
a high-profile representative of the
United States on the world stage,
even if she would not have much of
a say in thrashing out policies.
“He is reaching to the very edge
of the foreign policy establishment,” Nathan Brown, a Middle
East expert at George Washington
University in the US capital, said
about Trump. But as the presidentelect had offered “no outline of
substantial policies” so far and had
not been “a model of consistency”
during the campaign, it was hard
to calculate what kind of course
Trump would steer after his inauguration on January 20th, Brown
said.
Even though Trump left no doubt
on the campaign trail that he rejects
the Iran nuclear deal, a view shared
by Romney and other potential administration members, his actions
were hard to predict, Brown said.
“Will there be a change of tone or
of policy on Iran? It’s not yet clear,”
he said.
A Washington-based diplomat of
a major power, speaking on condition of anonymity, said the future
of the Iran deal was at least uncertain after Trump’s election victory.
“We have to be prepared for a lot of
things,” the diplomat said. Still, the
new president was not an ideologue
but a pragmatist acting on “where
he sees the best solution under the
circumstances”, the diplomat said.
There were a lot of “empty spaces”
in Trump’s foreign policy agenda,
the diplomat added.
Trump’s future stance on the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict is equally opaque. The president-elect
has invited Israeli Prime Minister
Binyamin Netanyahu to Washington without extending a similar
invitation to Palestinian leader
Mahmoud Abbas. He has also sent
other strongly pro-Israeli signals,
among them a promise to move the

A 2015 file picture shows South Carolina Governor and possible future US ambassador to the UN Nikki
Haley speaking at the National Press Club in Washington.
(Reutrs)
US embassy in Israel from Tel Aviv
to Jerusalem. Such a step would
be a recognition of Jerusalem as
Israel’s capital despite Palestinian
claims to parts of the city.
But in a meeting with editors and
reporters of the New York Times on
November 22nd, Trump said one of
his aims was to find a lasting solution to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, a stance that suggests at least
a minimum of willingness to put
pressure on Israel to reach a deal
that is acceptable for the Palestinian side.
“I would love to be able to be the
one that made peace with Israel
and the Palestinians,” Trump said.
“I have reason to believe I can do
it,” he added, without providing
details. Trump also said his sonin-law Jared Kushner, an observant
Jew, could be employed as a Middle
East mediator. Kushner “would be

very good at it” and “he knows the
region”, Trump said.
There is even more confusion
about the future US position on
Syria. Romney has been much more
critical of Syria’s ally Russia than
Trump, who says he wants to cooperate closely with Moscow. Trump
has said the United States should
concentrate on fighting the Islamic
State (ISIS) in Syria, while the new
vice-president, Mike Pence, has
suggested Washington could target
Syrian government troops as well.
In his meeting with the New York
Times, Trump said he had “strong
ideas” about how to deal with the
situation in Syria but did not provide details. “We have to end that
craziness that is going on in Syria,”
he said.
Apart from the empty spaces in
policy substance, Trump’s nascent
Middle East team is facing other

challenges as well. Candidates for
cabinet posts such as secretary of
State or Defense have to be confirmed by the US Senate, where
Trump cannot count on automatic
consent by his fellow Republicans,
who will hold 51 or 52 seats in the
100 member chamber, depending
on the outcome of a run-off vote in
Louisiana on December 10th.
“Not all of them are little
Trumps,” Kemal Kirisci, a scholar
at the Brookings Institution in
Washington, said about Senate
members. Some have their own
strong convictions and positions
and could not be expected to agree
with all of Trump’s candidates just
because the president-elect wanted
them to, Kirisci said. The situation
was not comparable to parliamentary systems in Europe, “where you
have a whip, and everybody falls in
line”, he said.

Anti-Islam rhetoric and contradictory aims

View poi nt

Francis Ghilès

M

odern US history is
a time machine.
Welcome back to
the months after
9/11 when terror
hung in the air,
fear was raw and palpable, and
Islamophobia rampant.
Welcome Mike Pompeo, US
President-elect Donald Trump’s
nominee to run the Central
Intelligence Agency, who says the
fight “extends beyond those
(Muslims) who are just engaged in
violent extremism”.
Welcome newly picked national
security adviser, Michael Flynn,
who once tweeted: “Fear of
Muslims is RATIONAL”. He urged
his followers to widely distribute a
Muslim-bashing video by one I.Q.
al-Rassooli, a UK-based Iraqi
polemicist who argues that Islam
is less a religion than a cult in
perpetual war with the West, that
the Prophet Mohammad “committed crimes against humanity on a
massive scale” and that the Quran
is “a rambling, incoherent,
jumbled scripture of hatred and
enmity that no true God would
have ever revealed to anyone”.
Trump’s political strategist
Steve Bannon believes “we are in a
crisis of the underpinnings of
capitalism and… at the beginning
of a global war against Islamic
fascism”. In his view when,
presumably after World War II,
capitalism was at “its highest

A more aggressive US policy in
the Middle East will end in more
blood and tears.

flower and spreading its benefits
to most of mankind, almost all of
those capitalists were strong
believers in the Judeo-Christian
West. They were either active
participants in the Jewish faith
(or) they were active participants
in the Christians’ faith”.
The president-elect himself
appears to believe that Muslims
are guilty of radical sympathies
until proven innocent and seems
determined to give his foreign
policy a far more aggressive cast
than US President Barack Obama’s,
as he stacks some critical jobs
purely with warriors.
It never seems to occur to such
people that it was in Christian
Europe that the Russian secret
police fabricated the Protocols of
Zion before 1914, encouraging
pogroms on a grand scale and
Adolf Hitler and the German
Gestapo, not to mention their
sundry allies in Poland, Hungary
and France, la fille ainée de l’église,
who murdered millions of Jews.
Christian Europe killed far more
Jews, more brutally and sadistically in a short few decades in the
20th century than Muslims had
done over more than a thousand
years. Relations between Muslims,
Christians and Jews have admittedly been chequered but the
former’s behaviour speaks of
greater tolerance than the blind
killing fields of 20th century
Europe. It is impossible to imagine
Hitler, Benito Mussolini, Francisco
Franco or the leader of Vichy
France, Philippe Petain, using the
expression Judeo-Christian
Europe, which was invented after
1945.

If one gets down to brass tacks,
the US president-elect shows no
awareness, to date, that if he
favours greater cooperation with
Russia, this will bolster Syria’s
president, Bashar Assad, and his
key ally, Iran, which many Trump
appointees claim they want to
weaken. However much the Gulf
states dislike the international
agreement reached on Iran, they
have no wish to tear it up as some
of Trump’s advisers claim they
want to do. Too great pressure
could encourage that country to
withdraw from the nuclear
agreement and make a bigger
push to acquire the atomic bomb.
Whether that would make the
Gulf and the Middle East any
safer is anybody’s guess. Greater
cooperation with Russia would
not go down well in Saudi Arabia,
which backs Syria’s Islamist
rebels. Trump has flip-flopped
on so many issues that it is
impossible to say haw his Middle
East policy will play out.
Many security and military
experts in Washington are aghast
at the loose language that lumps
1.6 billion Muslims together.
Inflamed rhetoric from Trump
and his team could do immense
damage and the president-elect
will quickly discover that
inflamed language can encourage those very extremist groups
he has avowed to fight. The
disintegration of the Arab world
into civil war, tribal and sectarian
warfare and the emergence of the
Islamic State (ISIS) might well
suggest that extremism will
prevail over moderation in the
broader Islamic-Arab culture.

Inflamed
rhetoric
from Trump
and his team
could do
immense
damage.

But former CIA officer Ruel Marc
Gerecht, who is politically
conservative, believes that “to
paint Islam, in all its 1400-plus
years of glorious complexity, as a
deranged civilisation and faith…
whose practitioners are uniquely
capable of violence because they
are hardwired to do so, [via the
Quran] (is) often obscene.” Some
radical Muslims appear a little
stunned by the gift they have
been handed.
This rhetoric also feeds into a
narrative of whites against
everyone else, which resembles
nothing more than the red-scare
tactics of Senator Joe McCarthy
in the 1950s, which helped
consolidate the far right in
Washington. The historian
Bernard Lewis coined the
expression “clash of civilisations” more than a generation
ago though he later warned
against buying into the Islamist
vision by overreacting to it. If the
Trump presidency falls into that
trap, it will not have heeded
Lewis’s advice that “we on our
side should not be provoked into
an equally historic but also
equally irrational reaction
against this rival”. By encouraging George W. Bush to invade Iraq
in 2003, Lewis fell into the trap
he had so well described. A more
aggressive US policy in the
Middle East will end in more
blood and tears. Where he lies at
the bottom of the sea, Osama bin
Laden must be smiling.
Francis Ghilès is an associate
fellow at the Barcelona Centre for
International Affairs.
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Trump stokes fear in Arab and Muslim communities
Jeffrey Sipe

New York

D

onald Trump’s unexpected victory in the US presidential election shocked
many Americans. But for
Muslim and Arab Americans, Trump’s win also has brought
fear and uncertainty about a country they thought they could call
their own.
“Most people are afraid,” said
Ahmed Breizat, 29, a dentist who
recently immigrated from Jordan
and is working at a law office in
the heavily Arab neighbourhood of
Bay Ridge, Brooklyn, in New York
City. “The day after the election we
received calls all day. They were
scared that they were going to be
forced to leave.”
“It makes you feel that the future
president of the United States is
about to abandon the constitution
and everything that it stands for,”
said an Egyptian resident of Brooklyn. “This is not the America that
Muslims knew. It makes me very
sad.”

Many immigrants
cling to the belief
that brought them to
the United States — a
country where
everyone is
accepted.
During the election campaign,
Trump’s rhetoric was often not taken seriously by a number of Americans, including Muslims. Those who
have witnessed US presidential elections have become accustomed to
sometimes incendiary comments
and broad promises that often are
abandoned after the campaign.
A prime example was President
Barack Obama’s pledge to close the
detention centre at Guantanamo
Bay, Cuba, where terrorism suspects captured during the previous

administration’s war on terror have
languished. Once in office, Obama
found that closing Guantanamo was
much easier said than done.
“[Trump] actually had some Muslim supporters because they didn’t
think anyone could be that manipulative, that bad,” said Sooby Jabir, a
Palestinian-American who did not
vote because he saw the two major
candidates — Trump and Democrat
Hillary Clinton — as equally unappealing. “I thought it was a joke. I
thought it was just a publicity stunt,”
Jabir said of Trump’s campaign.
That scepticism on the part of many
has now turned to trepidation.
“Some people say that Trump
won’t be able to keep all his promises, like registering Muslims or deporting millions of [immigrants],”
observed Aatif Bokhari, a PakistaniAmerican. “But there was a lot of
fear that he could do it because he
said it and nobody had a problem
with it. In fact, his ratings went up
when he said those things.”
Trump’s initial appointments and
nominations have only fuelled Muslims’ fears over what may come.
US Senator Jeff Sessions (R-Ala.),
who was denied a federal judgeship
in 1986 largely because of racially
tinged statements he had made, is
Trump’s pick to be attorney-general.
Retired US Army Lieutenant-General Michael Flynn, who once called
Islam “a cancer”, has been named
Trump’s national security adviser.
Congressman Mike Pompeo, a rightwing Republican from Kansas, has
been tapped as the next director of
the Central Intelligence Agency.
“The appointments seem to show
that Trump doesn’t care what people who are different from him
think,” said Bokhari. “That’s very
concerning because he is supposed
to be bringing the country together.
To put these people in who are just
going to fan the flames is not a very
good sign.”
The spike in hate crimes since the
election is of great concern to many
Muslims and others. In Bay Ridge

A Muslim student speaks during a protest on the University of Connecticut campus against the
election of Republican Donald Trump, on November 9th, in Storrs, Connecticut.
alone, residents have reported at
least three incidents in which women wearing the hijab were harassed.
Some Muslims have suggested that
women not wear the hijab in public
to avoid harassment.
“The worst is the environment
that [Trump] has created,” said Breizat. “He has empowered that part of
the community that is racist. Now,
they feel that they can do whatever
they want.”
Despite the anxiety, many immigrants cling to the belief that
brought them to the United States
— a country where everyone is accepted, no matter their race, religion
or ethnicity.
“I don’t know what to expect from
him,” said Ayman Suafin, a Palestin-

ian jeweller in Bay Ridge. “I don’t
know if Trump knows what he is going to do. I still believe in the system,
in the laws, in the Constitution.”
But Suafin fears that the current
climate in the United States echoes
what many immigrants to America
thought they had left behind in their
native countries.
“I watch a lot of Arabic TV,” Suafin
said. “A lot of people over there
worship their leaders, and Trump
supporters are acting the same. If
you don’t agree with them, then
you are not American. Even whites
who do not agree with Trump are
not considered by his followers to
be Americans or patriots, and that
is what happens over there. If you
don’t agree with the leaders, you are

(AP)

a traitor and you have to be killed
or imprisoned. I am afraid that the
same thing will happen here. That
is what scares us, not Trump as
Trump, but his supporters.”
Somia Elrowmeim, a Yemeni immigrant and women’s advocate with
the Arab American Association of
New York, expressed a similar concern. “I hope Trump will think hard
because if he continues like this, the
hate crimes are going to rise.”
Jabir put it more bluntly. “Hopefully, he’s not as crazy as he has
made himself seem,” he said.
“Hopefully, there is a brain behind
his mouth.”
Jeffrey Sipe is a New York-based
contributor to The Arab Weekly.

Let’s cry wolf when we see one

View poi nt

Rashmee
Roshan Lall

T

he list of Americans
and others suspicious
and fearful of US
President-elect Donald
Trump’s initial and
intended appointments
is long. Their complaints are
numerous and mostly presented
alongside hard facts.
Retired Lieutenant-General
Michael Flynn will be Trump’s
national security adviser. He is
described as Islamophobic based
on his comments that Islam is a
“cancer” and a “political ideology”
that hides “behind what we call
freedom of religion”. He has also
tweeted that “Fear of Muslims is
RATIONAL (sic)”.
Then there’s Congressman
Mike Pompeo, who is slated to be
nominated as CIA director in the
Trump administration. He has
pretty extreme views on fighting
terrorism, apparently believing that
reforms to US government surveillance have weakened the country’s
ability to prevent terrorist attacks.
Pompeo is also known to think it is
a good idea for the administration
to create an enormous database,
starting with telephone numbers
and phone records and going on to
“publicly available financial and
lifestyle information” whatever
that may mean.
Kris Kobach, who may be another member of Trump’s cabinet
(possibly at the Department of
Homeland Security), is understood
to have a “strategic plan” for the
administration’s first 365 days that

A more aggressive US policy in
the Middle East will end in more
blood and tears.

would include barring “the entry of
potential terrorists”. Kobach also
wants the United States to return to
a reinvigorated plan first introduced by George W. Bush’s administration after 9/11, which recorded
the entry and exit of people from
“high-risk areas”. The plan, created
by Kobach, then at the Department of Justice, bore the official
name National Security Entry-Exit
Registration System. Informally, it
was known as a “Muslim registry”,
something the incoming Trump
administration has not forsworn
exactly, at least so far.
Meantime, there are signs that
the Islamophobic views of some
Trump aides are mixing in with the
anti-Semitic and white supremacist
sentiments of other supporters.
It is creating a miasma of hate

around an administration that
is two months away from even
taking office, so much so that the
Holocaust Memorial Museum has
stepped in to remind the world that
“the Holocaust did not begin with
killings: It began with words”.
Too true. It is important to be
watchful. It is crucial to speak out
when there is injustice. The media
have an especially important role
in informing the public of the facts
and of what key developments
mean.
That said, it is strategically important not to overdo the outrage
— just yet. Let us wait to see if and
when the Trump administration indicates it wants to undermine civil
rights, constitutional freedoms and
the principles of natural justice for
Muslims, Arabs, Jews, black people

Inflamed
rhetoric
from
Trump and
his team
could do
immense
damage.

Demonstrators participate in an anti-hate rally at a Brooklyn park, in New York
City, after it was defaced with swastikas on November 20th.
(AFP)

and visually distinct immigrant
groups. Let us wait to see how
the administration proposes to go
about it.
In other words, let us not cry
wolf till we actually see one. That
way, we will not weaken the argument ahead of time.
To those who scoff at this, just
consider the words of Charlie
Sykes, a conservative anti-Trump
journalist who hosts a radio talk
show on WTMJ in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin. Explaining the political rise of Trump and the fact that
his fellow Republicans appeared
not to have minded supporting a
candidate who made bigoted and
racist comments, Sykes offered the
following rationale. Conservatives
have been denounced as “racist”
for simply everything and for so
long, the term has lost impact.
Previous Republican presidential
nominees, not least Mitt Romney
in 2012, were denounced as racist,
Sykes pointed out. Republican
presidents, including George W.
Bush, were similarly criticised. So
when a manifestly racist Republican candidate such as Trump
showed up, the “racist” label had
no purchase.
In the end, the same sort of effect
may be produced by yelling antiMuslim about the Trump administration’s every move. Better to wait
until there is an attempt to introduce unconstitutional or unjust
anti-Muslim measures.
That will be the time to call
Trump out.
Rashmee Roshan Lall is a
columnist for The Arab Weekly.
Her blog can be found at
www.rashmee.com and she is on
Twitter: @rashmeerl.
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Red Sea megacity an example for Saudi reforms, CEO says
Ian Timberlake

A

Riyadh

s Saudi Arabia
seeks to
diversify its
oil-dependent
economy, the
chief of a Red
Sea megacity
says his project
is pointing the way forward.
A decade after its conception,
the King Abdullah Economic City
(KAEC) — an integrated industrial, residential and tourism
centre — is profitable and in line
with a government push that
intensified to develop the private
sector, says Fahd al-Rasheed, the
chief executive officer of Emaar,
The Economic City, which is
developing KAEC.
KAEC was one of several
economic cities touted for
development ten years ago,
during the reign of King Abdullah
bin Abdulaziz Al Saud, as special
zones where the private sector
could thrive.
Rasheed said there were “so
many challenges” in the project’s
early years but the KAEC is now
thriving.
“We are profitable for the last
five years,” he said, “and we are
today at the highest cash position
that we’ve ever been.”
Oil makes up the bulk of Saudi
revenue but a collapse in crude
prices since 2014 created a record
deficit and intensified economic
reform efforts. In April, Saudi
Deputy Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman bin Abdulaziz

announced an ambitious new
economic plan dubbed Vision
2030 that aims to promote
private sector investment.
The plan noted that the
economic cities “did not realise
their potential” and said some
faced challenges “that threaten
their viability”.
They are just one component of
the wide-ranging Vision 2030,
whose scale has raised doubts
over whether it can all be
achieved.
Rasheed, however, said he was
convinced of “the strong fundamentals of the Saudi economy”
and that, in the case of KAEC,
“the model works”.
“We believe that it is time now
for expansion with Vision 2030
because we believe we are very
aligned” with the reform plan, he
said.
Developed by Emaar, The
Economic City, the Saudi-listed
unit of Dubai’s Emaar Properties,
KAEC has had $10 billion in
investment.
Rasheed said it has signed
contracts with more than 120
companies, many of them
French. Renault is assembling
trucks, drug-maker Sanofi has a
plant and Total is also established.
KAEC is served by the King
Abdullah Port, which Rasheed
said would handle about 1.8
million containers this year, a
figure expected to increase in
2017.
The project is promoting
seaside residential developments
and expects to be home to 10,000
people within a few months, with
more than 40,000 residents
foreseen by 2020.

KAEC is served
by the King
Abdullah Port,
which Rasheed
said would
handle about
1.8 million
containers this
year.
Fahd Al-Rasheed is the chief of the King Abdullah Economic
City – an integrated industrial, residential and tourism centre. (AFP)
“We are the largest residential
developer in terms of sales in the
country, although we are concentrated in a remote site” north of
Jeddah, said Rasheed.
A high-speed rail line will
connect the KAEC with Jeddah
and Islam’s holiest cities of
Mecca and Medina, “which will
give us access to 12 million
residents in the western region
within one hour”, Rasheed
said.
This would boost another goal
of Vision 2030, which is tourism
development, he said.
“We are building golf courses,
theme parks, zoos, safaris,” he
said, calling tourism “the most
strategic sector” for the KAEC.
Home so far to a luxurious
waterfront resort, the city
expects to receive 150,000

The KAEC
development
foresees
investment of
$100 billion at
completion.

visitors this year and targets 1.5
million by 2020.
The rail line, developed by a
Spanish consortium, is behind
schedule and is not expected to
open before the end of 2017.
The KAEC development
foresees investment of $100
billion at completion but Rasheed
said there was no target date.
“This will depend obviously on
the country’s economy, on the
global economy and on the
absorption of our product,” he
said.
Rasheed was speaking on
sidelines of the MiSK Global
Forum and aims to link business
leaders with young Saudis in a
bid to inspire their involvement
in economic diversification.
Agence France-Presse

In Morocco’s hills, tourist dollars could keep argan oil flowing
Laurie Goering

Ait Hssaine

I

n the arid and stony red-earth
hills in south-western Morocco,
flanked by the Sahara Desert
and the snowy Atlas Mountains, finding a way to make
money is not easy. Water is scarce,
rainfall increasingly unpredictable
and not much but goats survive on
the sparse vegetation.
But the 150 members of the Afoulki women’s cooperative are pounding away at the problem — literally.
In a back room at the hillside cooperative’s centre in Ait Hssaine,
a dozen scarf-clad Berber women
rhythmically bring stone hammers
down on argan nuts, expertly splitting the shells and flicking the oilbearing kernels into a woven basket.
The rich argan oil, once pressed
and refined, is tasty and popular on
international markets as an additive to cosmetics, soaps, shampoos
and other products. Virtually all the
world’s supply of argan oil comes
from this area of Morocco, inland
from the coastal city of Agadir.
“There’s nothing else like argan
here. It’s the main thing,” said Rquia
Elhjam, one of the women cracking nuts to produce the oil. She and
other women call it their “wallet”
— the source of much or all of their
income.
Half of the 2.5 million sq.km argan forest in the region has been
lost over the last century, cut for
firewood or charcoal making, eaten
by goats or removed to make way
for expanding families, said Moha
Haddouch, a former Agriculture
Ministry official now working with
the UN Development Programme
(UNDP).
Fewer trees means less reliable
rainfall in the area and fewer opportunities for women and their families. So, in an effort to protect the
remaining forest, plant more trees

and boost incomes, UNDP and community members are working to establish a “payment for ecosystem
services” scheme.
Under the plan, foreign tourists
who flock to Agadir’s sandy beaches
and travel into the UNESCO-recognised argan reserve to buy oil and
local honey, eat Berber food and
enjoy the spectacular scenery will
be asked to offset the carbon emissions generated by their travel with
a donation. Tourism businesses
may also contribute.
About $10 per visitor — about
the cost of offsetting round-trip air
travel from Europe, UNDP officials
said — could pay for argan tree seedlings and water to irrigate them or
support traditional beekeeping in
the hills and the pollination bees
provide.

The aim is to ensure that people who work to protect nature get
some pay-off from their labour and
that those who benefit from the services nature provides — including
a landscape attractive to tourists —
contribute to the cost of maintaining them.
“If it weren’t for the local population, the forest would be long gone,”
said Fatima Ait Moussa, president of
the women’s argan cooperative.
Cash from tourism payments
would give added incentives to protect trees and top up the relatively
low prices women get for their oil,
which sells locally for $25 a litre,
compared to $200 a litre in Paris,
Haddouch said.
Hicham Kdir, president of the local tourism association, said business owners are beginning to un-

Nuts of the Argan tree are collected in a basket at a Moroccan
women’s cooperative.

(AFP)

derstand that if they do not help
protect the environment and the
communities their clients come to
see, they stand to lose out.
His association, and the beach
guest house he runs with his Australian-born wife Renee O’Sullivan,
started a campaign this year to clean
up their sometimes trash-strewn
Tamraght beach.
After successful volunteer cleanup days on the beach and in the
neighbouring scenic Paradise Valley, 20 local tourism businesses in
October donated money to pay two
full-time beach trash collectors and
install waste bins.
The success of the campaign Keep
it Clean, Keep it Zouine – zouine
means “beautiful” in the local
Darija Arabic dialect — suggests that
“when businesses see the results
and the value, they are excited to do
more”, Kdir said.
“We understand we need to help
protect” the region, he said. “I think
people are going to pay.”
To help everyone understand the
sometimes complex effort, UNDP
has also taken locals, tourism leaders and government officials to Costa Rica to see working “payment for
ecosystem services” programmes
that tap tourist dollars for biodiversity protection and community support.
“Now all these people are really
strong advocates for the project.
They are like ambassadors,” said
Mohamed Fouad Bergigui, a programme analyst with UNDP Morocco.
UNDP, channelling money from
the Global Environment Facility,
is funding the start-up of the Moroccan project. It is equipping the
women’s argan cooperative with
processing machines to boost the
quantity and quality of their oil,
working with local beekeepers and
providing argan seedlings and water
deliveries to farmers in the area.
Just as important, UNDP is calculating what level of income from

tourism would be needed to keep
the project going privately and
helping conduct the negotiations to
get a deal in place, probably in 2017,
Bergigui said.
Plenty of questions remain.
Those include whether tourists will
stump up cash, whether that money
will make its way to communities,
whether it will be sufficient to keep
local people interested and whether
the level of “ecosystem services”
they provide can be measured in a
meaningful way.

Virtually all the
world’s supply of
argan oil comes from
this area of Morocco.
“On some fronts we will fail, that
is for sure,” Bergigui said.
The effort, however, is likely to
have benefits beyond those aimed
directly at the participants. Hit by
lessening rainfall and drying reservoirs, the regional government, for
instance, is building a desalination
plant to produce irrigation water for
farmers.
Enlarging the argan forest to protect rainfall, a form of “soft” adaptation to changing climate conditions,
can be much less costly and more
sustainable, Bergigui said.
Improving opportunities to earn
money in poor rural areas may also
be able to stem the growing and
unsustainable flood of migration to
Morocco’s cities by young people
looking for a better life, he said.
“These payment-for-ecosystemservices schemes can revolutionise
the way of doing business in the
countryside,” he said. “Everyone is
a winner here, including nature.”
Elhjam, deftly pounding argan nuts
for $5 a day, agreed. “Even without
more money, we need to protect the
environment,” she said. “If we get
more money too, that’s good.”
The Thomson Reuters Foundation.
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Increasing pressure on UK to resume
flights to Sharm el-Sheikh
Mahmud el-Shafey

A

A passenger is seen on an EgyptAir flight before it takes off at the Red Sea resort of Sharm el-Sheikh,
on November 1st.
(Reuters)
Home Office and Foreign Office had
expressed support for the resumption of flights to him in private. “I
think the decision is stuck somewhere higher. I think you should be
asking that question to the prime
minister,” he said.
Tour operator Thomas Cook has
announced it has expanded flights
to Egypt, including operating 36
flights a week to Hurghada airport.
However, its position on direct
flights from the UK to Sharm elSheikh, on the opposite side of the
Gulf of Suez, remains the same.
“The safety of our customers is
our primary concern. Our flight
and holiday programmes are always informed by the decision of
the Foreign and Commonwealth Office, and this includes the decision
as to when UK flights can resume
to Sharm el-Sheikh airport. We are
looking forward to receiving clarity on this from the government,” a
Thomas Cook spokesman said.
Britain’s Foreign and Commonwealth Office does not warn against
visiting Sharm el-Sheikh itself,
which is located on Egypt’s Sinai
peninsula, where an Islamic State
(ISIS) affiliate is known to operate.
Instead it raises the question about

security in and around Sharm elSheikh airport. “We advise against
all but essential travel by air to or
from Sharm el-Sheikh,” the Foreign
Office advisory reads.
More than 30 travel businesses
had earlier issued a joint statement
calling on the UK government to issue clarity on when it would lift the
ban on flights to Sharm el-Sheikh.

Egypt’s ambassador
to the UK labelled
Britain’s decision not
to resume flights to
Sharm el-Sheikh
“mind-boggling”.
Rasha Azaizi, director of the
Egyptian State Tourist Office in London, called on the UK government
to make a decision before the winter
holiday season during a meeting on
the issue held at the House of Commons.
“This long-term ban on flights to
Sharm el-Sheikh is now affecting
many UK travel businesses as well
as airlines and is causing deep consumer confusion. No other country
apart from Russia still has a ban on

flights to Sharm el-Sheikh, but the
UK government has still not yet
made a decision,” she said. “This
gives people the impression that
they can’t visit Egypt when in fact
British Airways, easyJet, Thomas
Cook, Thompson and EgyptAir are
all already operating direct flights
to other airports in Egypt,” Azaizi
added.
Speaking during the World Travel
Market expo in London earlier this
month, Egypt’s Minister of Tourism
Yehia Rashed struck a more optimistic tone, saying he believed the
UK would reverse its decision soon.
“I personally believe it is just a
matter of time before the UK government reviews the work and investment we’ve done in improving
security in our airports and lifts the
ban on flights to Sharm el-Sheikh,”
he said.
“More than 1.5 million British
visitors came to Egypt in 2010. Last
year it was 870,000 and this year
we expect it will be down by 70% to
fewer than 300,000. But we are very
confident that 2017 will be a year of
growth.”
Mahmud el-Shafey is an Arab
Weekly correspondent in London.

OPEC optimistic an agreement will be concluded in Vienna
Walid Khadduri

Beirut

O

il ministers from the Organisation of the Petroleum Exporting Countries
(OPEC) held intensive
consultations last week
prior to their decisive November
30th meeting in Vienna. The ministers are optimistic a deal to cap
output and strengthen prices can be
reached.
There are still many details that
need to be agreed upon and it will
take Herculean efforts to square all
the circles prior to the meeting. It is
difficult to see OPEC leaving Vienna
without an agreement; otherwise
the markets will drive prices down
as they lose trust that the organisation member states can resolve their
problems.
Saudi Arabia’s Energy Minister
Khalid al-Falih said, in an interview
in Doha with Al Arabiya satellite TV,
that he was optimistic OPEC would
limit output in accordance with the
lower limit of 32.5 million barrels
per day (b/d) agreed upon on September 28th in Algiers. The details,
he added, would be finalised when
OPEC ministers gather in Vienna on
November 30th.
Non-OPEC member Russia has
had unprecedented cooperation
with the cartel in the past two
months, aiming to achieve market
stability. But Moscow has yet to
pledge concrete oil steps, especially
since it has raised production to a
post-Soviet-Union record of more
than 11 million b/d.
Most oil-producing countries are
facing difficult financial conditions.
Several states have resorted to bor-

Sudan detains
dozens of
currency traders
Sudanese security agents have detained dozens of foreign exchange
dealers for black market trading, as
authorities struggle to curb speculation against the pound.
An acute shortage of hard currency has seen the gap between the
official and black market rates for
the Sudanese pound widen sharply,
with the currency losing 60% of its
value against the dollar in the past
six months.
(Agence France-Presse)

London

s the winter holidays approach, Egypt’s tourist
woes look set to go on
as the United Kingdom
continues to refuse to
resume direct flights to Sharm elSheikh despite increasing pressure
from Egyptian authorities and tour
operators.
While a host of countries have resumed flights to the Red Sea tourist
resort after a Russian plane crash
in October last year, Britain and
Russia — whose citizens had been
among the most numerous visitors
to Sharm el-Sheikh — have not done
so. Egypt’s ambassador to the UK,
Nasser Kamel, last week labelled
Britain’s decision not to resume
flights to Sharm el-Sheikh “mindboggling”.
“When the accident happened
and the UK decided to suspend
flights, we had an agreement with
the British government to implement a joint action programme,
under the promise that if the programme is implemented fully in
three of four months, flights would
resume,” Kamel said in comments
to BBC Radio 4’s Today Programme.
“Egypt has done its share. We
have implemented the programme;
we have brought independent security firms to assess the situation…
We have contracted independent
security consultants from the UK to
look at what we have done and they
told us that things are A-OK.
“All EU countries have resumed
flights to Egypt, and the only EU
country which is not flying to Sharm
el-Sheikh is the UK,” the Egyptian
ambassador said, calling on the
British government to take action.
Asked what obstacles remain to
the resumption of flights to Sharm
el-Sheikh, Kamel said officials at
the UK’s Department for Transport,

Briefs

rowing and downsizing or freezing
development projects. Payments
to companies for completed projects are overdue. Low oil prices are
threatening the political stability of
a number of producing countries,
such as Venezuela and Iraq. The
failure of a production agreement
in Vienna could very well see prices
collapse once more.
The consultations have focused
on the following parameters: Curbing OPEC production to 32.5 million
b/d compared to OPEC’s October
production of 33.6 million b/d; all
the member countries are to participate in capping output; and, the percentage cuts should be the same for
all the 14 OPEC member states.

The Algerian Energy
Minister believes the
issue of Iran’s
production would
not undermine
a deal.
Four countries have asked to be
exempted. Nigeria and Libya have
already been exempted from cutting
production. Their output has already declined significantly during
recent months because of domestic
armed conflicts. Niger Delta militias attacked Nigerian oil surface
facilities, lowering production from
about 2.4 million b/d to approximately 1.6 million b/d, The civil war
in Libya since the 2011 overthrow of
despot Muammar Qaddafi led to a
decrease in production from around
1.6 million b/d to as low as 200,000
b/d.
Iran has asked that it also be exempted because of the impact of
international sanctions on limiting

its production capacity. Tehran said
it would not participate in an agreement until its output reaches 4-4.2
million b/d and its production constitutes 12.7% of OPEC’s production.
Iran wanted to reach the same level
of production and regain the market
share it had before sanctions.
The Gulf Arab states have refused the Iranian demand, arguing
that current Iranian production has
peaked at around 3.6-3.8 million
b/d. They have suggested that Iran’s
production should be capped at 3.92
million b/d.
Iranian Oil Minister Bijan Namdar
Zanganeh said in Tehran, following
consultations with OPEC SecretaryGeneral Muhammad Barkindo, that
“it is highly likely OPEC oil and energy ministers will reach an agreement” on November 30th.
Algerian Energy Minister Noureddine Bouterfa told Reuters in Doha
the issue of Iran’s production would
not undermine a deal. “There is
strong consensus among OPEC
producers for a freeze. Iran is not a
problem. Iran is a particular situation and needs particular treatment.
They will not have the same rule for
the reduction. We will study what is
the best solution for Iran.”
Iraq has also asked not to have its
production capped. It questioned
the 3.3 million b/d production figure
being attributed to it by the energy
media. Iraqi oil officials said their
country’s September production
was more than 4.7 million b/d and
the State Oil Marketing Organisation
(SOMO) listed Iraq’s September production, field-by-field.
SOMO estimated the Iraqi Kurdistan Region September production
at about 546,000 b/d, saying that
the Kurdistan regional production
is an estimate based on average pro-

duction for 2013 and 2014. Kurdish
authorities later said September oil
production in the territory they control was 209,000 b/d less than that
of SOMO. The Kurdish figures also
included production from the Kurdish-controlled Bai Hassan and Avana
fields in Kirkuk province.
Baghdad has asked for an exemption from the agreement due to the
high costs of its military campaign
against the Islamic State (ISIS).
Iraqi oil officials project output to
increase in 2017 by around 150,000
b/d, approximately 70,000 b/d of
which will be from fields recaptured
from ISIS. OPEC Secretary-General
Muhammad Barkindo met Iraqi
Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi in
October, who told him Iraq insists
on being exempt from OPEC’s production agreement, but that Baghdad will not be an obstacle to an
OPEC agreement.
OPEC has faced many challenges
since its establishment in the early
1960s. The November 30th meeting
is encountering two in particular: A
structural change in the world oil industry. US shale oil production will
increase again as prices rise over
$50 a barrel; and, a difficult financial
situation in most of the producing
countries. OPEC members’ difficulty is to create a balance between
raising prices modestly to support
their budgets, but not high enough
to raise US shale oil production to
pre-2014 levels. OPEC members
also have to keep an eye on their
market shares. One thing that OPEC
cannot afford on November 30th is
a failure to strike a new production
agreement that would have prices
collapse again.
Walid Khadduri is a Beirut-based
Iraqi writer on energy affairs.

BP creates
executive
committee to
explore business
in Iran
BP has created a new executive
committee to explore business in
Iran that will exclude its American
chief executive, Bob Dudley, in a bid
to avoid potential violations of US
sanctions still in place.
The new committee is headed by
BP’s chief financial officer, Brian Gilvary, who will coordinate the oil major’s operations in Iran, according to
industry sources.
The move highlights the lengths
to which multinationals will go to
exploit lucrative new business in
Iran, which is only slowly emerging
from years of isolation that crippled
the OPEC member’s energy-reliant
economy.
(Reuters)

Turkey in first rate
hike for 3 years to
boost lira
The Turkish central bank announced a surprise hike in its main
interest rate as it battles to prop up
the embattled lira.
The bank said the one-week repurchasing rate was being lifted to
8% from 7.5%, the first rate hike by
the bank since January 2014.
The hike initially prompted a rally
in the Turkish lira but it then lost
ground after the European Parliament voted to call for a freeze of EU
membership talks with Turkey.
The lira has lost more than 10%
against the dollar over the last
month due to doubts over Turkey’s
flagging growth and fears the drive
by President Recep Tayyip Erdogan
for a presidential system will create
more instability.
(Agence France-Presse)

Suez Canal sees
revenue down 7%
year-on-year in
October
Egypt’s revenue from Suez Canal
commerce for October was $418.1
million, down 7% compared to last
year, according to the state’s information portal.
The canal is the fastest shipping
route between Europe and Asia. Its
$8 billion expansion, inaugurated
by President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi in
August 2015, was intended to help
revive the ailing economy by doubling daily traffic and increasing
annual revenue to more than $13 billion by 2023.
That boon has yet to materialise.
But an official from the Suez Canal
Authority said last month the waterway was expected to generate $5.7
billion this year, up from $5.175 billion in 2015.
(Agencies)
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Huge shake-up at London’s pan-Arab media
The Arab Weekly staff

London

T

here was a shake-up
at two major pan-Arab
newspapers this week
following the resignation of Asharq Al-Awsat
editor-in-chief Salman Al-Dossary, who was replaced by former
Al-Hayat editor-in-chief Ghassan
Charbel. Zouheir Kseibati, head of
Al-Hayat’s Beirut office, succeeds
Cherbel as Al-Hayat’s editor-inchief. Both publications are Saudiowned.
According to Saudi sources, Riyadh is seeking to modernise Saudi
Arabia’s media operations in line
with the requirements of the time,
particularly in terms of technological advances.

According to Saudi
sources, Riyadh is
seeking to modernise
Saudi Arabia’s media
operations.
The appointment of new editorsin-chief at Asharq Al-Awsat and
Al-Hayat brings hope that changes
in personnel will lead to improvements in the journalistic performance and content of both newspapers, the Saudi sources said.
Kseibati has a long history with
Al-Hayat, working as managing
editor at its London office starting
in 1990. He subsequently headed
Al-Hayat’s Beirut office beginning
in 2005 before being appointed
editor-in-chief earlier this year
following Charbel’s resignation.
Kseibati previously worked for a
number of Lebanese publications,
including Al-Hawadeth and Awraq
magazines, among others.
Veteran Lebanese journalist
Charbel was head of the political
desk at Asharq Al-Awsat, before
moving on to work for the now
defunct current affairs magazine
Al-Wasat, a sister publication of
Al-Hayat. While there Charbel
worked his way up to the position
of editor-in-chief, and then joined
the editorial staff of Al-Hayat as
its assistant editor, until becoming
editor-in-chief in 2004.
The change in the leadership of

A collection of Saudi-owned newspapers, including the London based Asharq Al-Awsat.
Al-Hayat comes just a few months
after the decision to move its headquarters from London to Dubai and
after Cherbel made the decision to
resign as editor-in-chief weeks ago.
Al-Dossary announced his resignation as Asharq Al-Awsat editorin-chief and the appointment of
Charbel as his successor during a
staff meeting.
“I wish all the best to my dear
colleague Ghassan Charbel as editor-in-chief of Asharq Al-Awsat.
My professional relationship [with
the newspaper] might have come
to an end, but my relationship as
a reader with this beautiful green
newspaper will never end,” he
tweeted following his resignation.
While Kseibati’s promotion to
editor-in-chief, following Charbel’s
resignation was viewed as logical,
Charbel’s appointment as Asharq

Al-Awsat’s new editor-in-chief is
viewed as an interesting development, particularly given that he is a
non-Saudi national. Given that the
post had previously been held by a
succession of Saudi journalists, the
appointment of a non-Saudi national represents a possible change
in strategy for the newspaper, media observers say.
Commenting on Charbel’s appointment as Asharq Al-Awsat’s
new editor-in-chief, Saudi Research and Marketing Group’s
(SRMG) Chairman Prince Badr bin
Abdullah bin Farhan Al-Saud said:
“The appointment is in line with
the future vision of the Saudi group
to enable the best media leaders to
help improve all publications and
lead them.”
Asharq Al-Awsat has changed
leadership three times since 2013,

(AFP)

with one of its editors, Adel Al toraifi, going on to hold the position
of information minister in Saudi
Arabia. Charbel is the first nonSaudi editor, since its first editorin-chief Jihad Khazen, who is also
Lebanese.
Before the pan-Arab satellite
news boom started with the Dohabased Al Jazeera news channel in
1996, London’s pan-Arab newspapers were the only method by
which regional news reached a
global audience, reporting on all
the trials and tribulations the Middle East region was experiencing.
The first pan-Arab newspaper to
launch from London, was Al Arab
Daily in 1977, a sister publication
of The Arab Weekly and part of the
Al Arab Publishing Centre’s family
of publications, established by the
late Hajj Ahmed El-Houni.

After that came SRMG’s Asharq
Al-Awsat
newspaper,
which
launched in 1978, and went on to
become one of the most influential
newspapers globally. The publication, which is printed simultaneously each day on four continents
in 14 cities, was described by the
New York Times in 2005 as “one of
the oldest and most influential in
the region”.
Originally a Lebanese publication founded and launched by
Kamel Marwa in 1946, Al-Hayat
began publishing out of London in
1988, after it was bought by Saudi
Prince Khalid bin Sultan. The paper, which describes itself as “an
independent, international and
Arab political daily paper”, targets Arab communities in about 30
countries in the Middle East, North
Africa, Europe and North America.

The case for regulating social media

View poi nt

Gareth
Smyth

I

t seems ages since citizen
journalism erupted in Iran’s
2009 post-election unrest
and Facebook was hailed as
the engine of the 2011 “Arab
spring”. Social media once
promised to foster democracy
and citizens’ rights; it now looks
like a tool of corporate business
and political demagogues.
In the 1990s, after the Berlin
Wall fell, people around the
world saw the United States as
the future. Liberal capitalism,
political tolerance and equal
opportunities offered a way of
life that everyone should aspire
to.
Internet access, we were told,
was the means. Dictators would
be powerless to block the tide
with their control of television,
radio and newspapers. Yet the
2016 US presidential election has
unleashed post-truth politics,
with the internet enabling a
populist politician to market
slogans at targeted groups,
exploiting fears and prejudices,
safely away from public debate or
scrutiny of factual content.
Wael Ghonim, the Egyptian
famous as a blogger in the Arab
spring’s birth, is today critical of

Young Muslims in Europe lured
into jihad in Syria have often
been recruited online.

social media. “The system is
designed to reward content that
gets the largest number of ‘likes’
and comments”, he has written.
“That might work really well
when one of us shares a photo…
with friends. But when exchanging opinions, content that would
draw ‘likes’ or comments is
content that confirms people’s
biases or, the opposite, that
elicits highly passionate and
emotional comments.”
Social media builds clusters of
people who share opinions.
Those skilled at tapping into the
cluster are free to deliver carefully targeted emotional messages.
According to the Pew Research
Center, 44% of Americans get
their news from Facebook, which
began in 2004 as a digital meeting place but in 2007 allowed
businesses, political groups and
media outlets to promote
themselves or their message.
With 1.19 billion users, Facebook
is now the biggest source of
traffic to news websites, ahead of
Google: its profits depend on
engaging users, and yet it has no
developed editorial standards.
A Buzznews survey found that
six large Facebook “hyper
partisan” political pages generated far more “shares” and
comments than mainstream
ones, but that 38% of posts on
the right-wing pages were mostly

false or a mixture of true and
false (compared to 19% of
left-wing pages). Facebook has
belatedly acknowledged the
problem of fake news but
co-founder Mark Zuckerberg has
denied the company has responsibility to monitor the content it
publishes.
By its nature, social media
encourages isolation. Young
Muslims in Europe lured into
jihad in Syria have often been
recruited online. Alone in a
bedroom with their smartphone,
they were insulated from the
family discussion that can
develop watching television
news. Syria is “the first tweeted
war”, according to Jonathan
Russell of the Quilliam Foundation, set up in Britain to combat
extremism: “Gone are the days
when you had to go to a certain
problematic mosque and meet a
hate preacher,” he said.
Facebook is not alone. Social
media is way ahead of the
regulatory authorities. Look
around YouTube. In the British
referendum on the European
Union, social media was rife with
messages about “unlimited
immigration” and “Muslim
rapists” that would never have
made newspapers or broadcast
media. Trump continually
repeated false news and conspiracy theories — that Obama was
born outside the United States,

By its nature,
social media
encourages
isolation.

that Hillary Clinton was in ill
health, that the reality of climate
change might be made up.
Trump and right-wing bloggers
in Europe and the United States
— Alex Jones, Breitbart, the Daily
Mail’s Katie Hopkins — routinely
denigrate the mainstream media.
Public service broadcasters draw
special venom.
There is a reason for this
beyond reinforcing populist
attacks on an undefined elite. It
undermines the very notion of
balanced coverage and the
statutory requirement on public
service broadcasting to check
facts.
Attacking the mainstream
media is often disguised as
rejecting political correctness,
but it opens a world where it is
acceptable to denigrate people on
the basis of race or religion.
There are chilling parallels with
the 1930s. Less far back, in the
1980s and 1990s, the populist
right demanded free-market
solutions and opposed the
regulation of financial markets
that might have prevented or
mitigated the 2009 financial
crash.
Self-regulation will work no
better with social media than it
did with banking. The way
forward is not to allow the venom
of social media into the mainstream. It is to regulate social
media.
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Marriage rate among Saudis dropping
Rob L. Wagner

Jeddah

O

ne-quarter of Saudis of
marriage age are single,
the General Authority
for Statistics for 2016
said. The trend in the
increase in the number of unmarried men and women over the age
of 15 has prompted the Saudi government to implement policies to
encourage marriage but it has met
with little success.
The government estimates that
5.26 million Saudis are single. Perhaps the most startling statistic
from the authority’s demographic
survey is that 3 million men over
the age of 15 are single, exceeding
the number of unmarried women.
The population of Saudis in the
kingdom is estimated at 21.1 million. About 8 million foreigners
work in Saudi Arabia and they were
not included in the survey.
Potential Saudi brides and
grooms generally point to high
dowries demanded by the brides'
families, the expense of a wedding
party and the high unemployment
rate among Saudi men, estimated
at 10-12%, as reasons for so many
single people.

There are 336,780
divorced Saudis in
the kingdom and
411,540 people are
widowed.
Alawyah Salama Murjan, former
administrative supervisor in the
social studies department for the
Ministry of Higher Education in
Medina, said the media and exposure to Western culture also play
a part in young people remaining
single.
“Families put pressure on their
children to have weddings according to their own traditions and cus-

toms,” she said, “but young people
want more practical weddings and
want to spend less. They see that
on television and in movies, and
the types of weddings they see appeal to them.”
She said Saudi men often have
unrealistic expectations about the
kind of women they want to marry.
“They might want someone with
lighter skin and different colour
eyes because this is something
they see in the media and it’s desirable but can be unrealistic, so they
marry later.”
Another underlying and less discussed aspect of Saudis remaining
single are the expectations of Saudi women who find their choice of
husbands wanting.
“Saudi women are better educated, hold better, high-paying and
prestigious jobs and they are often
treated very well at home,” said
one Saudi sociologist. “They don’t
want to risk marriage with a careless man.”
Maryam Alyenbaawi, 30, of Jeddah, said she has had several suitors over the years. Although her
family vetoed marriage proposals
from some, she found that none
were compatible because they
hinted early in the courting process
between families that they sought
to control her.
“I have it good at home,” she
said. “I have a good job and my
own money and a good place to
live. I don’t need a man to fulfil
me. I might want a husband in the
future but not another father. I already have one.”
Magda Muhammad Ali, 39, of
Medina, said her father rejected
several suitors over the years. She
is resigned to a single life but she
does not see it as a curse. “There is
nobody out there that I’d run to for
marriage. There are few men I see
that I would tolerate,” Ali said.
Saudi Arabia is not alone in its
struggle to have its citizens marry
but is part of a trend in Middle East
countries in which marriage is often not regarded as the first life

File photo shows grooms taking part in a mass wedding ceremony in Tabuk, 50km from Riyadh.
(Reuters)

choice among young adults.
Alrai of Kuwait reported that 45%
of the Jordanian women of marrying age remain single. Lebanon
ranks first with 86% of its women
unmarried. War conditions in Syria
have led to 70% of the country’s
women being single. About 40% of
all Egyptian women eligible to be
married are single.
The government of the United
Arab Emirates reported that 60% of
its marriage-age female population
were single and that about 20%
of Emirati men marry foreigners.
There are fewer than 1 million Emirati citizens in a nation of 8 million
people.
Said Al-Kitbi, a member of the
UAE’s Federal National Council,
said 175,000 Emirati women over
30 are unmarried. “This is very
worrying,” he said.
The Saudi General Authority for
Statistics indicated that women account for 49.01% of the Saudi population with the total percentage
of unmarried females at 34.12%,
including single women who are

divorced or widowed. Once women reach the age of 32 their chances
of marriage greatly diminish, with
only 2.8% getting married. About
10% of Saudi women aged 15 or
over, have never been married.
The authority reported there
were 336,780 divorced Saudis in
the kingdom and 411,540 people
are widowed.
The authority makes the distinction between unmarried women
and “spinsters” for statistical purposes. Unmarried women could be
widowed or divorced, while spinsters have never been married and
are above the age of 32. The age a
woman is considered a spinster differs from one country to another.
For example, at the end of 1999, the
Saudi government recorded more
than 1 million unmarried women
over the age of 30, although those
women could have been divorced
or widowed and are not necessarily spinsters.
To encourage marriage the Saudi
government implemented a programme to limit the amount of

money a groom pays the bride’s
family for a dowry. In 2015, a
$13,300 limit was established for
a “virgin bride” and $8,000 for
a bride who had a previous marriage. Khalid al-Faisal, the emir of
Mecca, sought assurances from
local tribal leaders to agree to the
new limits and document the dowries and have them ratified by the
local courts.
Yet dowries and expensive wedding parties remain a sticking point
between the younger generation
of Saudis and the previous generation.
“This is a social problem that
leads to a breakdown in society,”
said Murjan. “People don’t want
to get married like their parents
did. They can’t afford it and Saudi
society is family-oriented and being single is frowned upon. There
is a lot of family pressure but the
young people are resisting that
pressure.”
Rob L. Wagner is an Arab Weekly
contributor based in Saudi Arabia.

Education in Iraq, a luxury not accessible to all

Oumayma Omar

Baghdad

I

“

don’t have a book to study”.
That posting went viral
among Iraqi social media
users and fuelled anger
and frustration among Iraqi
students and their parents over the
Ministry of Education’s failure to
provide learning materials for the
current school year.
The phrase was written by a student on a blank page of a test paper
at his public school in the southern
Iraqi city of Basra, prompting his
teacher to post it on social media to
expose the sharp deterioration of
learning conditions in Iraq.
While violence and displacement
have deprived hundreds of thousands of Iraqi children of education,
scores of others struggle to secure
basic learning materials as there is
a shortage of textbooks, which are
usually distributed by the Ministry
of Education free of charge.

Lack of resources,
internal
displacement of
teachers and
students and
security threats and
corruption have
hampered education.
Amal Hussein, like many Iraqi
parents, has been hunting for textbooks for her three children in
bookstalls and stores of Mutanabbi
Street, Baghdad’s famous book market, where copies are available but
at inflated prices.
“Schools did not show any con-

sideration for the difficult economic
situation in which we are living by
pressuring the students to buy the
missing textbooks on the black market… This is sheer ugly abuse,” Hussein said.
Next to Hussein, Samer Mohamad, a high school student, was bargaining over the price of a science
textbook. “The price they are asking is humongous. We simply cannot afford to buy books on the black
market. We don’t understand how
these books that we need for our
academic education are available
here, while most schools, especially
outside Baghdad, don’t have them,”
Mohamad said.
Once among the best in the Arab
world, Iraq’s educational institutions have been debilitated by a decade of sanctions, a US-led invasion
followed by years of internal unrest
and the war against the Islamic State
(ISIS). Lack of resources, the politicisation of the educational system,
uneven emigration and internal displacement of teachers and students,
security threats and corruption have
hampered education in the country.
Halim al-Samarrai, owner of Baghdad’s Dar al-Hikma Publishing, cited
corruption as the main reason for
textbook shortages, noting that they
exist in PDF format on the ministry’s website but publishers are not
allowed to print them and sell them
to students.
“The problem is that the ministry’s bids and contracts for book
printing are exaggerated because
of bribes and partisanship that are
keeping away printers. Also, some
parties are making big gains by selling surplus books from last year in
the black market,” Samarrai said.
The Ministry of Education said it
should not be blamed for the book

Government failure to print and distribute school books for
free placed financial burdens on Iraqi parents that many cannot
afford.
(Oumayma Omar)
crisis, pinning it on the country’s
difficult economic situation. “The
ministry has requested 213 billion
dinars ($183 million) this year for
book printing for an estimated 8 million students all over Iraq but it only
got 75 billion dinars ($64.3 million),

which were paid to settle last year’s
bills,” ministry Director-General
Mohamad Youssef said.
Youssef blasted printers, whom he
accused of greed. “We have fixed the
printing price per book at 98 dinars
(8 US cents) instead of 209 dinars (18

cents) but most printing houses rejected the offer,” he said.
He pointed out that the ministry
is under the obligation to update the
curricula and book editions regularly in line with an agreement with UN
education agencies.
Economist Maytham Louaibi said
the crisis in the education system in
Iraq has been going on for years “but
it was attenuated in the past by the
existence of excess copies of earlier
editions”.
“However, with the introduction
of the trend of changing curricula
and updating textbooks, earlier editions were no longer relevant or usable and, in many instances, the socalled updates were irrelevant and
made for lucrative reasons reflecting
corruption (in the administration),”
Louaibi said.
MP Awatef Naameh of the Reform
Front bloc questioned the reason
behind frequent revisions of the
curricula. “The minister’s insistence
to change the curriculum every year
is a bit strange. It implies that the
ministry has to print new textbooks
continuously at a time he (the minister) is complaining about poor allocations,” she said.
Although it is supposed to be free
at all levels, Iraqi parents are struggling to ensure an education for
their children.
At a bookstall on Mutanabbi
Street, a mother of two has been imploring vendors for free textbooks.
“My children are refusing to go to
class without their books, which
cost more than 100,000 dinars ($80),
a sum that I simply cannot afford,”
she said requesting anonymity.
Oumayma Omar, based in Baghdad,
is a contributor to the Culture and
Society section of The Arab Weekly.
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Exploring UAE themes of landscapes and identity
N.P. Krishna Kumar

Dubai

T

he Place and Unity exhibition, which opened recently at the Maraya Art
Centre in Sharjah, showcases the works of 14 Emirati and UAE-based artists. Selected
from the Portrait of a Nation exhibition of the art collection at the Abu
Dhabi Music and Arts Foundation
(ADMAF), the works are tied to or
done at a particular location and
also express the idea of unity — of
people of different nationalities
with a specific focus on contemporary reality in the UAE.
“The show is an excellent example of collaboration, with artists,
institutions and galleries supporting each other. In my experience,
they try hard to do that. Due to its
diverse population, there is much
scope for cultural exchange within
the Emirates themselves,” curator
Alexandra MacGlip said.
Home, identity, communication
and nomadism are the themes the
artists address as they refer to different countries and cities: from
the UAE to the Palestinian territories, from Geneva to Shanghai.

The Place and Unity
exhibition showcases
the works of 14
Emirati and UAEbased artists.
The landscape and their own
identity are perennial themes
among artists working in the UAE.
Mohammed Ahmed Ibrahim continues his relationship with his
mountainous home landscape in
Khor Fakkan through The Qubba
Project. He invites the viewer to experience his works through photos,

or first hand by providing GPS coordinates to the site.
Paintings by Abdul Qader Al Rais
and Khalil Abdul Wahid portray
mosques and doorways that are at
once universal and local. Al Fujairah Castle, the landmark featured in
Obaid Suroor’s painting of the same
name, and the views of the desert
and the abra (small traditional boat)
on Dubai Creek in Hind Bin Demaithan’s Sadu-Pixel work are veiled.
The sites are only viewable through
the red dots of a jellabiya (long robe)
fabric in the former or through the
cut out sadu-weaving (local textile)
images in the latter.
“The playful collage effect in
these works complicates a traditional interpretation of Emirati heritage,” observed MacGlip.
Sawsan Al Bahar, one of many
Palestinians who have made their
homes in the UAE, explores the
diaspora experience in her poetic
work Leaves of Time. Leaves from
an old-fashioned calendar bearing
significant dates from Palestinian
history post-1947 are suspended in
the air as if they have been lifted by
gusts of wind, and with it our memories too surge.
“As the dates recede in time, the
ink fades. Al Bahar explores our
poignant relationship with the past
events that have shaped our lives;
ever present but impossible to
reach,” said MacGlip.
The late Emirati artist Hassan
Sharif’s sculpture Shanghai is a telling commentary on consumerism
and its impact on our way of life,
with a simple act performed on a
found object. An aluminium baking
tray, imported from China is bound
with copper wire until it becomes
distorted.
Amna Al Dabbagh’s wall-mounted work Unite speaks of what binds
together people living in the UAE.
In her acrylic mirror map, she has
written the word “united” in all the
estimated 53 languages spoken in

“Leaves of Time” by Sawsan Al Bahar.
the country and the size of the fonts
mirrors the demographics of the
various nationalities that speak the
languages.
Sarah Al Agroobi has collected
the seven sands of the emirates in
Desert Rose. The different coloured
sands are collected and categorised
and bound together in her sculpture. The sand that lies beneath our
feet unnoticed is turned into a dramatic flower-like structure that we
could come across suddenly in the
desert.
Zeinab Al Hashemi’s kaleidoscopic satellite photograph of rapidly
changing Abu Dhabi titled Coastal
Collision continues her exploration of cityscape, giving us a bird’s

(Courtesy of Maraya Art Center.)

eye view to the ground below and
a blending of past, present and future, as it were
Ammar Al Attar’s archival project
Reverse Moments delves into the
documents of photography studios
that have recorded the lives of people living in the UAE, who originate
from all over the globe.
Baghdad-born artist and designer
Rand Abdul Jabbar’s installation
Foresta Sommersa occupies the centre-stage at the Place and Unity exhibition. It is the culmination of the
artist’s residency in Venice, inspired
by the unique architectural features
of the city, conjuring up the play of
light and water. Her installation, a
series of suspended light vessels

in glass suggests an inverted landscape and the shifting lights along
with rhythmic background sounds
prove to be an immersive experience.
MacGlip stressed the importance
of residencies to an artist’s development.
“In the present show itself the
works by UAE artists, supported
and facilitated by both ADMAF and
Maraya, are evidence of the rich
dividends in terms of outstanding
work,” she said.
The Place and Unity exhibition
runs until January 31st, 2017.
Krishna Kumar is a Dubai-based
contributor to The Arab Weekly.

Egypt sees resurgence in independent music scene
Mohamed el-Shahed

Cairo

A

t a club in downtown Cairo, Ahmed Saleh pumps
electronic beats from his
laptop as Abdullah Miniawy chants to a cheering crowd, the duo part of a wave of
new talent on Egypt’s underground
music scene.
Emerging artists are creating an
eclectic selection of hip-hop, dubstep, electronic and rock music,
with some influenced by traditional
Egyptian sounds.
The movement began in the mid2000s as musicians by-passed record labels to reach their listeners
directly via the internet.
It was boosted by Egypt’s 2011
uprising that toppled long-time authoritarian ruler Hosni Mubarak.
“This movement began finding
an audience because it has become
accessible on the internet, instead
of the market being dominated by
those who release CDs,” says Tamer
Abu Ghazaleh, a Cairo-born Palestinian musician who co-founded
Ma3azef, an online Arab music magazine.
From the second half of the 2000s,
musicians have used websites such
as SoundCloud, YouTube and Facebook to publish and promote their
music.
That has challenged record labels’
traditional gatekeeper role between
artists and audiences.
“This is the first time in Egypt, at
least since the 1920s, where music
really represents the people in a direct way, without any intermediary,”
says Mahmoud Refat, founder of record label 100Copies Music.
The birth of Mahraganat music
around the same period also reflected this shift in the industry.

Egyptian musicians perform at a studio in Cairo, on October 24th , 2016.

Emerging from working-class
neighbourhoods, it became Egypt’s
most listened-to genre — with little
involvement from record companies.
Using cheap or free software,
young men began mixing traditional Egyptian music with electronic
sounds, creating loud, eclectic
beats.
Meanwhile, artists began networking online, says musician Rami
Abadir, who released his first official
album with Canadian record label
D.M.T. Records in May.
“This didn’t exist until 2009 or
2010, or it existed but on a very
small scale,” he says.
The genre found a small but growing audience in a country where, according to the United Nations, 40%
of the population is between 10 and

20 years old.
The 2011 revolution boosted the
movement.
“A lot of things took a push with
what happened in 2011 and 2012
and the revolution,” says Maurice
Louca, composer of the acclaimed
2014 electronic album Benhayyi AlBaghbaghan (Salute the Parrot).

Emerging artists are
creating an eclectic
selection of hip-hop,
dubstep, electronic
and rock music.
While most of the music was nonpolitical, a security void made it
easier to open spaces and organise
festivals.
“There was a very nice atmosphere where anyone who wanted to

(AFP)

do anything could just do it,” says
Abadir.
Egypt’s first free presidential election in 2012 brought to power Islamist Muhammad Morsi, who was
ousted by the army amid a popular
uprising a year later.
Human rights groups have accused then-army chief General Abdel Fattah al-Sisi, who went on to
become president, of limiting freedom of expression.
Venues such as Vent, which
opened in 2013, promoted new, experimental music.
Many have since closed, but several still hold regular live sessions.
While many musicians have second jobs to make a living, some
have been able to go full time and
performed at home and abroad.
Saleh has performed up to five
times a month this year, including

gigs with Alexandria-based psychedelic and electronic rock band Telepoetic.
Louca has given 50 concerts overseas this year alone.
As the artists diversified, so did
listeners’ tastes.
Now, the audience “is receptive
to this and waiting for new things…
especially in Egypt,” says Abu Ghazaleh.
Some tracks by Egyptian hip-hop
artists Abyusif and Ahmed Kamel
have been played more than a quarter of a million times on SoundCloud.
“Hip-hop in Egypt is like that. Its
first and last place is the internet,”
says Refat, whose label caters to
independent and Mahraganat musicians.
That contrasts with the 1990s,
when authorities cracked down on
concerts and accused attendees of
practising Satanism, according to
Louca.
“We felt like we were in an absolute desert,” he says.
While the scene centres around
Cairo, other musicians in the region
have flourished online.
“We kind of found it staggering
the amount of talent around, and
a lot of people doing what we consider to be very high-quality music,” says Abdel-Rahman Hussein,
co-founder of Dandin, a Middle East
music platform.
Hip-hop artists from Lebanon,
Syria and Jordan have collaborated,
while cross-genre projects have
mushroomed in Beirut, says Ziad
Nawfal, co-founder of the independent Lebanese label Ruptured.
The wave of new music “expresses real things for the people”, says
Abu Ghazaleh. “This is what this
music is doing, so it has no place to
go but grow further.”
Agence France-Presse
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French alive in Lebanon but
not the ‘in language’ anymore
Samar Kadi

Beirut

H

“

i, kifak, ça va? The
short
sentence
meaning
“Hello,
how are you, fine?”
is a remarkable illustration of the diverse linguistic
influence in Lebanon, a multi-religious and multicultural country
where Arabic, French and English
are mixed up in regular communication.
Lebanon, a former French protectorate and member of the International Organisation of the
Francophonie, or French-speaking
countries, has, however, been particularly receptive to the spread of
English to the detriment of French,
considered the country’s second official language after Arabic.
Decades ago, French was mainly
the first foreign language that Lebanese spoke and in which they were
educated. But in the age of globalisation, English, notably American
English, has muscled French aside.
Nonetheless, French is still in
good shape in the small country,
according to Veronique Aulagnon,
director of the French Institute in
Lebanon. “We have not observed a
spectacular retreat of the Francophonie in Lebanon. With 55% of all
educational establishments offering
Arabic-French programmes, including 40 well-renowned schools catering for 55,000 students following

the same curriculum as in France,
we are not worried, but we [still]
have to fight to maintain” the Francophonie, Aulagnon said.
Referring to the Francophone Book
Fair of Beirut, which held its 23rd
edition in November, Aulagnon noted that the ten-day event, in which
more than 50 publishers and book
stores participated, is the second
largest French-oriented one outside
France after Montreal and had about
78,000 visitors this year, an increase
of 10% from 2015.
“To have this in a country of 4 million inhabitants is nonetheless outstanding,” she said. “It is obviously
a very popular event that people
look forward to. Moreover, Lebanon
is the first market in the Arab world
for French publishers, as well as the
centre of translation of French books
to Arabic… This is very significant; it
is happening here, not in Morocco or
Algeria or Egypt. ”
For Aulagnon, Lebanon has not
lost its Francophone character, but
is becoming a place where the three
languages are being spoken. “The
new generation has become trilingual, expressing themselves a lot in
English, especially on social media,
because it is the fashion. We know
that we cannot win the battle of the
Francophonie in Lebanon by opposing English because the Lebanese
need to speak it… Also, France has
always supported the diversity of
Lebanon, including its cultural one.”
Maroun Nehme, president of the
syndicate of book importers in Lebanon and owner of Librairie Orientale

bookshop in Beirut, believes English
is gaining ground quickly because
it is the primary language of the internet as well as the lingua franca of
business and commercial globalisation.
“French speaking has regressed.
Most universities teach in English,
while French teaching is mainly
concentrated in schools and in the
elementary cycle. The visitors to the
Francophone book fair constitute
the hard core of the Francophonie
in Lebanon, but unfortunately they
do not represent the Lebanese reality… They represent a symbolic
Lebanon,” Nehme said at his book
fair stand.

Fluency in French is
still highly prised in
affluent circles,
especially among
Christians.
Oddly enough, Arabic translations
of French works occupied a large
part of Nehme’s stand. “We are seeking to reinforce the Francophonie by
attracting a new public, one that is
Arabic- or English-speaking, but
who would be interested in acquiring knowledge of French culture.
It is a means to give them access to
the genius of French culture… In a
way, we are preaching and converting people to the Francophonie,” he
contended.
According to Aulagnon, Lebanese
publishers are multiplying transla-

Photo from the Instagram account of the Francophone Book Fair of
Beirut.
(Instagram)
tions of French books, including
academic and pedagogic material,
which are increasingly in demand
by non-Francophone Arabs such as
those from the Gulf countries.
“Almost two-thirds of French
book copyrights [are] being acquired
by Lebanese publishers for translation. In other words, Francophone
culture is reaching the Arab world
through Lebanon,” she added.
The French arrived in Lebanon in
the second half of the 19th century,
when Jesuit clergy in France sought
to counter increasing Protestant influence in the region by dispatching
legions of missionaries to the eastern shores of the Mediterranean.
However, there are strong regional
differences regarding the French
due to the choices of settlement by
the different missionaries and to religious considerations. French missions were often found in Maronite
Christian areas whereas Englishspeaking missions were in the Druze

and Shia regions; south Lebanon
and part of Mount Lebanon.
Fluency in French is still highly
prised in affluent circles, especially
among Christians, for whom the language of Voltaire continues to imply
good education and high economic
status. It is also very common to
hear conversations shift easily from
Arabic to English to French and back
again.
French is far from being dead in
Lebanon; it is just that English is an
“in language” nowadays.
“The Francophonie is well anchored in Lebanon because French
is not only a language of education
but of culture as well. It is almost a
political language which is presented as part of the Lebanese identity,”
Aulagnon said.
“We just need to make it an ‘in
language’ again.”
Samar Kadi is The Arab Weekly
Travel and Society section editor.

Abdallah Khaled’s Paths of Light shine in London
Karen Dabrowska

London

T

he 21 acrylic and oil
paintings in the solo exhibition Paths of Light
of Algerian-Berber artist
Abdallah Khaled invite
visitors to take a spiritual journey
with mythical characters as their
guide to colourful, magical landscapes.
London’s Arab British Centre
has displayed the varied works in
its small first floor gallery and on
the stairs leading to it. Brown, red
and blue are the dominant colours.
People and animals are fused together to create mysterious images that stretch to infinity with
no clear beginning or end. What do
these images represent? The interpretation is left to the viewer.
“There is always a message in
art – it has to transmit something.
Without a message it just decorates the walls,” Khaled said.
The light referred to in the title
of the exhibition is not just an external light.
“It is an internal light – the light
of the self,” Khaled said. “Light is a

metaphor. It is not only to be able
to see but also to be able to search
for the greater good that everyone
should be capable of bringing from
themselves. The colours I use are
symbols of peace… Art is a way
of educating the public, to make
them more open and more sensitive towards different cultures,
different peoples and different
means of expression.

There is always a
message in art…
Without a message,
it just decorates
the walls.
Abdallah Khaled,
Algerian artist

”

“For me, art is like a light house
on the shore that is illuminating
the way for the ship that arrives.
My art is something to focus your
mind, stimulate your intellect and
touch your soul. Without light
there is no meaning, there is no energy, there is nothing.”
Although Khaled’s words and
art works may have religious over-

tones, he insists that he is a lay
person who does not follow all
the dictates of Islam. He believes
in God and the values that his culture’s traditions give him.
His Berber identity comes
through in his work. He emphasised that it would not make sense
for him to come to Europe, to live
in Europe and to paint in exactly
the same way as European painters. That is why he has brought
his own cultural heritage with him
and that is what comes through in
his work. It is a way of expressing
himself and contributing something to humanity.
In a blue acrylic on wood painting, a sombre figure with a critical expression on its face looks at
other strange figures searching
for meaning and wanting to make
sense of the world. Most of the figures in Khaled’s paintings stand
with outstretched hands. They appear to be searching and rejoicing
in their journey towards the light.
Composizione 3, one of the largest works in the exhibition (120cm
x 100cm), is the most colourful
creation with paths represented by
twisted lines. Burred, mysterious
images combine with triangular
and square shapes.

"Figures on a journey towards the light", a painting by Abdallah Khaled.

Exhibition Curator Maria Luisa
Trevisan notes that Khaled deepens his study of light by using
colours and materials rather than
placing emphasis on drawing.
“Amidst the chromatic clots,
brushstrokes, marks, scratching
and colours that range from orange
and red-yellows to greens, blues
and violet-blues, one denotes
dancing and moving figures reminiscent of cave paintings on North
Africa’s rocky landscapes. Khaled’s
paintings illustrate a strong connection to his ancestral land and
his Berber origins with its people,
traditions and culture,” Trevisan
said.
She underlined that the artist’s
works amounted to “a declaration
of peace and freedom, respect for
one another, for diversity, thus expressing universal values and enriching all of humanity”.
“In view of the current difficult
times we live in, Khaled’s message
is an invitation to take positive action in search of the common global good. His paintings incorporate
ancestral symbols such as the cow,
the bull, the bison, the horse, warriors, women, spears, clubs, forks,
mud huts and the walls of ancient
cities,” Trevisan said.

“He depicts the rich and varied
indigenous cultures of North Africa, the flavours of his homeland,
the scent of the desert, the colours
of the Atlas Mountains, as well as
the instinctive abstract expressionist and graffitist mark of contemporary ‘Western’ artistic culture,” she added.
Khaled’s complexity as an artist
can be understood by looking at
his cultural diversity and the merging of the artistic influences of both
Algeria and Italy where he now
lives. He has refined his cultural
and artistic knowledge through his
travels and periods of study across
Europe. His numerous personal
and group exhibitions, in Italy,
Norway, Canada, the United States
and UK have received positive and
enthusiastic reactions from both
the public and critics alike.
His paintings are to be found in
the National Museum of Fine Arts
of Algeria and in numerous private
collections in Canada, the United
States, Japan, Finland, Norway,
France, Germany, Austria and Italy.
Karen Dabrowska is a Londonbased contributor to the Culture
and Society section of The Arab
Weekly.
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Abu Dhabi’s Al
Marzoom reserve,
a favourite
destination for
falconry lovers
The Arab Weekly staff

Abu Dhabi

A

l Marzoom Hunting Reserve, the first of its kind
in the world, provides a
unique opportunity for
the lovers of falconry to
practise traditional hunting while
enjoying an exceptional heritage
experience. The protected area
provides a safe environment for
falconers and all those interested
in falconry-related activities.
Situated in Al Gharbia (The
Western Region) in the emirate of
Abu Dhabi, Al Marzoom recently
opened its doors to receive the first
batch of visitors and falconers in
the second hunting season, which
runs from November to mid-February.
Obaid Khalfan Al Mazrouei, director of heritage competitions at
the Cultural Programmes and Heritage Festivals Committee of Abu
Dhabi, said more than 2,500 falconers and visitors were expected
to visit the reserve. He also said
about 500 hunting trips would be
organised by the Department of Al
Marzoom Hunting Reserve.
In its first season, Al Marzoom attracted a large number of falconers
as well as Arab and foreign tourists
in addition to representatives of international, Arab and local media.
“In the light of the great success
that has been achieved throughout
the previous season, we go on with
the organisation of this unique initiative,” Al Mazrouei said.
The reserve is located 100-120km
from the UAE capital, Abu Dhabi,
(about one hour by car) and is completely delimited by a fence. The
hunting area is surrounded by a
vast natural reserve, where several
high-level sites can be found and

used to observe the
larger landscape.
During the current
season, Al Marzoom
Hunting
Reserve
is
planning to launch
a number of specialised
programmes to train
falconers
and
raise awareness of
the significance of
safeguarding heritage.
Students
from a number of
Emirati schools
will be taught
the principles of
sustainable hunting, al sinaa (the
daily etiquette in
the UAE), the preparation of Arab
coffee, camel riding and all that is
related to the preservation of authentic traditions.
At Al Marzoom, visitors are accepted as part of hunting teams,
with each team limited to no more
than five members along with a
professional hunter.

The second hunting
season runs from
mid-November 2016 to
mid-February 2017.
“We hope for our visitors to go
through a unique heritage experience as this second season will be
characterised by the organisation
of diverse traditional activities and
exciting surprises. There will be an
opportunity to practise falconry
and learn its skills without having
to travel abroad,” said Ahmed bin
Hiaa al-Mansouri, director of the
hunting reserve.
“Al Marzoom focuses on falconry
in the first place and is not provid-

Agenda
Dubai:
November 29hNovember 30th
Convergence is an inaugural
show, held by Royal Bridges
in Dubai at the Ritz Carlton.
The show brings together
internationally recognised
artists hailing from imperial,
royal, princely and noble
families to celebrate contemporary art.

an opportunity for
scientists and re-

Doha:
November 30th –
December 5th
Ajyal Film Festival invites
people of all ages to come
together to discuss cinema
through events that inspire
creative interaction. Some 17
home-grown short films will
screen at the Doha Film Institute (DFI) festival. Organised
at the Katara Cultural Village,
the festival is in its fourth
year.
Rabat:
December 2nd – 6th

Falconers follow a hunting falcon at Al Marzoom Hunting Reserve,
on February 1st, 2016. 					
(AFP)
ing any other form of wildlife tourism for the time being,” he added.
Al Mansouri noted that accommodation would be limited to
traditional camps so as to respect
the main objective of the project,
which focuses on protecting the
environment. He also stressed
that only the practice of traditional
hunting would be allowed, without
the use of any weapons of any kind.
Al Marzoom, which is characterised by an exclusive focus on falconry and desert physiognomy, is
internationally recognised as being
a unique destination. The reserve
sprawls over 923 sq. km and aims
to provide a unique opportunity of
traditional hunting.
The natural reserve works within
the framework of environmental
sustainability to protect and preserve endangered species from the
risk of extinction. It also inspires to
defend the animal wealth and the
vegetative life of actual or possible
economic values. While providing

searchers to conduct field studies,
Al Marzoom protected area aims to
raise awareness about the protection of environment among visitors with its various activities.
The natural reserve is a living
museum for the protection of authenticity and cultural identity.
It offers an opportunity to learn
about the local heritage through
highlighting various customs and
traditions that are related to hunting, cuisine, leisure and other activities.
As a project, Al Marzoom is designed as a unique hub for the attraction of tourists and visitors
who are eager to enjoy genuine
comfort in a contemporary way.
At Al Marzoom, falconers can
hunt rabbits, as well as the houbara bustard, which is provided by
a number of recognised breeding
centres. It should be noted that the
practice of falconry is organised,
in accordance with a strict legal
framework.

The Arab Liberty festival is
a unique exchange forum
bringing together liberty
champions, civil society actors and young leaders working to promote freedom in
the Arab world. The festival
is an excellent occasion to
exchange, learn and network.
Marrakech:
December 2nd-10th
The Marrakech International
Film Festival showcases some
of the year’s most important
cinematic works from within
the region and internationally. The programme includes
tributes, conferences and
debates in addition to the official film competition. Hungarian film-maker Béla Tarr
will serve as jury president.
Virginia, US:
December 3rd
American Arabesque: A Celebration of Culture will fill the
Durant Arts Centre in Alexandria, Virginia, with the music,
food and arts and crafts from
diverse Arab countries. Foty
Fusion, the Huda Asfour
Quartet and Ramy Adly are
among the professional
musicians providing music
throughout the festival. Saudi
Arabian, Egyptian, Jordanian,
and Palestinian cuisine will
be available for purchase
from local restaurants and
caterers.
Beirut:
December 3rd-January 7th
Monot Book Street Market
takes place the first Saturday
of each month. The market is a place for people to
exchange, sell or buy books
while enjoying the cultural
street life of Beirut near the
RectoVerso Library.
Abu Dhabi:
December 7th- 30th
Al Dhafra Festival is a major
regional and international
event and is inspired by the
Emirati authentic Bedouin
spirit. It features as many
as 15 heritage activities and
competitions with a total
prize value of more than $12.8
million.

We welcome submissions of
calendar items related to
cultural events of interest to
travellers in the Middle East
and North Africa.
A houbara bustard walks at Al Marzoom Hunting Reserve, 150km west
of Abu Dhabi in the United Arab Emirates on February 2nd, 2016. (AFP)

A picture taken on February 2nd, 2016, shows sand gazelles at Al
Marzoom Hunting Reserve. 				
(AFP)
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